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Abstract

Power Line Connrunications is long established ror low data rate applications over

high-voltage power lines. It is now charting new territory in high speed data

transmission to the high frequency bam of IMHz and upwards over the low-vohage

segrrenr below the distribution transformers. Since the power line is designed ror

transmission of power instead of signal transmitting originally; it has many shortages

when used as a signal comm.mication channel The heterogeneous structure of the

power line network with raarerous branches and irq>edan;e mismatches causing

reflections and attenuations during signal transmission, am thus comm.mication

signal cannot be sent out or received completely. From this point of view, the power

line impedaree is a very important parameter in the design of power line

comm.mication (PLC) rmdem architecture, which is subject to legislations that limit

the signals in the line. Varators on the irq>edan;e of the power line affect the

comm.mications channel perforrrarce. For the optirnun rmdem design, power line

impedaree must be known Power line irq:>edan;e changes with time, carrier

fi'equerey, load variations, architectures and locations of the lines in city, urban, rural

& industrial environment.

The objective of this study is to detennine the impedan;e of power distribution

network in a frequency range from 1MHz to 30MHz. This is in line with international

standard bodies including CENELEC, IEC, rru and EfSI, which stipulates that ror

propagation characteristics of power line am EMC regulations, data transmission rate

are evolving and are being extended an the time to data rate up to 100Mbps.



This thesis covers impedance measurerreras carried out in college buildings in

Somerset, UK together with SOIm residential houses in Somerset ani London

The college buildings have both three-phase ani single-phase architectures with

various laboratories where loads are randomly switched on ani off An impedance

analyser is used to carry out the measurerreras which performs a sean through a

programnable frequency Jimits and acquires impedance parameters in the frequency

domain Measurements were monitored using Microsoft Rermte Desk Top client

application Series of experimental rreasurerrerss were carried out in the Bridgwater

College and residential houses in Bridgwater and also in London

The first part of the thesis offers detailed introduction to the topics of electricity

supply networks, power line cormamications, nndulation teclmiques ani

electromagnetic compatibility, noise ani transmission line characteristics.

From the experareraal results, presented in graphical format, a mnnber of conc1usions

can be drawn A wide range of impedances are observed fOrsingle phase

measurements, within the range of 3 - 584 n fOr large buildings ani residential

houses. For three phase rreasurenents impedances varied from 21 - 340 n.

The thesis concludes with a suggestion of how these rreasurements may be used in

PLC modem design Dynamic output-impedance PLC modems may be designed

using a real- time impedance detector of the power line and the adjustable output

impedance-power amplifier. Tberefore, modem output impedance may be matched

to the real time line impedance.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Power line conmmcaton or power line carrier (PLC), also known as Power line

telecomnunications (pLT), or Broadband over power lines (BPL) are systems fur

carrying data on a conductor also used fOr electric power transmission

While the ilea of sending communication signals on the same pair of wires as are

used fOr power distribution is as okl as the telegraph itself; the m.nnber of

conmmication devices installed on dedicated wiring fur exceeds the mnnber installed

on AC. mains wiring. The reason fOr this is not, as one might think, the resuh of

having overlooked the possibility of A.C. mains commmication until recent decades.

In the 1920's at least two patents were issued to the American Telephone and

Telegraph Company in the field of "Carter Transmission over Power Circuits".

The coIlllnll1ication flow of today is very high. Many applications at high speed and

a fixed cormection are often preferred. If the power utilities could supply

communications over the power-line to the custorrers it could make a tremendous

breakthrough in comm.mications. Every househokl would be cormected at any time

and services being provided in real titre. Using the power-line as a conm.mication

channel could also be a cost-effective way compared to other system; because it uses

an existing infrastructure.

The dereguJated market has forced the power utilities to explore new markets to find

new business opportunities, which have increased research activities in Power-Line

Conmmications (PLC) over the last decade. The research has initially been fbcused
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on providing services related to power distribution such as had control, meter

reading, tariff control, remote control and smart homes. These value-added servces

would open up new markets fur the power utilities and heme increase profit. The

moderate demands of these applications make it easier to obtain reliable

comnmication Firstly, the infurmation bit rate is hw; secondly, they do not require

real-time perfurmance.

With the inevitable arrival of broadband access, the demard fur serding digital voice,

video and internet data within the home increases continuously. If it would be

possible to supply this kind of network corrnnmication over the power-line, the

utilities could also become comnmication providers, a rapidly growing market. On

the contrary to power related applications, network corrmmcatons require very high.

bit rates and in some cases real-tare responses are needed (e.g. 1V and video). This

conplcates the design of a comnmication system but has been the focus of many

researchers dwing the last years.

The power-line was initially designed to distribute power in the range of 230 V/SO Hz

and 110 V/60 Hz in an efficient way, heme it is not adapted fur corrnnmication and

advanced conmmicaton teclmiques are needed.

This thesis explores the theoretical and practical aspects of Power Line

Corrmarcators techniques. To this em, a mnnber of specific goals were proposed

at the start of the project:

• To gain detailed knowledge in to the history and devehpment of PLC and the

challenges faced by PLC techniques.
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• An investigation into the impedance of the low-voltage power line system am
how line impedance affects the signal attenuation and propagation

characteristcs and consequently the corrmmication conditions of the power

line. Much of the expermental work was carried out in Bridgwater College

and some residential houses in Somerset, England. The location could be

classified as semi-rural

1.1Overview of Power Line Conmunication Systems

Power Line Corrm.mications (PLC) is the use of existing electrical power line system

to transport data. The main idea behind PLC is the reduction in operational costs am
expenditure for realization of new telecommunications networks as shown in figure 1.

Power utility companies have been using this teclmology for many years to send or

receive data on the power grid using existing electrical infrastructure.

Historically, also, a primary rmtivation for power line corrmmication has been to do

load management in future. A second important motivation had been to mcilitate

meter reading from a distance. A UK. study has shown that a meter reader achieves an

average infonnathn rate of only about 1 bps (bits per second) [21].

In 1838 the first remote electricity supply metering and in 1897 the first patent on

power line signalling were proposed in the UK. [19]. In the 1920's applications were

patented in the US, and during the same perod the first cormercal production of

electromechanical meter repeaters took place. The electrical power utility in London

used PLC to rermtely control some of its equiprn::nt on the grid such as high-voltage

3



switches in the 1920s. This teclmique is still employed by several utilities that use

analogue or digital devices to transfer data over many miles of electrical cables.

High-Voltage
Transmission Llne& (33.400kV)

High-Voltage
Transmission Towers

(11.J3kV)

Distribution
Transformer

Interfaoe Oevioe

Low Voltage
PowerUne

(240.415V)

Customer Premise

Figure 1. Power Line Communications Systems

Data transmission over power lines has been around for quite some time, one might

wonder why it is receiving such renewed interest recently especially considering the

data rate fur protection and telemetering purposes is at rmst a few kbps (kilobits per

second) and is not comparable to the Mbps (Mega bits per seconds) data that needs to

be supported for multimedia applications. The answer is a combinations of effects

that took place during the mid-thru late 1990s, namely, the explosive growth of the
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internet and the gigantic leaps in Very Large Scale Integration Circuits (VLSI),

Digital Signal Processing (DSP) and growth of sophisticated comrnmications

technology. Engineers have suggested that what was required fOr PLC to move into

the main stream was a conmercialsed version of various military comnmications

technology (e.g. spread spectnun, OFDM, discussed in chapter 3)

Events like Electr£ity Power Act of December 1989 have made power line

conmmicatiors a viable technology fOr high speed bone networking as weD as being

a possible solution fOr last mile problem The market fOr power line comnmications

(PLC) is two- fOld: to the bone, or last mile' access; and in the bone or last inch

access.

PLC standards have evolved constantly over the years, especiaDy the last 20, and

resulted after 1994 in the digital power line boost promising new revenues fOr energy

utilities and cheap Internet access fOr consumers.

Thus high-, ~ium- and low-voltage supply networks have been used fOr internal

comrnmications of electreal utilities and fOr the remote rreasurng and control tasks.

PLC is also used fOr internal eectrcal installations within buildings and bones fOr

various comrnmications appJications.

I The "last mile" or "last kilometer" is the final leg of delivering connectivity from a corrrnmications
provider to a customer. The phrase is therefore often used by the telecomnunications and cable
!elevision industries. The actual distance of this leg may be considerably more than a mile, especially
ID rural area.
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Generally, PLC systems may be divided into two groups:

• Narrowband PLC system (3 kHz -148.5 kHz) (as per standard EN 50065 low-

voltage comnmications standard ofCENELEC) allowing communications

services with relatively low data rates (up to 100 kbps) and ensuring

realization of various automation and control applications as wen as a few

voce cbannels.

• Broadband PLC systems (1.6 MHz - 30MHz) (Access Band 1.6 MHz -10

MHz and in house band 10 MHz - 30 MHz) allowing data rates beyond 2

Mbps and, accordingly, realization of a number of'typcal teleconmunications

services in parallel, such as telephony and internet access.

Broadband PLC in low-voltage supply networks seems to be cost-effective solution

fur last mile comnmications networks, the so-called PLC access networks. Access

networks ~lement the inter-connection of the customers/subscribers to wile-area

comnmication networks. 1hey allow a Jarge number of subscribers to use various

teleconmunications servces, However, the cost of realization, installation, and

maintenance of access networks are very high. In roost cases, access networks are

still the property of incumbent network providers (the fbnner monopolistic telepbone

corrpanes). Because of that, new network providers try to find solutions to realize

their own access networks. A promising possibility tOr the realization of access

networks is offered by the PLC technology. Nowadays, there are many activities

concerned with the development and application ofPLC technology in the access

area. Thus, we find a number of manufitcturers offering PLC products that ensure
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data rates between 2 am 4 Mbps am aneouocing new PLC systerrs with data rates up

to 45 Mbps or more. There are also raarerous PLC field trals worldwide, as well as

several PLC access networks in conmercal use. The number of PLC subscribers is

still growing. A similar devebprrent in mxiium-voltage and n-borre PLC networks

is in progress as well. In particular, the problem of electromagnetic compatibility of

PLC system with reference to their coexistence with other telecommunications

services, such as various radio services, has not yet been completely solved.

Therefore, PLC teclmology is now in a very irq>ortant development phase that will

detennine its finure, its applcaton areas, am its penetration into telecommunications

world in competition with other broadband teclmologies. During the last decades, the

usage of telecommunication system; has increased rapidly. Because of a permanent

necessity for new telecommunication services and additional transmission capacities,

there is also a need fur the development of new telecommunication networks am
transmission teclmologies. From the economic point of view, telecommunicati>ns

promise big revenues, motivating Jarge invest~nts in this area. Therefore, there are

a large m.nnber of conmmications enterprises that are building up high-speed

networks, ensuring the realization of various telecommunication services that can be

used worldwide.

After the privatisation of the UK Electricity Supply Industry in 1990, distribution

network operators became free to participate in activities beyond the supply of

electricity am many have looked at the provision of telecommunication services fur

additional revenue. This is also true outside the UK in those colUlfries where

electricity supply has been liberalised.
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In a Jarge m.nnber of cotmtries, the access networks are still the property of incumbent

network providers. Because of this, the new network providers try to find a solution

An alternative solution ror the realization of the access network E offered by the PLC

technohgy using the power supply grid ror conmmications. Thus, ror the realization

of the PLC networks, there ti no need ror the laying of new corrm.mication cables.

Tberefore, application ofPLC in low-voltage supply networks seems to be a cost-

effective solution ror so-called last mile conmmication networks. Nowadays,

network Subscribers use various telecommunications services with higher data rates

and QoS (Quality of Service) 2requiremmts.

To make conmmications in a power supply network possible, it is necessary to

install so-called PLC modems, which ensure transmission of data signaJs over the

gMS as shown in figure 2.

.. ------ ------.

PLCmodem
A

__ PlC Inta1ac8.-
PLCmodem

B
........ ...

Figure 2. Conmmication over power grd, [25]

2 Quality of Service - refers to a broad collection of networking technologies and techniques. The goal
ofQoS is to provide guarantees on the ability ofa network to deliver predictable results. Elements of
network performance within the scopeofQoS often include availability (uptime), bandwidth
(throughput),latency (delay), and error rate.
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A PLC rrodem converts a data signal received from conventional comnmication

devices, such as computers, telephones, and so on, in a form that is suitable fur

transmission over power lines. In the other transmission direction, the modem

receives a data signal from the power grits and after conversion delivers it to the

comnmications devces, Thus, the PLC rmderrs, representing PLC-specific

conmunication equipment, provide a necessary intenace fur the interconnection of

various comrmmications devees over power supply networks. The PLC-specific

comnmications devces, such as PLC rmderrs, have to be designed to ensure an

efficient network operation under transmission coOOitions, typical fur power supply

networks and their environments.

However, power supply networks are not designed fur corrmncatons and they do

not present a favourable transmission medium PLC transmission channel is

characterized by a large and frequency-dependent attenuation, changing inl>edance

and fading as wen as l.1llfBvourablenoise conditions. Various noise sources, acting

from the supply network, due to diirerent electro devces connected to the network,

and from the network environment, can negatively influence a PLC system, causing

disturbances in an error-free data transmission On the other hand, to provide higher

data rates, PLC networks have to operate in a frequency spectnnn ofup to 30 Mllz,

which is also used by various radio services, Unfurtunately, a PLC network acts as an

antenna producing electromagnetic radiation in its environment and disturbs other

services operating in the same frequency range. Therefure, regulatory bodies specifY

very strong limits regarding the electromagnetic emission from the PLC networks,

with a consequence that PLC networks have to operate with a lim:ited signal power.
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This causes a reduction of network distances and data rates and increases sensitivity

to disturbances.

The reduction of the data rates is particularly disadvantageous because of the met that

PLC access networks operate in a shared transmission medium, in which a mnnber of

subscribers compete to use the transmission resources as shown in Figure 3.

In the case of PLC access network, the transmission mediwn provided a low-voltage

supply network used for commmication between the subscribers and the PLC base

station, which connects the access network to a wide area network (WAN) realized by

conventional connnunication technology.

Medium-and
high-voltage

~~~~~s~y~

I
I

.... 1 /
.....--1--/

PlC subscribers PLC subscribers

Figure 3. PLC access network. [25]

To reduce the negative impact of power line transmission medium, PLC systems have

to apply efficient modulation, such as spread spectnnn and Orthogonal Frequency
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Division Multiplexing (OFDM). The problem of disturbances can also be solved by

well known error-handling mechanisms (e.g. forward error correction (FEC),

Automatic Repeat reQuest (ARQ). However, their application consumes a certain

porton of the PLC network capacity because of overhead and retransmission, On the

other hand, a PLC access network has to be economically efficient, serving possibly a

large number of subscribers. This can be ensured only by a good utilizatbn of limited

network capacity. Sirwltaneously, PLC systems have to conpete with other access

technology (e.g, digital subscriber 1ine (DSL), cable television (CA1V) and to offer

different telecomnunication servces with a satisfactory QoS. Both good network

utilization and provision ofQoS guarantees can be achieved by an efficient Medium

Access Control (MAC)3 Jayer.

Currently in 2011, there are no existing standards or specification considering

physical and MAC Jayers fur PLC access networks. The manufilcturers of the PLC

equipment developed proprietary solufuns fur the MAC Jayer that are irm11l>atible

with each other.

The new PLC promises super-connectivity that may connect just about anything that

phJgs in to a wall socket to each other and to the web. It also promises enablement of

infrastructure to provide the backbone fur widespread provisioning of broadband

access to homes.

3 The Media Access Control Layer is one of two sub-layers that make up the Data Unk Layer of the
OSI rmdel, The MAC layer is responsible for moving data packets to and from one Network Interface
Card (NIC) to another across a shared channel.
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But a lot of this still remains a promise. 1OOugh, the potential of PLC is doubtless,

issues like tecbncal, regulatory am market structure are inhibiting acheverrera of

what is at an ann's length to us.

PLC could bring the fOllowing benefits to our lives at borre:

• High-speed, always on internet access

• High-quality streaming video/audio

• Voce-over-Il' and low-cost telephony services

• Real-tate security rmnaoring/reporting

• Networked energy managerrent

• Online communication between smart app1iances

• The ability to control app1iances remotely byemaillphonelPDAs.

• A variety of content servces such as weather and other pronntonal

intormation

PLC can also provide benefit to the Utility corrpanes:

• Real-tiIre automated meter reading

• Fault detection am hcationloutage reporting

• Load switching/baJancing

• Power quality rmnaoring

• Protection against tanperng

• Substation-to-substation conmncatons

• TV audience rmnsoring system (BARB - Broadcaster's Audience Research

Board)
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Contirruous research am experirrentation with higher bandwdth data transfer across

eectrc grids i; now leading to unprecedented market opportunities fur bone

automation with PLC techoology allowing fur high speed, broadband corrmmications

over medum am low vokage charmehi.

• PLC promises the last mile cormectivity with high-speed data communication

to bomes plus the ability to carry voice/data traffic fur internal corrmmication

between computers, printers, am other app1iances within the bone, expanding

possible applications fur data based services.

• PLC guarantees a mch denser penetration inside bones as compared to

competing medsars. There is an average of 2 phone sockets per bone in the

UK compared to 30 to 40 power sockets. In Brazil 93 percent of households

have eectrcsy while only 25 percent eqjoy basic telephone service [20].

• In Europe, a single transformer serves 100 to 250 households operating at 230

volts of power [20].

• In 2001, Gennan regulators approved Jaws regulating the efficient and

disturbance-free use offtequencies in am along power cables. This clears the

way fur the introduction oftechoologies like telecommuncations via power

lines.

• Sweden has passed legi;Jatbn that mandates the extension of broad bam

servce to every borne. This is prormting active investigation in to finding

lower-cost alternatives than fibre-optic cable.
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Power Line Comnumications has a1ready started to create a buzz. PLC providers are

hoping to go head- to- head with DSL (Digital Subscriber Line), fixed wireless, and

cable modem corrpanes and are expecting to be able to offer superior service at

competitive costs.

However, where there is a lot of promises, there are some concerns too, specifically

electrcjty utilities' cables are hostile environments with electrcal noise spiked by

other electrical loads. This may not be a major concern anymore with advanced

tmduJation teclmiques to overcome this tec1mical obstacle. Also, equally irq>ortant

are the safety and reliability issues of electrical services provided to the customers in

light of the ageing power grids the workl over.

1.2 Summary

From the physical perspective, there is no timdamental difference between the

transmission of high-frequency signals over the power transmission lines and the

transmission of power energy of 50 Hz. Alth>ugh energy transmission and the

transmission of high-frequency signals on lines are similar physical processes, there is

a considerable difference in the properties of the lines at the different frequencies. In

particular, the loss along the lines increases considerably with higher frequency. For

any communication charnel, ~ance, noise and signal attenuation are basic

parameters that detennine comnunication perfomarce. The main objective of this

research progranme is to:
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• Establishing a consistent rreasurement rretbod fur measuring imped~e

characterstics on the Low Voltage Distribution network. (Initial sites in:We

the laboratories and classrooms at Bridgwater College, fullowed by some

residential houses in Somerset and London, UK)

1.3 Thesis Structure

The thesis conprses of six chapters that lead from basi; power transmission line

systern, through a detailed dscussion of different aspects of Power Line

Corranmcatons,

Chapter 2:

Chapter 3:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 6:

Power Line Corrsnmcation System Architecture.

Power Line Comrcncatons Propagation Characterstcs.

Experitrental work.

Experimental Resuhs

Conchlsions and further work
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Chapter 2: Power Line Communication System Architecture

This chapter describes the architecture of the power network system and overview of

the broadband PLC system

1.2 The United Kingdom Power Distribution Network

Introduction:

Until the early 1930s the supply of electrical power throughout the UK was in the

hands of local electrical generating and dNribution companies. There was IX>

national standardization ofvoItage and both d.c. and a.c. systems co-existed. National

Goo system was established to provide a better system for an consumers. It consists

of over 7000 kmof overhead power lines.

Some milestones leading to the growth of the national gm:

• 1831 Michael Faraday demonstrates the generation of electricity by

electromagnetic induction

• 1890-1900 many small power stations around UK start to supply electricity to

local customers

• Early 1900s in the US, George Westinghouse and Nicola Tesla develop new

generators which enable power stations to work together

• 1926 Central Electricity Board established in the UK with the purpose of

interconnecting power stations

• 1933 Construction offirst national grit finished
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• 1937 national grit switched on

• 1950s New national grit - the super-grit constructed with rmre carrying

power

• 1990 Privatisation ofUK.'s electricity ildustry leads to creation of National

Grid Cormany which is responsible for electricity transmission

Economics demanded that the power stators which supplied the grit distribution

network shouJd be built either near to a convenient fuel supply or near to a major user

of electricity. The electrical power had to be carried over large distances and the

cheapest system was, and still is an overhead power line suspended from pylons.

Some of the il:nrrediate advantages of having a commn national electrical system

are:

• An electrical app1iances can be stardardsed

• Power stations can be switched in or out quite quickly to match generating

capacity and consumer demand

• Overloaded power stations can be assisted by those under a 1ight load

• A mUti-path grit distribution system will help to ensure continuity of supply

in the event of a single line 1Bilure

The starting point tOr the tOllowing studies is an analysis of typical power network

structures on the various vohage levels of the UK electric energy supply system as

shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4. UK electrical system from power station to customer (K Morris 200 1)
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Three voltage leveJs are:

• lligh-voltage (33kV-400 kV) networks connect the power stations with Jarge

supply regions or big customers. They usually span very long dstarces,

allowing power exchange within a continent. High-voltage networks are

usually rea1ized with overhead supply cables

• Medium-Voltage (11kV-33 kV) networks supply Jarger areas, cities and big

industrial or connercal customers. Spamed distances are significantly

shorter than in the high-voltage networks. The tredium-voltage networks are

realized with overhead and tmderground networks.

• Low-voltage (240V-415 V, in the USA 110 V) networks supply the end users

either as individual customers or as a single user of a bigger customer. Their

length is usually up to a few hundred meters. In urban areas, low-voltage

networks are rea1ized with tmderground cables, where in rural areas they exist

usually as overhead network.

Each of these vohage leveJs are adapted to the bridging of certain distances. The

vohage levels are intercormected by transformers, designed in such a way that the

energy loss is as low as possible at the power frequency (50 Hz). Since the initial 132

kV network was corrpleted in 1936, the Grid has been extended until it now covers

the whole of the UK. The Grid System consists of an extensive interconnected

transmission networks supplying the whole country and is controlled by the National

Grid. When the supply industry was nationalized in 1948, generation also became
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part of the system The 00 network is row supplied from a srrall mnnbers of very

large and highly efficient power stations (coal, gas and nuclear) strategically pJaced

where fuel and water are easily available. The basic networks are still 132 kV but

iocreasing demands and the necessity to supply bu1k power over hng distances has

brought about the introduction to the Super 00. This consists of transmission lines

with voltages of275 kV and 400 kV fonning the main 'arteries' of the supply system

1.3 The United States Power Supply Network

On the distribution level, typically 80% of the power lines are overhead in the U.S. In

urban areas most of the cables nm underground. MV ranges from 4kV to 34kV and

the line length varies between 5 km to SO km approximately. A MV distribution

circuit consists of a three phase main tnmk. Depending on the had, a two phase tap or

a one phase tap extends into had areas. In less densely popuJated areas, MV circuits

are red by a single sub-station with standby backup from an alternate sub-station In

large cities, however, an underground rresbed network is fed from multiple sources.

Therefore MV lines basically nm ahng every street of a town or city. In direct

neigbbourllood to buildings single-phase transforrrers provde the LV (access), which

is inunediately passed to the building's panel boards. Transfonners are often rmuoted

on poles or heated in special boxes, next to a building. On the primary side, the

transformers are red with one phase and neutral, while the secordary provides 240V

with a grounded centre tap as sbown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. USA Split-Phase System with MYILV Transformer and Loads

The length ofa secondary circuit (LV level) is usually less than 300m, with one to

about ten customers for a transformer. Typically, in residential areas a customer

receives power over three wires, providing 2x120V or 240V. Standard loads are

connected to the 120V feeds, while large loads, e.g. heaters use the 240V level

An access domain PLC system might be installed in the sub-station, feeding signals

into the MY wires of the distribution circuit. However, as roost residences receive

single phase service only, the PLC signal rrust be injected between phase and neutral

Due to significant attenuation fur HP-signals, transformer bridging will be necessary.

Another possible scenario would be a hybrid approach, connecting all transformers

with the sub-station via optical fibres, and feeding the PLC signals into the secondary

circuits of the transformers. This way of course much higher data rates can be

ensured, as only a few customers have to share the medium. Indoor PLC applications

in the U.S. look very similar to European ones, ie. signals are injected between one

phase and neutral on the 120V level, as roost devices are connected to such feeds.
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1.4 The Japanese Power Supply Network

The structure of the Japanese power supply gm is very similar to the U.S. network.

The RV level uses rmre than 22 kV, and on the MY level, ie. from sub-statim to

transformer; 6.6kV ~ the usual level Similar to the U.S., transfomers are rmunted

close to the tops of poles feeding two-phase secondary circuits with a neutral line,

which is comected to a ground rod. 1hus the customer receives power over 2 or 3

wires at 100V or 200V. Over 90% of the Japanese power supply network ~ realized

in the form of overhead wiring, generaDy cables. Mid to large scale flats have their

own MY ILV transformers inside the buikJing. The typical length of a LV circuit is

about 50 to 200 meters. Typically up to 30 households are supplied by one

transformer.

Due to the high density of population in IIDst Japanese cities, the number of

households fed by one MV transfonrer sub-station is considerable. Thus, if PLC

would be deployed on the MV eve], numerous customers would have to share the

capacity, so that unacceptably low data rates might result. Thus, in Japan, PLC would

be most efficient on the LV distribution grid. As optical fibers are deployed along

most Japanese MV lines, a powerful backbone network is already available there.

Simi1ar to the U.S., most indoor loads are supplied from 100 V feeds, so that the PLC

signal must be injected between phase and neutral.

1.S The United Kingdom Local Distribution System

The main substation feeding a particular area ~ usually placed as close to the loads

centre as possible. The substation will be supplied from the grid transmission line,
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usually by means of a 33 kV secondary transmission line or underground cable. From

the main substation there will be high-voltage distnbution cables radiating outwards

to feed the local distnbution substations. This will be at 11 kV. The local substations

will also be interconnected by means offiuther 11 kV cables, so that a ring system of

feeders is formed. By employing this ring system it is possible to isolate any of the

cables without interrupting the supply to any substation Transformers at each

substation reed into a network oflow-vohage distributors which radiate from the

substation and to which the consumers' supplies are connected. These low voltage

cables may also be interconnected by means of link pillars or underground boxes.

Figure 6 shows a typical arrangement for such a distribution system

grid switchin~ station
supply point

" kV

33 kV
secondary

transrnlsston

ring main

11kV
distribution

I I I I 11kV
III r------ --I II L

j___ ...III I
II t
II II L _

I L~I~/l~_V,d~s.!rJ!>!!..t~ I
L .....I I r----..J

I I I
rWla
link box

S = distribution
SUbstation

Figure 6. Layout of electrical distribution system [64]
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1.6 Operating Voltages

On long transmission lines, the losses can be high By raising the operating voltage,

thereby reducing the current fur a given power being delivered, the losses can be

reduced and the efficien:y of transmission increased. For any given line there is a1so

a definite voltage which will give the minimum cost. This is 'economic voltage' fur

the line. To firrj this voltage, a mnnber of factors have to be taken into account,

including local conditions, but a rough guide is 1000 V per mile of line. However, in

order to standardize in the rraranacture of equipment, certain standard voltages are

used. These are: 400 kVand 275 kV fur the Super Grid; 132 kV fur the original

Grid; and 33 kV fur secondary transmission; l1kV, 6.6 kV and 3.3 kV fur primary

distribution. The standard distribution voltages fur consumer's supplies are 415 V

three-phase SO Hz a.c. fur power, and 240 V single-phase SO Hz a.c. fur Jighting and

heating supplies.

1.7 Consumer's Supplies

For power purposes, a higher voltage leads to greater efficien:y. The three-wire and

three-phase systems are provided fur high power circuits while the lower voltages are

provided fOr low power circuits. Two systems are mainly used. Single-phase and

Three- phase system

• AC. Single-Phase Two-wire System: The supply is normally from the

secondary of a transfurmer at the distribution substation. One side of the

secondary is always earthed, and the conductor comected to this side is the
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neutral The conductor connected to the other end of the secondary winding IS

the live conductor (figure 7).

transformer
at substation

live

high
voltage

i
240 V ac

1 phase 50 Hz

neutral

~ earth

Figure 7. AC. single-phase two-wire system [64]

• AC. Single-phase Three-wire system: The supply is from the secondary of a

distnbution transformer. The transformer is centre-tapped and is earthed at

this point. The third conductor is connected to the centre tapping, and this

becomes the neutral The two outer conductors are live conductors (figure 8).

Power circuits are connected to the two live conductors and lighting loads to

one of the live conductors and the neutral This type of supply is quite

common in rural areas where power is required for funning purposes and the

high voltage system is single phase.
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earthed 240Va.c
1 phase 5{) Hz
lighting toads

live

Figure 8. A.C. Single-phase three-wire system [64]

• A.C. Three-phase Four-wire system This is the system used for general

distribution purposes wherever three-phase supplies are available. Essentially,

this consists of three single-phase circuits with a corrnnon earthed conductor

called the neutral The transformer windings are connected in star formation,

the star point being earthed and also connected to the neutral conductor. Since

there is a phase difference between the voltages of each phase, the total

voltage across two phases will be 1.73 times the phase voltage. The

conductors connected to the outer terminal of each phase are known as live

conductors. To distinguish one phase from another it is usual to give the

phases a colour coding of red, yellow and blue. The cores of the cables are

marked or numbered accordingly. Three phase power supplies are connected

to the three live or line conductors, and lighting and single-phase supplies are

connected to one of the lines and the neutral By connecting the single-phase
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supplies to each phase in rotation, a mir balance of load over the three phases

is usually obtained.

Figure 9 shows the system from the distribution transformers, with

connections made for both single-phase and three-phase supplies.

• AC. Three-phase three-wire system: This system is not usual for general

supplies, but it may be found for certain circuits within a factory. If a three-

phase power load is balanced on all phases, then there will be no current in the

neutral and it can be omitted. In such a case, a three-wire system can be used.

Single-phase supplies, however, cannot normally be taken from this system

(figure 10).
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Figure 9. Three-phase four-wire system [64]
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Figure 10. Three-phase three-wire system [64]

The type of supply offered to a consumer depends upon the nature of the consumer's

load and the type of process being carried out. Figure 11 shows the layout for a small

consumer (typical UK houses). At the incoming supply point the supply authority

have a means of isolating consumer's circuits from the supply by the installation of

fuses or a circuit breaker. The metering equipment is also connected at this point.

The meters may be connected direct, but ror supplies of about 50 kVA and over it is

usual to supply the meter from a current transformer. The small consumer will be

supplied direct from the three-phase, four-wire distnbutor.
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Figure 11. Small consumer's single-phase supply [64]

Larger consumers with loads of up to 300-500 kVA may require a supply direct from

a local substation, as shown in Figure ]2. In this case no other consumer will be

connected to the supply cable, even when it is laid fur some distance along a street.

A consurrer with a load of up to 1000 kVA will receive supply from a separate

substation situated on his own land or in part of his factory premises. This substation

will supply only the one consumer. Figure 13 shows this arrangement.
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Figure 12. Supply to consumers with loads up to 500 kVA [64]
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Figure 13. Supply to consumers with load up to I000 kVA [64]
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1.8 Consumer Layout

The layout of consumer's circuits depend upon the size of the installation. For a very

small installation, the consumer's distribution board from which the final power,

heating and lighting circuits are fed will be supplied direct from the equipment at the

supply intake. Even small industrial consumers, however, usually require a supply

that justifies the installation of a small bus bar system situated in a special switch

room The supply intake and metering equipment will be placed in this room The

bus bar will be fed through an isolator and the consumer's main fuses, or through a

circuit breaker. A typical layout is shown in figure 14. A larger consumer may have

its supplies connected to a ring main system, as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 14. Typical supply for a small factory [64]
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main
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phase
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Figure 15. Ring main system (nonnalIy three-phase and neutral-one phase and neutral
only shown for simplicity) [64]

The ring will be a three-phase and neutral system, but fur simplicity only one phase

and the neutral are shown in the diagram Each distnbution board will supply

different sections, and the fact that they are on a main system gives greater security.

Fuses and/or isolators are used to protect or isolate any of the boards as shown fur

board C in the diagram Figure 16 is a single-line diagram of a section of a typical

three-phase four-wire distnbution system Circuit breakers control the output from

the main substation These feed into main distnbution boards in each section of the
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consumer's prerrnses. Other sub-distnbution boards are supplied from the main

board, and from these are fed the circuits fur small power, lighting, and heating loads.

lighting and heating circuits• • • • + • • • • • •~i~ I I I I I I I I

:=~1 J.+l ~~~~ ~~~~., , I r__J l.J,l.l J.4-l.
~i~~5Ingle~r----' Il.J,l.l Phase') I'-r-----------J
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Figure 16. Typical three-phase, four-wire distribution - single line diagram [64]
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1.9 Low-Voltage System Operation

As Low-voltage networks are the IOOstlikely to have PLT deployed on them, it is

important to understand the operational constraints imposed upon the PLT system by

the power system operations necessary to meet regulatory commitments of providing

a continuous power supply to customers. This section describes those constraints by

reference to the typical LV network configuration shown in Figure 17.

substation A link box substation B

• = links in

main a -- main
- ~ - -• -

- -

main d substation

- main c
-

b

c

Figure 17. LV network configuration

Figure 17 shows the basic arrangement of a residential network with three secondary

substations A, B and C. Each substation has a number of feeders supplying the

houses around it, but only those feeders associated with interconnections to other

substations are shown Mains a, b and c are interconnections that meet in a link box;

they are also used to feed the houses that are distnbuted along their routes. Because

of the geographic layout, it is convenient fur main d to be fed from the link box, rather

than directly from a substation
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The link box is an urxierground connection box into which the cables are jointed. It

has lugs connected to each cable conductor, allowing the same phases on different

cables to be interconnected using removable links that are inserted with an insulated

tool The nonnal rurming condition fbr the network is shown; the box acts as an

'open point' between the substations and the links to mains band care nonnally left

out. The links are in between cables a and d so that cable d receives its nonnal teed

from substation A. If a fault occurs that shuts down one of the substations supplies

can be restored by inserting links. For exanple, if the RV supply to substation B fhlIs

it ~ possible to restore supplies to customers on main b by removing fuses at

substation B to isolate the main, then fitting links into the box to connect main b to

substation A or substation C. A further option is to leave the feeder fuses in at the

fhlled substation and open the transformer links to isolate the transfbrmer from the

bus bars. It is then possible to teed further customers from substations A or C via the

bus bars of substation B. However, that type of back feed is often inl>ractical because

of excessive voltage drop or other load related problems, This type of network

rearrangement is used as a short-tenn solution while repairs are carried out.

It is clear that the type of change of nnming conditions described above must take

precedence over any corrmmications requirements and must be carried out promptly

to avoid or minimize the penalties associated with guaranteed supply standards, which

require suppliers to compensate customers fur supply interruptions that exceed the

ti1re 1imits specified by the regulator. This means that any PLT system must be able

to cope with unexpected changes to the topology of its physical layer, which is a

challenge in tenrs of both transmission standards and network management,
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The majority of underground LV networks in the UK are operated as described above.

However, the old London Electricity Board did operate 'solid' networks, in which

substations ran in para1lel It is understood that this practice may have been

abandoned due to safety problems associated with excessive fRult level; such

operation also requires the use of directional over current protection at the substations

to avoid back feeding HV fRuIts from the LV network, whch makes the substations

excessively conplcated.

Similar configuratons are applied to urban overhead networks where the substations

are closely spaced. In that case, the underground link box is replaced by a 'section

pole' on which the conductors on either side terminate on separate insulators, so that

they are not connected through, To restore supplies under fRult conditions a linesman

wits and fits 'jumpers4' between the wires on each side of the pole. This feature is

less likely to be available in rural areas because of the greater dstarees between

substations, many of whch are pole rmuoted and may only feed a single house or a

sman group of houses.

4 Temporary connections
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1.10 Historical Overview of PLT

Power Line Communications is the usage of electrical power supply networks fOr

commmication purposes. In this case, electrcal distribution grids are additionally

used as a transmission medimn fOr the transfer of various telecommunications

services. The main idea behind PLC is the reduction of cost and expenditure in the

realization of new teeconmuncators networks.

High- or medium-voltage power supply networks could be used to bridge a hnger

distance to avon building an extra conmmications network. Low-voltage supply

networks are available worldwide in a very large nmnber of househokis and can be

used fOr the realization of PLC networks to overcome the so-called

telecommunications last mile. Power line colllllll.ll1kations can also be applied within

buildings or houses, where an internal electrical installation is used fOr the realization

of in-home PLC networks.

Power line comnmnications has been around since the early half of the 20th century

when utility conpanies started mmitoring and controlling devices on the power grid

using low frequencies. This one-way conmmications teclmlogy was also used in

the management of street lights. In the rnid1980s expersrerrs on higher frequencies

were carried out and a bidirectjonal conmmication teclmhgy was developed by the

end of the decade. It is around the same time that x-io' protocol established that

power line infrastructure can be effectively and inexpens ively used fOr carrying data.

S X-IO is an international and open industry standard for communication among electronic devices used
for home automation. It primarily uses power line wiring for signaling and control, where the signals
involve brief radio frequency bursts representing digital information.
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This technology was unidirectional ard sent signa:bi to sinllle receivers to control

lights and other equipment. Although these newer technologies demonstrated great

inllrovement in perfunnance, yet it was soon evdera these were not adequate fur high

data rate applications especially at high speeds and noisy environments. Thus came

along OFDM (Orthogonal Frequency Divison Multiplexing) (discussed in chapter 3)

and the birth of the higher data rate PLCs with high-speed transmissions.

The first Carrier Frequency Systems (CFS) had been operated in high voltage

electrical networks that were able to span distance over 500 km using lOW signal

transmission power [1]. Also, the conmmicaton over medium- aIXllow-vohage

electrical networks has been realized. Ripple Carrier Signalling6 (ReS) systems have

been applied to medium- aIXllow-voltage networks fur the realization of load

rranagerrent" in electrical supply systems.

The early transmission systems from the 1900's used extremely low date rates and

consequently low transmission frequencies of the order ofkHz. However, as rrore

applcatons demanded higher data rates the frequercy of transmission increased.

Therefore, according to the data servces available to customers on the network

detennines the frequencies and bandwklth of the transmissbn system The frequency

6 Ripple control is a commmication method for Load nanagerrent task. It is based on broadcast
infonnation where the power supply network is utilized as the transmission medium The low
frequency signal is fed into the network via a coupling filter. This signal can be fed in series or parallel
to the supply network at high, medium or low-voltage level and is superimposed in the network.

7 Load management is the process of balancing the supply of electricity on the network with the
electrical load by adjusting or controlling the load rather than the power station output. This can be
achieved by direct intervention of the utility in real time, by the use of frequency sensitive relays
triggering circuit breakers, or by time clocks, or by using special tariffs to influence consumer
behavior.
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used is directly related to the applcation and local environment. Table1 provides the

typical power line communication teclmique and representative frequency band fur

the particular system

PLT Technique Frequency range

Ultra Narrow Band(UNB) 10Hz

Power Frequency SO/60Hz

Ripple control 100Hz to 1000Hz

Distribution PLT 3kHz to 40kHz

Transmission PLT 30kHz to 500kHz

Local PLT 40kHz to 30MHz

Table 1. Early Power Line Teclmiques and Frequencies

The early teclmiques of Ultra Narrow band operating at extremely low frequency of

10Hz though to ripple control operating in the frequency band 100Hz to 1000Hz are

used fur basic switching of equipmmt in the electrcjty distribution network.

In the late 1990's there was a considerable development in providing high data rate

transmission systems fur internet services to residential and industrial custorrers.

These new services introduced data and voice over the internet protocol ''VoIP''

provided a comron communication service to an residential and industrial customers.

These services demand the higher data rates and hence bandwidth. The characteristics

of such services ranging from security of service through to signal error are shown in

Table 2.
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Parameter Ultra Narrow Band Distribution Broadband
PLT PLT

Range Excellent Very good Very good

Data Rate Low High Excellent

Security Good Good Good

Line Corditoning Minimal Excellent Excellent

Latency( time delay) Good Medium Low

Error rate Low Excellent Good

Table 2. Parameters of Power Line Carrier Systems

Table 2 derronstrates that there is no ideal PLT corrsnmication system Good quality

parameters incWe the range the system will operate over, however, fur the

Broadband PLT system the data rate is excellent am current systems operate at 250

Mbyte am higher speeds are becoming available. In comparison fur the low data rate

system a bnger range is achievable. Therefore, it is important to determine the exact

services that will be transmitted over the power line network.

Table 1 details the early power line carrier frequencies, many of which are still

operational today. However, manu.iRcturers am utility conpanes have conneed to

develop power line systems fur greater range am higher speed am consequently

services such as video on demand. Also the national am international standards

bodies have become involved to provide neutrality to the vast range of services being
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developed throughout the world and potentially coexistence between the operations of

such systems.

Today the operational frequency bands used throughout the world have specific

fiequeney ranges ror data signals being transmitted between the backbone network

and the home or buikJing, known as the "Access Network" and the data network

inside the home or buikJing known as the "In-bouse network." Further, the networks

are classified as low frequency and high frequency systems.

Internal electrical networks have been rmstly used ror realization of various

automation services. Application of in-home PLC system; makes possible the

management of munerous electrical devices within a building or a private house from

a central control position without the installatjon of an extra comm.micatbn network.

Typical PLC-based building automation system; are used ror secmity observance,

supervsjon of heating devices and light control

Current PLC networks are designed as two independent systems, the outdoor

infrastructure or the medium-voltage (MV) grid and the customer premise network,

which is low vokage (LV) distribution network. The MY network can serve several

buildings ror access to the backbone data network and therefore, must guarantee

higher-level of reliability than the internal networks. The MY grid is utilized ror

backhaul applications ror the PLC network while the low voltage is utilized ror

customer premise applications. Separating the infrastructure allows greater

bardwidth utilizatbn on the medium grid fur enhanced services.
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Figure 18. Power Supply Networks [25]

(240415V)

In-home electrical installations belong to the low-voltage network leveL However,

internal installations are usually owned by the users. They are connected to the

supply network over a meter unit (M) as shown in figure 18. On the other hand, the

rest of the low-voltage network (outdoor) belongs to the electrical supply utilities.

Low-voltage supply networks directly connect the end customers in a large mnnber of

households worldwide. Therefore, the application ofPLC technology in low-voltage

networks seem; to have a perspective regarding the mnnber of connected customers.

Low-voltage networks cover the last few hundred of meters between the customers

and the transformer unit and offer an alternative solution using PLC technology fur

the realization of the so-called last mile in the telecommunications access area.
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1.11 Regulatory Standards for PLC

One of the major issues currently under debate is the radiated emission of power lines.

Sources of information from power line networks can be the upstream signals at

customer premises, the upstream signals at adjacent customer premises and

downstream signals at the substation

For mains-borne cornrmmications, there is a European standard, CENELEC (Comite

Europeen de Normalization EJectrotechnique), EN50065-1:1991 [48]. The

standardization process for PLT equipment is shown in Figure 19 [Newbury 2005].

Inter Govemmental
organisations

European
Commission

CENELEC ETSI

Figure 19. PLT ReguJatory and Standardization framework [Newbury 2005]

There are standards being developed for Broadband PLT system - CISPRE 22 PLT,

also CELELEC - SC205A and the IEEE PLT.

The bodies referred to by the acronym in figure 19 and their functions are identified

and listed in table 3. The European and international standardization bodies produce

standards that are used by the national standardization bodies (e.g. the British
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Standards Institute in the UK) to produce national standards, as well as being used in

their own rights. In addition, because PLT has the potential to interfere with radio

services, the national radio regu1ators (e.g. OFCOM, formerly the

Radioconmunications Agency, in the UK) are also involved in producing regu1atory

standards, which are used to detennine whether or not the apparatus is at fitult if an

interference complaint is received.

Acronym EngHsh name of body AimlFunction

CENELEC European committee fur Electrotechnical
Stamardization

ClORE International Council on Large Electrical
System

CISPR International Special Committee on Radio
Interference. They develop standards fur
Broadband PLT.

IEC International Electrotechnical
Comnission

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Eectronc
Engineers. They develop Broadband PLT
standards - P1775.

ETSI European Telecommunications Standards.
Institution

ITU International Teleconmunications Union

European electrical standards.

"Worldwide exchange of
engineering and knowledge
and infurmation".
[ClORE 2005]
Sub committee of IEC fur the
''protection of radio services in
the frequency range 9kHz to
400 OHi' [CISPR 2005].
''Leading global organization
fur international standard
in. ..electrical technologies"
[IEC 2005]
Worldwde electrical
standards.

European ICT standards.

" ... coordination of global
teleconmunications and
networks and services",
[ITU 2005]

Table 3. Bodies involved in PLT Standardization and Regu1ation
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The regu1ations on key parameters such as frequency range and signal power is

specified in CENELEC EN50065 "Low voltage mains signalling".

The standards applicable to PLT mIl into two categories:

• Conducted emission standards - Conducted emission standards define the

annunt of power that a devce (in this case a PLT modem) is allowed to iqject

into the network to which it is connected. These tern to be associated with

certification of the device for CE marking and are product standards.

• Radiated emission standards - Radiated emission standards are rmre

conplcated because they mist take account of the characteristics of the

network to which the devce is connected. Regu1atory standards are used for

enforcetnent of the radio regu1ations.

There is a general consensus that standards should be devised that treat all types of

wired tnedia canying comnunications signals alike, so that the standards under

development jg required to apply to all the following systems:

• POTS (plain Old Telephone Service)

• DSL (Digital Subscriber Line - all variants)

• CATV (Comnunity Antema TeleVjgion - aka cable TV)

• PLT (Power Line Telecorrmunications)

• BPL (Broadband Power Line - US narre for PLT)
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The standard EN 50065 allows for PLC communication systems to operate in the

frequency band 3-148.5 kHz, avoiding interference with ripple control systems at the

lower boundary, and interference with Long Wave (LW) and Medium Wave (MW)

radio broadcasts by posting the upper boundary. CENELEC then divide this band in

to fiuther categories as shown in figure 20.

North American
Regulations

General Use

Band Designations
"A" "B"

Elntlidty SupplifJ"S
and Their Licensees

COD\Umtr

Un
)io

Protocol

CENELEC
Regulations
(Europe)

Figure 20. CENELEC (Europe) and FCC (US) Frequency Band Allocation [56]

• A - Band (3-95 kHz) is allowed for electrical utility use, for such things as

automated meter reading and customer load control This band is known as the

Access Band.

• The range (95-148.5 kHz), comprising the B, C and D band is reserved fur

end-user applications. These three bands are primarily differentiated by
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regulations in protocols fOr each band, B band, from 95-125 kHz, requires no

use of access protocol fOr establishing comnmications. lbus, it is possible

fOr two systems to transmit sirndtaneously on the B band and therefore

messages to collide. This band is designed fOruse in applcatons such as

baby-rmnsors am intercoms. This band is known as the In-house Band.

• The C-band (125-140 kHz) requires an access protocol to be used by devices

transmitting at this range. This protocol is aiIred at making sirrultaneous

transmission ofrressages highly nq,robable. lbus, different systems may

cohabit, but only one transmitter can operate at any titre. Specifications are

given fOraccess protocol frequencies, and so on Applications fOr these

devices operating in this bam would be intra-building computer

con:mun.ications.

• The D-band (140-148.5 kHz) is similar to the A band in that it requires no

access protocols, and tlrus message collision is possible. This band is no hnger

in use.

Another irq>ortant specification in the standard is the maximum transmitted power

from a PLC device should not exceed 500 mW. This correlates with the 134 dBJ.lV

(equivalent to 5V) maximum signal voltage level specified at 9 kHz, and the 120

dBJ.lV (equivalent to IV) capped as the maximum signal voltage level at 9S kHz.

Generally, fOr indoor applcatons the transmission signal amplitude is restricted to

630 mV within a bandwidth of 50 kHz. For outdoors con:mun.ications such as AMR,
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transmission signal strength ofup to 5 V are granted within the specified 95 kHz

frequency threshold [48].

The EN50065 Standard also specifies interference immunity requiretrents fur PLC

systems, including both fur immunity to interference from other power line

communication systems and fur interference generated by the system Again,

the standard is split up into utility and end-user categories. Testing rrethods fur

detennining such inmmity are also given Lastly, EN50065 specifies such things as

communication protocols, equprrent irq>edance (fur avoiding excessive signal

attenuation due to llIlltiple PLC devces of bw irq>edance on one network), and filter

specifications fur carrier removal [60].

InAmerca and Japan, only MW or AM broadcasts need to be considered. These start

at 535 kHz, with interrmdiate frequencies of typically 455 kHz as shown in figure 20.

TIms, Arrercan PLC systems often operate in the band 100-450 kHz. Anercan

FCC's (Federal Conmncatons Comnission) Rules and Regulations list PLC

systems as ''Restricted Radiation Devices", and as such there are very few applicable

regulations on them, nor do they require licensing or registration IEEE PES

corrnnittee have a hw-voltage standard fur narrowband frequeeces and P1775 is the

broadband standard. CENElEC standard significantly dnrers from Arrercan and

Japanese standard, which specny a frequency range up to 500 kHz fur the application

ofPLC services,
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CENElEC standard makes possible data rates up to several thousand bits per second,

which are sufficient only fur some metering fimcfuns (load management for an

electrical network, remote meter reading), data transmission with very low bit rates

and the realization of few mnnbers of transmission channels fur voice connections.

However, fur applcaton in rmdern teleconrnunications networks, PLC systems have

to provide much higher data rates (beyond 2 Mbps). Only in this case, PLC networks

are able to compete with other comm.mications teclmologies, especially in the access

area.

For the realization of the higher data rates, PLC transmission systems have to operate

in a wider frequency spectrum (up to 30 MHz). However, there are no PLC standards

that specuy the operation ofPLC systems out of the frequency bands defined by the

CENElEC. Currently, there are several bodies that try to lead the way fur

standardization of broadband PLC networks including the fullowing:

• PLCfurum is an international organization with the aim to 1.tt1i:fY and represent

the interest of pJayers engaged in PLC from an over the workl. There are

rmre than SO members in the PLCfunnn; manufilcturing corrpanes, electrical

supply utilities, network providers and research organisations. PLCfurum is

organised into fuur working groups: Teclmology, Regulatory, Marketing and

In-house working group.

• The HomePJug Power1ine Alliance [HomePJug] is a not-for-profit corporation

furmed to provide a furum fur the creation of open specifications fur high-

speed bone power line networking products and services. HomePJug is
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concentrated on in-home PLC solutions and it works close to PLCfOrum as

weD.

• Standardization activities fOrbroadband PLC technology are also iD::luded in

the work of European Telecommunications Standard Institute (ETSI) and

CENELEC.

1.12 NalTO\\band PLC

The narrowband PLC networks operate within the frequency range specified by the

CENELEC EN50065 standard. The utilities use narrowband PLC fOr the realization

of the so-called energy-reJated services. Frequency bands Band C are mainly used

fOr the realization ofbuikling and home automation Nowadays, the narrowband PLC

system; provide data rates up to a few thousand bits per seconds (bps) [2]. The

maximwn distance between two PLC modems can be up to 1 km. To overcome

longer distances, it is necessary to apply a repeater technique.

First narrowband PLC networks have been realized by the usage of An1>litude Shift

Keying (ASK) [2]. The ASK is not robust against disturbances and, therefOre, is not

suitable fOr application in PLC networks. On the other hand, Binary Phase Shift

Keying (BPSK) is a robust scheme and, therefOre, is more suitable fOr application in

PLC. However, phase detection, which is necessary fOr the realization of BPSK,

seems to be complex and BPSK-based systems are not cormonly used. Most recent

narrowband PLC systems apply Frequency Shift Keying (FSK), and it is expected that

BPSK will be used in future conm.mication systems [2].
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Broadband modulation scheme are aJso used in narrowband PLC systems. The

advantages of broadband modulation, such as various variants of spread spectrwn, are

its robustness against narrowband noise and the selective attenuation effect that exists

in the PLC networks [2]. A further transmission scheme also used in narrowband

PLC system is Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) [3].

A comprehensive description of various narrowband PLC systems, including their

realization and development, can be found in [2].

A very important area for the application of narrowband PLC is building/home

automation PLC-based automation systems are realized without the installation of

additional comrmm.ication networks (figure 21).

Heating

Control room

Figure 21. Structure of an automation system using narrowband PLC [25]

Thus, the high costs that are necessary fur the installation of new networks within

existing buildings can be significantly decreased by the usage ofPLC technology.
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Automation systems realized by PLC can be applied to different tasks to be carried

out within buildings, including:

• Control of'varous devees that are connected to the internal electrcal

instalJation, such as illumination, heating, air-conditioning and elevators.

• Centralized control of various building systems, such as window technique

(darkening) and door control

• Secmity tasks, observance and sensor interconnection

PLC-based automation systems are not only used in large buildings but they are also

very often present in lDuseholds fur the realization of similar automation tasks (home

automation).

A PLC variant of the EIB (European Installation BUS) standard is named 'Powernet-

EIB'. PLC modems designed according to the Powernet-EIB can be easily connected

to any wall socket or integrated in any devee connected to the electrcal installation

This ensures comrnmications between aB parts of an internal electrical network.

Nowadays, the PLC modems using FSK achieve data rates up to 1200 bps [2].

As it is specified in CENELEC EN50065- 7 standard, power supply utilities can use

band A fur the realization of so-caned energy related services. In this way, a power

utility can use PLC to realize internal comrnmications between its control centre am
different devices, ensuring remote control tin::tions, without building extra
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te1ecomnunications network or buying network resources at a network provider as

shown in figure 22. Simuhaneously, PLC can be used fur remote reading of a

customer's meter units, which additionally saves cost on the personnel needed fur

manual meter reading. PLC can also be used by the utilities fur dynamic pri;ing

depending on the day of time, total energy ofter as weD as fur observation and control

of energy consumption and production

Building automation is a typical moor application of the narrowband PLC systems,

whereas the energy-related services are mainly moor applications. An interesting

exanple of an application of a PLC-based automation system in the outdoor area [41.

In this case, a PLC-based airfield ground-lighting automation system ~ used fur

mivnual switching and rmnsoring of airfield lighting. The length of the airfields

and accordingly the necessary comnunications networks in a large airport is very

long (several km). So, the narrowband PLC can be applied to save costs on building a

separate comnunications network. This ~ also an eX81l1>leofPLC usage fur the

realization of so called critical automation services with very high security

requirements, such as the light control of ground aircraft rmverrent in the airports.
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Figure 22. General structure of a PLC system used for energy-related services [25]

1.13 Broadband PLC

Broadband PLC systems provide significantly higher data rates (rrore than 2 Mbps)

than narrowband PLC systems. Where the narrowband networks can realize only a

small mu:nber of voice channels and data.transmission with very low bit rates,

broadband PLC offer the realization of rrore sophisticated telecommunications

services, multiple voice connection, high speed data transmission, transfer of video

signals, and narrowband services as well Therefore, PLC broadband systems are also

considered a capable teleconnnunications technology.
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The rea1ization of broadband communications services over power line grds ofIers a

great opportunity fOr cost-effective telecommunkations networks without the laying

of new cables. However, power line systems are not designed fOr infOrmation transfer

and there are some limiting factors in the application of broad bard PLC technology.

Therefore, the distances that can be covered, as well as the data rates that can be

realized by PLC systems, are limited. A further very inl><>rtantaspect fOr application

of broad bard is its Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC). For the rea1ization of

broadband PLC, a significantly wder frequency spectrum is needed (up to 30 MHz)

than is provided within CENELEC bards. On the other ham, a PLC network acts as

an antema becoming a noise source fOrother corrmmication systems working in the

sane frequency range (e.g. various radio services). Because of this, broadband PLC

system; have to operate with a limited signal power, which decrease their

perfonrarces, data rates and distance.

Current broadband PLC systems provide data rates beyond 2 Mbps in the outdoor

arena, whch ~ludes rredaim- and low-voltage supply networks, ard up to 12 Mbps

in the in-horre area. Some ma.nutacturers have already developed product prototypes

providing I1lJChhigher data rates of the order of 40 Mbps. Medium-voltage PLC

technology is usually used fOr rea1ization of point- to-point connections brKlging

distances up to several hwxlred metres. Typical application area of such systems is

the connection of local area network (LAN) between buildings or within a campus

and the connection of antennas and base stations of cellular communication systems

to their backbone networks. Low-voltage PLC technology is used fOr the rea1ization

of the so called last mile ofteleconmunication access networks. Because of the

inl><>rtanceofteleconmunication access, current development of broadband PLC
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technology is mostly directed toward applications in access networks including the in-

home area.

1.14 Structure ofPLC Networks

The low voltage supply networks consist of a transformer unit and a number of power

supply cables linking the end users, which are connected to the network over meter

units. A Power line transmission system applied to a low-voltage network uses it as a

meditnn for the realization ofPLC access networks. In this way, the low-voltage

networks can be used for the realization of so-called last mile communication

networks.

The low-voltage supply networks are connected to the medium- and high-voltage

networks via a transformer unit as shown in figure 23.

Backbone teleoommun cations
network

PLC access network

-E------ outdoor ------~-- In-home--~

,
\. ...-._---.--~... - .-

Highlmedlum-
voltage power supply network

Figure 23. Structure of a PLC access network [25]
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The PLC access networks are connected to the backbone conmmications network

(WAN) via a base/master station (BS) usually placed within the transtOrmer unit.

Many utilities supplying electrical power have their own telecommunications

networks linking their transiormer units and they can be used as a backbone network.

The cormection to the backbone network can a1so be realized via a subscriber or a

power street cabinet, especially if there is a convenient possibility tOr its installation

In any case, the communications signal from the backbone has to be converted in to a

ronn that makes possible its transmission over the low-voltage power supply network.

1he conversion takes place in a main'base station of the PLC system

1he PLC subscribers are connected to the network via a PLC rmdem placed in the

electrical power meter unit (M in Figure 23) or connected to any socket in the internal

electrical network. In the first case, the subscribers within a house or buikling are

connected to the PLC modem using another conmmications techrology (e.g. DSL,

WAN). In the second case, the internal electrical installation is used as a transmission

medsan that leads to the so-called in-home PLC solution.

1he modern converts the signal received from the PLC network into a standard ronn
that can be processed. On the user side, standard conmmications interfitces are

usually offered. Within a house, the transmission can be realized via separated

conmmications network or via an internal electrical instalJation In this way, a

munber of communications devices within a house can also be connected to a PLC

access network.
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1.15 In-home PLC Networks

In-home PLC systems use internal electrcal infrastructW'e as the transmission

medimn It makes possible the realization of PLC local networks within houses,

which connect SOIre typical devices existing in private homes; telephones, computers,

printers, video devices and other devices. In the sane way, small offices can be

provided with PLC LAN systems. Inboth cases, the laying of new communications

cables at high cost ic; avoided.

Nowadays, automation servees are becoming more and rmre popular not only fur

their applications in the industrial and business sectors and within large building, but

also fur their applications in private households. Systems providing automation

services like secwity observation, heating control and light control have to connect a

big mnnber of end devices such as sensors, cameras, motors and lights. Tberefore,

n-bome PLC technology seems to be a reasonable sohrtion fur the reaJization of such

networks with a large mnnbers of end devices, especially within older houses and

buiklings that do not have an appropriate internal comnmication infrastructW'e.

Basically, the structure of an in-hoIre PLC network is not much different from the

PLC access systems using low-voltage supply networks. There can also be a base

station that contro1s an in-home PLC network, and connects it to the outdoor area as

shown in figure 24.
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To other comm.
networ1<

Figure 24. Structure of a PLC in-home network [25]

The base station can be placed with the meter unit, or in any other suitable place in the

in-home PLC network. All devices ofan in-home PLC network are connected via

PLC rmdems, such as the subscribers of a PLC access network. The modems are

connected directly to the wall power supply sockets, which are available in the whole

house. Thus different communications devices can be connected to the in-home PLC

network wherever wall sockets are available.

An in-home PLC network can exist as an independent network covering only a house

or building. However, it excludes usage and control of in-home PLC services from a

distance. On the other hand, a remote controlled in-home PLC system is very

comfortable for the realization of various automation functions (e.g. security, energy

management). Also connection ofan in-home PLC network to a WAN

communication system allows the usage ofmunerous telecommunications services

from each electrical socket within a house.
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In-bone PLC networks can be cormected not only to a PLC access system but also to

an access network realized by any other communications teclmology. Inthe first

case, if the access network i; operated by a power utility, additional metering services

can be realized; ror example, rermte reading of electrical meter saves the cost of

mamml reading, or energy management, which can be combined with an attractive

tariff structure. On the other hand, an in-mme PLC network can be corrected to an

access network provided by difrerent network operators as weD. The users of the in-

borre network can also profit from the liberalized telecommunications market

There are also other cost effective communications systems ror the realization of the

broadband in-home networks. Wireless IAN (WLAN) systems are providing data

rates beyond 20 Mbps. So, in contrast to the in-mme PLC WLAN allows rmbiIe

usage of teleconmunication services, such as cordless teepbony, and other various

portable communication devices.

1.16 PLC Nemork Elements

PLC networks use the electrical supply grds as a medium fOr the transmission of

difrerent kinds ofinfurrnation and the realization of various communications and

automations services. However, the communications signal has to be converted in to

a form that allows the transmission via electrical networks. For !hi; purpose, PLC

networks include some specific network elements ensuring signal conversion ard its

transmission along the power lines.
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The main tasks of the basic elements are signal preparation and conversion for its

transmission over power lines as well as signal reception The following two devices

exist in every PLC access network:

• PLC modem

• PLC base/master station

A PLC modem connects standard communicatiors equipment, used by the

subscribers, to a power line transmission mediwn. The user-side internee can

provide various standard ioterfaces for different communications devices (e.g.

Ethernet, Universal Serial Bus (USB) interfaces for realization of data transmission).

On the other side, the PLC modem is connected to a power grid using specific

coupling methods that allows the feeding of communications signals to the power line

mediwn and its reception as shown in figure 25 [25].

o User
interfaces Coupling

to
powerllne

PLC
modem

106 01

Figure 25. Connections ofPLC modern [25]
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The coupling has to ensure a safe separation and act as a high pass filter dividing the

comrramications signal (above 9 kHz) from the electrical power (50 or 60 Hz). To

reduce electromagnetic emissions from the power line, the coupling is realized

between two places in the access between a phase and neutral conductor in the indoor

area [2]. The PLC modem implements all the fimctions of the physical layer

including modulation and coding. The second communications layer (data link layer)

is also implemented within the modem including its MAC (Medium Access Control)

and LLC (Logocal Link Control) sub-layers (according to the OSIreference model).

A PLC base station (master station) connects a PLC access system to its backbone

network (Figure 23). It realizes the connection between the backbone

comrnmications network and the power line transmission medium. However, the

base station does not connect individual subscriber devices, but it may provide

multiple network corrnnun:ications internees, such as xDSL for connection with a

high speed network (figure 26). In this way, a PLC base station can be used to realize

connection with backbone networks using various comrmmication technologies.

Connection Coupling
to to

backbone powerline

L

'L PLC
~ base station ,. :)

L (master)

Figure 26. Connection ofPLC base station [25]
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Usually, the base station contro1s the operation of a PLC access network. However,

the realization of network control or its particu1ar fimctions can be realized in a

distributed ma.mer. In a special case, each PLC modem can take over the control of

the network operation and the realization of the connection with the backbone

network.

1.17 PLC Smart Grid Systems

A smart grit is an electricity network that uses digital and other advanced

tecbmbgies to rmnsor and manage the transport of electricity from an generation

sources to meet the varying electIi:ity dernards of end-users.

Essentially, an modern societies and economies build on the reliable supply of

electIi:ity, provided tlrough conplex electreity networks. However, the

fundammtal architectw:"e of these networks has hard1y changed over the past decades.

We mainly tm centralized energy generation in large, predominantly carbon-based

power plants, which are often rerrote from the distributed corsunpton centres, and

limited interconnection capabilities between the di1.lerent areas.

Only today, we are experiencing a change in paradigm towards interactive and more

customer-centred electIi:ity networks, which will entail many changes in network

design and control These networks are collectively referred to as Smart Grids.

Different entities worldwide are cUlTently involved in giving a new perspective to the

evolution of electrcity networks into Smart Grds. These include, fur exarq:>le, the

InteJiGid initiative of the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in the USA and the
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Smart Grids Technology platform in Europe. They share the vision of new products,

processes and services which will improve the efficiency of electricity networks,

allow for integration of new and small energy resources and ensure the reliable

operation of the existing and new infrastructure. Figure 27 demonstrates the

evolutionary character of smart grids.

Past I'Iesent future

r-----
I...

lransmission O~tribtJtion
tDntrol centre control (entre

Trwmission
cantrolt!fl~

r
I

tel

II

- Electrical infrastructure - Communications

Figure 27. Smarter electricity systems.

Benefits of Smart Grid will include increase in power transfers and reduction in

power losses, enhanced power electronic teclmologies, increase in the degree of

automation, system-wide remote control, new simulation tools to assist the adaptation

of innovative technologies for practical application, and cornrrn.mication, metering and

business systems. While technology for smarter grids has been available fur some

time, there was insufficient impetus and pressure to apply them This is different

today, and Smart Grids will incorporate the latest technologies to ensure network

flexibility, accessibility, reliability and economy.
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The grid today is still one that carries the electrkity flow in one direction, from the

power stations to the COIlSllIreI'S. Dispatching of power and network control is the

responsibility of central mcilities, without consumer participation, and consequently

without em- to-em cooperation In future, distribution grids will be active and will

accommdate bidirectional power flows. Market fOrces will aftect these grids deeply,

and the grid control centre will progressively acquire an overall supervisory role.

Distribution networks will, fOr sure, undertake a more decisive role in providing

reliability to the network, and involve the customer in overall service efficiency.

Eectrcity grids of the future will be 'smart' in several ways. First, Smart Grids will

allow the customer to take an active role in the electrkity power supply. Denard

management will decrease consumption, as an irx:lirect source of generation, and

savings in energy will be more than that - they will be rewarded. Distributed

generation will become a reality and the grid will prepare fOrbetter interconnection

Second, the new system will otIer greater efficiency. Operation and maintenance of

the network will gain efficiency, and the quality factors of the services will in1>rove

as a consequence. Electricity links will in1>rove their perforrrarce, go supranational

and take environmental concerns into consideration Third, digital technology will

make the grid smarter. These irx:lude intelligent devces to m:>nitor and measure,

bidirectional communicatbns to allow devices to communicate arrong each other and

with control centres, and advanced control systems to let conputers take automatic

decisions, while releasing human operators from repetitive tasks to fOcus and control

the global picture.
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1.18 Modulation and Coding Systerm for PLC

Having reviewed the characteristics of power line and PLC system, it is row possible

to conpare various cormuncaton teclmlogy used fur PLC. We will begin by

examining technologies in order ofhistorical significance. Many early power line

comm.mication devices used narrow band transmission combined with a phase-

locked-loop type receiver. These are row discussed in details.

Modulation is a process of mapping of the infunnation on changes in the carrier

phase, frequency or ~littde or combination The chore of the rmduatjon

teclmique fur a given conmmcatons system strongly depends on the nature and the

cbaracterstcs of the medium on which it has to operate.

The power line channel presents hosttle properties fur conm.mications signal

transmission, such as mise, rnuhipath propagation, and strong channel selectivity.

Besides the low realization costs, the IlDdulation to be applied fur a PLC system mst

also overcome these channel impairn:ents. For e~1e, the I1Ddulation, to be a

candidate fur impleIrentation in PLC system, must be able to overcome the mn1inear

channel characteristics, This channel mnlinearity woukl make the dermduator very

complex and very expensive, if rot impossible, fur data rates above 10 Mbps with

single-carrier modulation Therefore, the PLC IlDdulation must overcome this

problem without the need fur a highly corrplcated equaJization Irrpedance mismatch

on power lines results in echo signal causing delay spread, consisting in another

challenge fur the rmdulaton teclmique, which IllJSt overcome this rnultipath The

chosen rroduaton mst offer a high flexibility in using and/or avoiding SOIre given
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frequencies if these are strongly disturbed or are allocated to another service am
therefure forbdden to be used fur PLC signals.

There are many nears of digitally modulating a carrier frequency. Different

tmdulation schemes such as Frequency Shift Keying (FSK), Code-Division Multiple

Access (CDMA), Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK), am Orthogonal Frequency

Division Multiplexing (OFDM) are discussed as an appropriate cboce fur PLC [46].

Depending on the target application, each tmdulation teclmique has certain

advantages am disadvantages.

Most digital modulaton schemes operate with an analogue carrier, which is varied in

some way to represent the digital infurmation to be transmitted".

1.IS.1 Frequency Shift Keying (FSK)

One of the sirrplest types of digital mJduJation is two-frequency Frequency Shift

Keying (FSK), the digital funn of analogue Frequency Modulation (FM). Here, one

frequency is used to represent a binary I and another to represent a binary 0 (figure

28). One or other of the frequencies is always present on the line while

cornmmication is in progress.

8 One exception is Ultra Wide Band (UW8), which uses narrow pulses
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Data
1 I 0 Frequency

Modulator

Frequency Shift Keying (FSK)

'V\J\J\.IV
Sine Wave Carrier

11 (0

Figure 28. Frequency Shift Keying (FSK) Waveform [50]

The rmdulated signal can be written very simply as consisting of two different

earners.

vo (t) = Vc cos (2n to t) (Eqn 1)

VI (t) = VC COS (2n f t) (Eqn 2)

Vo (t) in response to a 0 and VI (t) in response to a 1.

For lowest-cost and low data rate power line system FSK seems to be a good solution

For FSK a significant part of the speetnnn is attenuated rmre than 40 dB (3 - 6 MHz).

There are also parts that are not flat for FSK transmission.

1.18.2 Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK)

Another simple method is to use a single carrier frequency and to shift the phase of

the carrier in one direction to represent a binary I in the input data stream and to shift

it back to represent a binary O. This is known as Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK)

(figure 29). At the receiver, detection is achieved either by comparing the phase of

the received carrier with a locally generated carrier (coherent detection) or by
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comparing the phase of the current cycle of the received wavefonn with that of the

previous cycle (differential detection).

Data
1 I 0

Binary Shift Keying (BPSK)

'\/\/\IV\.,
Sine Wave Carrier

Phase
Modulator

S1 So

Figure 29. Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) Waveform [50]

Mathematically, BPSK is represented as below:

Where,

So = - Vc cos 2nt;;t (Eqn 3)

(Eqn 4)SI = VC COS 2nt;;t

1.18.2.1 Phase Locked Loop Receiver

A phase-locked-loop receiver which can be used to receive any of these two

transmissions (FSK and BPSK) is illustrated in figure 30. With this technology the

PLL typically adjusts the phase of the receiver's local oscillator ootil the down

converted and filtered signal in the quadrature (Q) channel is nulled out. The filtered

''I'' channel is then used as recovered representation of the transmitted data.
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Figure 30. A phase locked loop receiver [50]

A serious limitation with this approach emerges when it is evaluated in light of typical

power line noise. hnpulse noise from light dinnners is spread over several bit times by

the required narrow receive filter. Figure 31 is an oscilloscope plot of the output from

one of these receivers with a 66 dB attenuated input signal, disturbed by an impulse

from a light dimmer located next to the receiver. As the graph shows, two of the

received bits are in error. This and other limitations have caused many companies to

abandon this technology fur use in power line connmmication
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Figure 31. Errors in PLL recovered signal due to impulse noise [50]

1.18.3 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM)

Recent investigations have focused on modulation techniques that have shown good

perfonnances in other difficult environment and were therefore adopted for different

systems with wide deployment. Transmission rates up to 10 Mb/s can be achieved

with more band-efficient modulation techniques such as OFDM. TIle Orthogonal

Frequency Division Muhiplexing (OFDM), which has been adopted for the European

Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB), the Digital Subscnber Line (DSL) technology.

In this section, the principles of OFDM techniques are discussed. Then, some

practical realizations of the modulator (or transmitter) and its corresponding

demodulator (or receiver) are proposed for each modulation
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OFDM is a combination oftrodu1ation and multiplexing. Multiplexing is a method of

sharing a bandwidth with other iOOependent data channeJs. OFDM is special case of

frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM). As an analogy, a FDM channel is like a

water flow out of a faucet, in contrast the OFDM signal is like a shower. In a mucet

aB water comes in one big stream and cannot be sub-divided. OFDM shower is made

up of a lot of little streams. Aoother way to see this intuitively is to use the analogy of

making a shiptrent via a truck. There may be two options, one to hire a big truck or a

bunch of fuur smaller ones. Both netbods carry the exact Satre anDunt of data. But

in the case of an accident, only ~ of data on the 0 FDM trucking will suffer. These

fuur smaller trucks when seen as signaJs called the sub-carriers in an OFDM system

and they rmst be orthogonal fur this idea to work. The iOOependent sub-channeJs can

be multiplexed by frequency division multiplexing (FDM), called Multi-Carrier

Transnission or Multi-Carrier Modu1ation (MCM). MCM is the principle of

transmitting data by dividing the data stream into several parallel bit streams, each of

which has a much lower bit rate, and by using several carriers, called subcarriers, to

modulate these sub-streams.
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Io

Figure 32. Seven OFDM symbol presentation in the frequency domain [2]

The first systems using MCM were military HF radio links in the 1960s. Orthogonal

Frequency Division Multiplexing is a special form ofMCM with densely spaced

subcaniers and overlapping spectra, as shown by the OFDM symbol representation in

the frequency domain in figure 32. To allow an error-free reception ofOFDM

signals, the subcarriers' wavefurms are chosen to be orthogonal to each other.

Compared to nodulation methods such as Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK), OFDM

transmits symbols that have relatively long time duration, but a narrow bandwidth. In

the case of a symbol duration which is less than or equal to the maximum delay

spread, as is the case with the other modulations, the received signal consists of

overlapping versions of these transmitted symbols or Inter-Symbol Interference (lSD.

Usually, OFDM systems are designed so that each subcarrier is narrow enough to

experience frequency- flat fading. This also allows the subcarriers to remain

orthogonal when the signal is transmitted over a frequency-selective but time

invariant channel If an OFDM modulated signal is transmitted over such a channel,
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each subcarrier undergoes a different attenuation By coding the data sub-streams,

errors which are rmst likely to occur on severely attenuated subcarriers are detected

am nonnally corrected in the receiver by the mean of forward error correcting codes.

In spite of its robustness against frequency selectivity, which is seen as an advantage

ofOFDM, any tire-varying character of the channel is known to pose limits to the

system perfunnance. Titre variations are known to deteriorate the orthogonality of the

subcarriers [26]. In this case, the Inter-Carrier Interference (lCI) appears because

the signal components of a subcarrier interrere with those of the neighbouring

subcarriers.

By transmitting infurmation on N subcarriers, the symbol duration of an OFDM signal

isN tires longer than the symbol duration of an equivalent single-carrier signal

Accordingly, lSI effects introduced by linear titre dispersive channels are minimized.

However, to eliminate the lSI completely, a guard tire is inserted with a duration

longer than the duration of the io1>ulse response of the channel Moreover, to

eliminate ICI, the guard tire is cyclically extended. It is to be noted that, in the

presence of linear tire dispersive channels, an appropriate guard tire avoids lSI but

not ICI, unless it is cyclically extended [28]. For this reason a guard tire with Tcp

duration is added to the OFDM symbo~ am in order to build a km of periodicity

around this OFDM symbol the content of this guard tire is duplicated from the first

part of the symbol, as represented in figure 33.
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Duplication

Tcp: cyctic prefix duration

T: OFOM symbol duration

Figure 33. Adding the cyclic prefix by duplicating the first part of the original symbol

In this case, the guard time becomes the cyclic prefix (Cl'). The insertion of the

appropriate cyclically extended guard time eliminates lSI and leI in a linear

dispersive channel; however, this introduces also a loss in the signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) and an increase of needed bandwidth [25].

The SNR loss is given by:

T
SN~oss (dB) = 10log--r-t; (Eqn 5)

and the bandwidth expansion factor is given by:

(Eqn 6)

1.18.3.1 Generation of OFDM Signals

The generation of the OFDM symbols is based on two principles. First, the data

stream is subdivided into a given number of sub-streams, where each one has to be

rmdulated over a separate carrier signal, called subcarrier. A simplified example of

OFDM using 4 sub-carriers is shown in figure 34 and figure 35.
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Figure 35. Simplified fimctional diagram of an OFDM signal creation.[30]
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The resulting modulated signals have to be then multiplexed before their transmission

Second, by allowing the rmdulating subcarriers to be separated by the inverse of the

signalling symbol duration, independent separation of the frequency muhiplexed

subcarriers is possible. This ensures that the spectra of individual subcarriers are zero

at other subcarrier frequencies, as illustrated in consisting of the fimdamental concept

of the orthogonality and the OFDM realization Figure 36 shows the basic OFDM

transmitter system . The data stream is subdivided into N parallel data elements and

are spaced by 11t = L1's,where Is is the desired symbol rate. N serial elements

modulate N subcarrier frequencies which are then frequency division multiplexed.

The symbol interval has now been increased to N 11t which provides robustness to the

delay spread caused by the channel Each one of two adjacent frequencies is then

spaced by the interval fomrulated by the following equation:

111/=-
N.l1t

(Eqn 7)

F q,
1

Fr q.
2

•••

re .
N

Figure 36. Basic multi-carrier OFDM transmitter.[30]
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1.18.4 OFDM Simulation using MATLAB

Studies ofOFDM signak and their perforrrarce under varying channel conditions

often utilize highly specialised mathematical took such as MA TLAB Sim.ilink. TIm

software package provdes a rich set of built-in libraries and standard building blocks

fur use in rapid developrrera, Channel characteristics, rroduaton and deImdulation

teclmiques are modelled, simulated, and studied under these pararreterizations. The

OFDM simu1ator contains a large mnnber of variable parameters that leads to a

myriad of channel conditions and BER rates. The relevant variable parameters fur the

purpose of this study ~lude:

• Modulation type - OFDM

• Multipath

• Number of effective subcarriers

• Number of symbok in cyclic prefix and cyclic postfix

• Transmitter gain, receiver gain

• Mean transmit power, receiver noise figure

• SNR

• Frequency offset

These variable parameters are ted into MA lLAB. A dynamic channel ~ then

generated based on the input parameters, The OFDM rmdel in Simulink, upon the

start of sim.dation, generates a stream of bits and Imdulates them to the specified

rmduation scheme. ModuJation ~ the process oftransJating an outgoing data stream

into symbols fur transmission by the sender. The symbok are then brought to the
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transmitter RF front end and simulated across the generated channel On the receiver

side, the OFDM receiver locks on the incoming signal and the receiver baseband

demodulates the signal back to the stream of bits. The transmit and receive bits are

compared and BER is calculated based on the mnnber of error bits and the total

nwnber of bits sent. Furthermore, the receiver calculates the effective SNR per

OFDM subcarrier seen at the receiver baseband. The average received effective SNR

is calculated at the end of simulation A picture of the OFDM simulator is shown in

figure 37.

Figure 37. The MA1LAB Simulink OFDM Simulator. [67]
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1.18.5 Spread-Spectrum Modulation (SS)

Spread-spectnnn (SS) corrmmications teclmoJogy was first described on paper by an

actress and a nuscianl In 1941, Ho11ywood actress Hedy Lamarr and pianist George

Antheil described a secure radio link to control torpedos and received a U.S. patent. It

was not taken seriously at that time by the US Anny and was furgotten until the

1980s. It has now become ~reasingly popular fur applications that involve radio

links in bostile environments.

Spread-spectnnn (SS) is apparent in the Shamon-Hartley charnel capacity limit fur

error-free communication theory:

Channel Capacity, C = B 10/12 a+1) bits/secOfU'J (Eqn 8)

Where,

C is the channel capacity in bits per second (bps), which is the maximum data rate fur

a theoretical bit-error rate (BER). B is the required channel bandwidth in Hz, and SIN

is the signal-to-noise power ratio.

The Shamon-Hartley theorem tells us if the required infurmation transfer is less than

the capacity limit (C), then error-free communication is possible. If infunnation

transfers at a rate greater than C is attenpted, then errors in transmission will always

occur 110 matter bow well the equipment is designed.
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To be IIDre explicit, one assumes that e,which represents the am:>unt of infOnnation

allowed by the comrmmication cbamel aJso represents the desired performance,

Bandwidth (B) is the prce to be paid, because frequency is a limited resource. SIN

ratio expresses the Spread spectnnn is a type of rmduation that spreads data to be

transmitted across the entire available frequency band, in excess of the minimum

bandwidth required to send the infOrmation The first spread-spectrum systems were

designed ror wireless digital communications, specifically in order to overcome the

jamning situation, that is, when an adversary interds to disrupt the communication

To disrupt the coIl1l11J.lIl£ation,the adversary needs to do two things; first to detect

that a transmission is taking place and second to transmit a janming signal that is

designed to confuse the receiver. Therefure, a spread-spectrum system mist be able to

make these tasks as difficuh as possible. Firstly, the transmitted signal should be

dffcult to detect by the adversary, and fur this reason the transmitted spread-

spectnnn signal is IIDStly called mise-like signal Secondly, the signal should be

dif&ult to disturb with a jamning signal

Spread spectrum originates from military needs and finds IIDst applications in hostile

communications environments; such is the case in the PLC environments. Its typical

applcators are the cordless telephones, wireless LAN s, PLC systems and cable

repJacement systems such as Bluetooth. In some cases, there is m central control over

the radio resources, and the systems have to operate even in the preserce of strong

intertereoces from other coIl1l11J.lIl£ationsystems and other electrical ard electronic

devices. In this case, the jamming is not intentiona~ but the electromagnetic

interrereoces may be strong enough to disturb the comm.mication of the non-spread

spectrum systems operating in the same spectrum
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1.18.6 Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS)

This is probably the IOOstwidely recognized form of spread spectnun The DSSS

process is performed by effectively nruhiplying an RF carrier and a pseudo-noise

(PN) digital signal as shown in figure 38. First the PN code is modulated onto the

infurmation signal using one of several modulation techniques (e.g. BPSK). Then, a

doubly balanced mixer is used to nruhiply the RF carrier and PN modulated

information signal This process causes the RF signal to be replaced with a very wide

bandwidth signal with the spectral equivalent of a noise signal The demodulation

process (for the BPSK case) is then simply the mixing/multiplying of the same PN

modulated carrier with the incoming RF signal The output is a signal that is a

maximum when the two signals exactly equal one another or are "correlated ". The

correlated signal is then filtered and sent to a BPSK demodulator.

Phase
Modulator

Figure 38. Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum [50]

The signals generated with this technique appear as noise in the frequency

domain. The wide bandwidth provided by the PN code allows the signal power to

drop below the noise threshold without loss of information The spectral content of

an SS signal is shown in figure 38. This is just the spectrum of a BPSK signal with a

(sin x / x)2 form
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Figure 39. BPSK DSSS Spectnnn

The bandwidth in DSSS systems is often taken as the null-to-null bandwidth of the

main lobe of the power spectral density plot (indicated as 2Rc in figure 39). The half

power bandwidth of this lobe is 1.2 Re, where Rc is the chip rate. Therefore, the

bandwidth ofa DSSS system is a direct fi.mctionof the chip rate; specifically

2RcIRINFO. This is just an extension of the previous equation for process gain. It

should be noted that the power contained in the main lobe comprises 90 percent of the

total power. This al10ws a narrower RF bandwidth to acconnnodate the received

signal with the effect of rounding the received pulses in the time domain.

One feature ofDSSS is that QPSK may be used to increase the data rate. This

increase of a factor of two bits per symbol of transmitted information over BPSK

causes an equivalent reduction in the available process gain. The process gain is

reduced because fur a given chip rate, the bandwidth (which sets the process gain) is

halved due to the two-fold increase in information transfer. The result is that systems

in a spectrally quiet environment benefit from the possible increase in data transfer

rate.
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Direct Sequence Spread Spectnnn (DSSS) is the most applied form of the spread

spectnnn in several corrnnunications systems. To spread the spectnnn of the

transmitted information signal, the DSSS modulates the data signal by a high rate

pseudorandom sequence of phase modulated pulses before mixing the signal up to the

carrier frequency of the transmission system Typical applications for the resulting

short-range data transceivers include satellite-positioning systems (GPS), 3G mobile

telecommunications, W-LAN (IEEE802.l1a, IEEE802.11b, IEE802.11 g), and

Bluetooth. SS techniques also aid in the endless race between connnunication needs

and radio-frequency availability (the radio spectnnn is limited, and is therefore an

expensive resource).

1.18.7 Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum

Frequency Hopping Spread Spectnnn technology is derived from military radio

technology where it was designed to be inherently secure and reliable under adverse

battle conditions. Frequency Hopping is a very robust and reliable Spread Spectrum

technology and ideal for applications where data reliability is critical

Here, the carrier frequency (or frequencies) deliberately changes, either at set tirre

intervals, or in response to other conditions as shown in figure 40.

Data
1 I 0 Phase

Modulator~ A fMod _;
Sine wave carrier

Figure 40. Frequency Hopping Spread Spectnnn [50]
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Frequency changes in the time domain, may occur in a controlled, pseudo-random

fashion in order to provide security from interception Ahernatively, the frequencies

may change in response to conditions on the transmission mediwn (ie. power line

noise within a certain frequency band causes the carrier to change to a frequency

outside of that band). This type of transmitter is typically no more complicated than

its narrowband counterpart. In practice the extra modu1ation step is simply performed

prior to storing a "pre-spread" carrier fed into read only memory (ROM).

Spread spectnnn reception is then performed by correlating the received spread

spectrum signal with a replica of the expected waveform The process is shown in

figure 41.

Pattern Matching Circuit
Parallel Correlator

Degree of Match
Correlation

N sample reference pattern
Corresponding to an Ideal bit

Figure 4l. A spread spectrum receiver [50]

Another characteristic of spread spectnnn technology which must be considered

relates to the bandwidth consumed by a spread signal CENELEC regulations (EN-

50065-1) prohibit power line signalling above 150 kHz due to potential interference
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with low fiequercy lcersed radio services. Furthenrore, the European comnunity

has viewed power line bandwidth as a resource to be shared between an interested

parties. The resuh of these regulations is that the consurrer use bands are too narrow

fur the effective use of spread spectrum technology.

1.18.8 Comparison of DSSS and FlISS

The conparson can be achieved according to different evaaaton parameters, such as

the spectral density reducton, interference susceptibility and capacity. Furthenrore,

the choice of suitable scbeme according to the system needs ~ based on parameters

that are linear or inversely dependent on each other. Both DSSS and FHSS reduce the

average power spectral density of a signal The way they do it ~ fimdamentally

different and has serous consequences fur other users. For an optimal system

realization, the objectives are to reduce both transmitted power and power spectral

density, to keep them from interfering with other users in the band. DSSS spreads its

energy by phase-chopping the signal so that it ~ continuous only fur brief time

intetvals (or chip). TherefOre, instead of having an the t:rammitted energy

corcentrated in the data bandwidth, it ~ spread out over the spreading bandwidth The

total power ~ the same, but the spectral density ~ lower. Of course, rmre channels

are interfered with than before, but at a much lower level Furthenrore, if the spread

signal COIreS in under the noise level of most other users, it will not be noticed.

Traditional FHSS signals lower only their "average" power spectral density hopping

over many channels. !3ut during one hop, a FHSS signal appears to be a narrow band

signal, with a higher power spectral density. The interference susceptilility ~ another

irq>ortant parameter wheh allows the system to operate properly. In DSSS receivers,
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the de-spreading operation consists in multiplying the received signal by a local

replica of the spreading code. This correJates with the desired signal to push it back to

the data bandwidth, while spreading all other non-correJating signals. After the de-

spread signal is fihered to the data bandwdth, most of the rose is outside ths new

narrower bandwidth am is rejected. This helps onJy with all types of narrowband am
uncorrelated interfere~e, am it has no advantage ror wideband interfere~e since

spread noise is still noise am the percentage that fulls within the data bardwidth is

unchanged. The FHSS signal ~ agile am does not spend Il1IXhtare on anyone

frequency. When it hits a frequency that has too Il1IXhinterfere~e, the desired signal

~ lost In a packet switched system, ths results in a retransmission, usually over a

clearer channel In a fast enough FHSS system, the portion of 10st signal may be

recovered by using a FEC. DSSS have more advantages than the FHSS systems [32].

1.18.9 Choice of Modulation Scheme for PLC Systems

Several investigations have been carried out to firxi suitable OFDM implementations

ror PLC networks. In order to avoid hard degradation ofOFDM signals over the

transmission chame], which is caused by the frequerey-selective fading, a rretbod fur

subcarriers power control is proposed in [33]. This solution consists of controlling the

transmission power of each subcarrier ofOFDM signal in order to maximize the

average SNRofeach subcarrier of the received signal This controlling ~ so flexible

that the total transmitted power is not increased. Further irqJrovement of such

controlling is possible by spreading the parallel sub-streams at the output of the serial-

to-parallel converter output [34,35]. An OFDM system which subdivides the original

infOrmation into three parallel data groups, where each group is mapped according to BPSK
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and coded according to Reed-Solomon code or convolution code, is a180investigated in

[36]. Performances ofOFDM system were also investigated under different noise

scenarios, especially under the ~uJsive noise, which is considered the dominating

noise in a PLC environment [37,38]. OFDM has proven its ability to deal with

multipath propagation in wireless broadband transmission system as well as radio

interference in asymmetrical DSL.

Spread-spectrum rmdulation teclmiques, with direct sequence or frequency hopping,

were investigated to be ~1enxmted in a PLC physical layer. For exarrple, in [39], a

so-called "low complexity all-digital DSSS transceiver" is proposed, which is based

on a delay-locked loop fOr clock recovery and on a phase recovery that is irqllicit in

the timing synchronization. An "iterative detection algorithm" for M-ary spread-

spectrum system over a noisy chamel is investigated and this shows a remarkable

irqlrovemmt of the detection per10nnance fOrM-ary systems [40]. Spread Spectrum,

due to its robustness against interference and its ability fOrmultiple access operaton,

has been considered as a so1uti>n fOr PLC. Around 1985 several Japanese Post Office

Ministry worked enthusiastically toward planning a power line bone bus system The

first proposal using SS was put fOrward by NEC in 1993. NEC Home Electronics

Co., developed a SS power line home conm.mications system fOr a 10-450 KHz

frequency band and a bit rate of 9.6 kb/s, with a processing gain of 31 [47].

However, the main drawback of the spread-spectnnn teclmique is the relative lower

realizable bit rate, in comparison with OFDM systems. This makes any decision about

the m:>dulation to be adopted fOra PLC system more dffcult, By deciding fOra

given rroduaton, the system designer must know which perfOnnance has the higher
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priority fur him and whch ones have less inportance. Besides the high realizable bit

rates, the OFDM systems also show a high robustness against the charmel distortions,

a flexibility in avoiding the strongly affected charmeJs and an optimal bandwidth

utilization by the usage of the slightly disturbed charmeJs through the bit-loading

procedure. The main advantage of the spread spectnnn is its electromagnetic

corrpathllity, by the radiation of weak electromagnetic fields in the environment [2].

1.18.10 Error Detection and Correction Techniques

PLC networks operate with a signal power that has to be below a limit defined by

the regulatory bodies . On the other hand, the signal level has to keep data

transmission over PLC medium possible. This rreans, there should be a certain SNR

(Signal- to-Noise Ratio) level in the network making comrmmications possible. As

long as the SNR ic; sufikient to avoid the disturbarces in the network, the error

handling mechanisms do not have to act; fur exanple, if the SNR ic; suffcient to avoid

an influence of the background noise in a PLC network.

More difficulties in PLC transmission systems are caused by in1>uJsive nose, wheh

has much higher power than the background noise. In ths case, the SNR is not

enough to overcome the disturberces and the resulting in transmission errors. On the

other hand, if the noise in1>ulses are longer, additional rrechansms fur error harxiling

have to be applied: rrechanisms fur error correction and retransmission mechansms

fur short-term dsnabarees and capacity reallocation rrechanisms fur long-tenn

dsnabarees.
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Transmission errors in a digital communication system can be reduced by the use of

two main teclmiques:

• Forward error Correction (FEC)

• Automatic Repeat request (ARQ)

Inmany transmission systems, furward error correction and interleaving mechanisms

are applied to cope with the disturbances. In this case, the transmission systems are

able to manage a situation when a number of bits are damaged and, in spite of that, to

correct the data contents. The usage of the FEC mechanism gives rise to an overhead,

which takes a portion of the network transmission capacity; fur example, about 50%

overhead is used fur the FEC in the GSM system, which ~roves BER (Bit Error

Rate) values from 10-3 (pure wireless transmission channel) to 10-(; [41]. Particular

netbods fur FEC to be applied in PLC networks are the point of ClUTent and future

research works [42].

In spite of the applied FEC mechanisms and the ability of communication systems

to avon ditrerent kirxts of disturbances, it is still possible that the transmitted data

may be damaged. In the case of errors, the damaged data has to be retransmitted by

an ARQ (Automatic Repeat reQuest) mechanism The app1ication of ARQ can reduce

error probability to a very low value and it is only limited by the remaining error

probability ofCRC (Cyclic Redundancy Check) code used fur error recognition, or

error tolerance specified by a particular app1ication To deal with disturbances,

various communication systems apply a so-called hybrkl ARQIFEC solution, a

combination of ARQ and FEC mechanisms [43,44], whch is aJso expected to be
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used in PLC networks. The application of ARQ is suitable fOrdata transmission

without delay requirements. However, fOrtrre-critcal services, such as telephony,

ARQ adds additional delays that may be not acceptable.

The ARQ mechansms deal with a relatively short duration of the dsterbarces (sorre

milliseconds) that occur on one or several data units. On the other hand, so-called

long-tenn disturbances (e.g. caused by narrowband noise produced by short-wave

radio stators) make one or more transmission channels unavailable fOr a longer time.

In this case, the ARQ rrechansm would constantly repeat the data, making the

transmission inefficient. Because of that, long-time disturbed transmission channels

should not be used fOrany transmission until the disturbance disappears. If a disturbed

channel is currently used fOrthe transmission, channel reallocation has to be carried

out to aJlow the continuation of affucted connections using other error- free channels.

The possibility fOrint>lem:ntation of reallocation rrechansms has to be aso inchJded

in the reatures of the PLC MAC layer.

1.IS.11 Forward ElTOr Correction

Forward Error Correction (FEe) is a wi:lely used rretbod to int>rove the comection

quality in digital conmoncatons and storage systems. The word "forward" in

coqjunction with error correction mears the correction of transmission errors at the

receiver si:le without needing any additional infOrmation from the transmitter. The

main concept ofFEC is to add a certain 8llDunt of redurdarey to the infOrmation to

be transmitted, whch can be exploited by the receiver to correct transmissi:>n errors

due to channel distortion and noise. TherefOre, in the literature, the FEC coding is
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rmstly described as channel coding. Shannon presented in his mathematical theory of

commmication that every transmission channel has a theoretical maximum capacity,

which depends on the bandwidth and the signal-to-nome-ratio (SNR), as formilated

by Eqn8 [45]. The capacity of nplerreraed systems iI lIDStly much smaller than the

maximum possible value cakulated by the theory. For this reason, the use of suitable

codes has to al10w further irq>rovement in bandwidth efficiency.

1.1S.12Bit Error Rate in PLC System

The perfOrmance of any digital transmission system m expressed in terms of its bit

error rate (BER), which quantifies the reliability of the entire system from ''bits in" to

''bits out". The BER is equivalent to the output signal-to-noise ratio of an anahgue

system and is the probability that a transmitted bit will be incorrectly received.

The BER of a digital system is a sirq>1e concept; its definition m sirq>ly:

BBR = Number of bits in error
Number of btts rsceh~

(Bqn.9)

With a strong signal and an lI11>erturbed signal path, this number is so small as to be

insjgni fcant. It becomes significant when we wish to maintain a sufficient signal-to-

noise ratio in the presence of irq>errect transmission through electronic circuitry

(amplifiers, filters, mixers, and digitaJ/anahgue converters) and the transmission

channel
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N05e 5 the main enemy of BER perfOnnance. N05e is a random process, defined in

term of statistics. The BER is quoted as a number; ror example, 1 x 1O-s nears that,

on average, one bit in every 100 000 will be in error. An error in the correct reception

of a bit may occur because rose picked up by the system has corrupted the signal

waveform to such an extent that that the decson circuitry in the receiver cannot

accurately detennine whether a bit 5 a one or zero.

The efficiency "of a digital system is:

Received informatton bit energy Eb
" = notse denstty = No (Eqn.l0)

The noise density No is the noise level in a 1 Hz bandwidth and is equal

to -204 dBW +F dB, where F 5 the noise figure of the receiving system.

Efficiency" and BER can be defined in terms of the probability of error (POE),

1 JfPOE=-(1-elf) xs:
2 No

(Eqn 11)

Where,

elf 5 the error function

The error function is diflerent ror the each of the various tmdulation Jrethods. POE

is proportional to Eb , which is a roon of signal-to-noise rato, The energy per bit, Eb
No
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can be detennined by dividing the carrier power by the bit rate. As an energy

measure, Ebhas the unit of Joules. No ic; in power (Joules/seconds) per Hz (seconds),

so Eb is in dmensonless term, or sirqlly, a narercal ratio,
No

One way to lower the spectral noise density is to reduce the bandwidth, but we are

limited by the bandwidth required to transmit the desired bit rate (Nyquist criteria)".

We can a1so iocrease the energy per bit by using higher power transmission, but

interference with other systems can limit that option, A lower bit rate irx;reases the

energylbit, but we lose capacity. Ultimately, optimizing Eb ic;a balancing act among
No

these factors.

1.19 Summary

This chapter has discussed the UK. power dic;tribution network am given an overview

ofPLT system Different digital modulation systems fOr PLT are discussed am
corrpared, The low-voltage networks have co~lex topologies that can differ from

one network to another. This difference comes from the fuct that they have

parameters whose valees can be varied, such as user density, the user activity am the

cormected appliances. Generally it can be concluded that low-voltage power supply

networks, also irx;luding in-home part of the network, have a physical tree topology.

However on the logical level, a PLC access network can be considered a bus network,

representing a shared transmission meditnn

9 Nyquist criteria states that a band limited analogue signal that has been sampled can be perfectly
. reconstructed from an infinite sequence of samples if the sampling rate exceeds 29 samples per second,
where 9 is the highest frequency in the original signal.
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Low voltage networks were designed only fur energy distribution to bousebokls and a

wide range of devces am appliances are either switched on or off at any bcations

and at any tilm. This variation in the network leads to strong fluctuation of the

rrediem irqJedance. These irqJedance fluctuations and discontinuity lead to

multipath behaviour of the PLC channel, making its utilization fur the infunnation

transmission more delicate. Besides these channel irqJairrnents, the noise present in

the PLC environment makes the reception of error-free commmication signal more

difficult.

Two main ImduJation schemes, IJaIJ:Xlly the OFDM and the Spread Spectrum, with its

two fuIml of Direct Sequence am Frequency Hopping have already shown very good

perfunnance. These ImduJation tecbnques are robust against narrowband

disturbances, which are also expected in the PLC networks am therefure they are

considered as suitable scheme fur PLC. The ImduJation technque to be applied to

PLC has to overcome the strong PLC channel irqJairments in order to realize

acceptable BER with a SNR as bw as possible, to be able to coexist with other

systems already deployed in its environment and to guarantee a satsfactory quality of

servce.

The next chapter present the theory of transmission lines and will explain in rmre

detail the issues of EMC in PLC and work on irqJedance that has been presented to

date by other authors.
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Cbapter 3: Power Une Conununications Propagation Characteristics

3.1 Transmission Cbannel Cbaracteristics

Power Line Comnmcaton is based on transmission and reception using power 1ine

wires. Similarly, DSL and cable systems use transmission wires but of different

quality. This c1asses them generally as wire 1ine systems. However, DSL and cable

systems are wen established throughout the work! and have been in use before the

introduction of high-frequercy PLC systems. They have a wen established set of

parameters such as characteristic impedame. The PLC system is designed fur power

transmission at either 240V/SOHz or 11OV/60Hz. Fmther, DSL and cable systems are

subject to the IEC CISPR 22 product standards and have a set of emission levels and

frequency bands. PLC systems do not have these wen defined parameters and

therefure are subject to potential interference to other established comm.m.ication

systems.

Standard CotmUlication Characteristics - Deterministic

• Unique frequency specitcation

• Characteristic impedame

• Minimum noise

• Constant bandwidth

• Standard architecture

• No commn mode current

• No radiated emission to cause interference
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For PLC systens the characteristics or the Jack of them is shown below:

PLC SyStem Communication -Non-Detenninistic

• Unique frequeo.:;y specification

• Impedance

• Minimum noise

• Constant bandwidth

• Standard architecture

• Commn mode CUITent

• Radiated emsson

Therefore, PLC systems are subject to variable parameters, which are virtually

constant for DSL and cable systems. In order to establish the Jack of constant

characterstcs in PLC systems it ~ necessary to understand the wiring of the PLC

network and the propagation of signals along the power d~tribution lines. This

involves understanding the mode of propagation as the signal traveJs along the

transmission line as a diflerential signal and why there ~ a commn mode signal

generated because of the variable line in'4>edance.

The power line was not specifically designed for data transmission and provides a

harsh environment fur the transmission and receiving of data. There are a number of

partcular conditions that aflect PLC. The irq:ledance of the power dstrbution

network varies considerably according to the type of power cable and network

topology, according to the configuration being a single-phase, ring main or a three-

phase tree and branch network. Also the frequency of transmission will detennine the
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impedance values of the circuit. This leads to the cable attenuation which may be

very high according to the frequency of operation This can also lead to standing

waves on long cables and lead to frequency nulls in the frequency response. In

addition, the interfacing of the equipment to the power line will introduce attenuation

and noise to the circuit which is affected to by the impedance of the line.

A channel is a physical path between a transmitter and a receiver. Low-voltage power

lines consists of many channels each with its own characteristics and quality. Figure

41 shows a corrnmmication system using the power line as a channel

Conversion to Receiving &
Transmitter

~
signals for

~
Coupling Power line

~
processing of

~
Convert back

(generation of transmission
circuit ~ channel signal to original form I

Information) (Coding, (Demodulation, of information

I
Modulation) decoding)

I

Figure 42. Comnnmication system for the power line channel

A coupling circuit is used to connect the system to the power-line. The purpose of the

coupling circuits is two- fold. Firstly, it prevents the damaging 50 Hz signa1, used for

power distnbution, to enter the equipment. Secondly, it certifies that the major part of

the received/transmitted signal is within the frequency band used for corrnnunication

PLC teclmology presents a cost-effective alternative for the realization of the access

networks. Electrical supply networks are not designed for corrnmmications and

therefore, they do not represent a favourable transmission medium In this chapter,
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some specific performance problems limiting the application of PLC technology will

be discussed.

The power line cables are divided in an asyrmnetric way (Figure 43), having many

irregular connections between network sections and customers and transitions

between overhead and underground cables (Figure 44).

Transfbrmer u:nH

PLC subscribers

Figure 43. Structure of low-voltage supply network [25]
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Disturbances from network environment

Disturbances from PLC network

Figure 44. The influence of various disturbance sources [25]

COl1ll1X)ncauses of noise on high- and medium voltage electrical power networks

include corona discharge, lightning, power factor correction banks and circuit breaker

operation On the low-voltage network, much of this noise is filtered by mediurnllow

voltage transformers.

3.2 Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) of Narrowband and Broadband PLC

Systems

Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) is an important consideration for the

development and operation of Power Line Communications systems. From the

electromagnetic point of view, the injection of the PLC signal in to the power cables

results in the radiation of an electromagnetic field in the environment, where the
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power cables begins acting like an anterma. This field is seen as a disturbame fur the

environment and fur this reason its level mist not exceed a certain limit, in order to

realize the so-called electromagnetic compatibility. Electromagnet£ corrpatoility

means that the PLC system has to operate in an environment without disturbing the

functionality of the other system existing in this environment.

In this section, after giving a definition of EMC, different aspects and tenns are

defined. Then, two ways fur the classi&ation of electromagnetic dsnabances are

discussed. To be able to describe the real electromagnet£ influence of the PLC

systems on its environment, several treasurernents have been achieved. The

treasurernents were a starting point of the standardization efforts fur PLC systems fur

fixing the 1imits of the allowed electr£ (and also the magneoo in some cases) radiated

field in their environments. Different standards, standard proposals and

standardization bodies are also considered in this section

3.2.1 EMC Terms

Electromagnetic co~atibility is the ability of a device or system to mtion

satismctorily in its electrorragnetc environment without introducing intolerable

electromagnet£ disturbances in the form of interferences to any other system in that

environment, even to itself EMC nears living in hanmny with others and that has

to be viewed from two aspects:
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• Tofunction satisfactorily - meaning that the equipment is tolerant of others.

The eqWp~nt is not susceptible to electromagnetic (EM) signals that other

equprrent puts into the environment, This aspect ofEMC is referred to as

electromagnetic susceptibility (EMS).

• Without producing intolerable disturbances -meaning that the eqWp~ does

not interfere with other equoment, The emission of EM signals by the

equipment does not cause electromagnet£ interfere~e problems in other

equpnent that is present. This EMC behaviour is also pointed out as

electromagnetic emission (EME).

The two main aspects, EME and EMS, and their diflerent variants are presented in

figure 44. The concept of susceptibility is conplerreraary to another EMC concept,

which is imnmity, causing, IIDst of the t:iJre, a kind of confusion between both

terms. The two terms have quite diflerent rreanings, Susceptibility is a tinl~ntal

characterste of a piece of eqWp~nt and one can find an EM envronment that will

adversely atreet that eqWp~. Immunity, on the other hand, when measured in a

certain way, mi;ates to what extent the environment may be EM polluted before the

equprrent is adversely affected [56].

The electromagnetic noise propagates by cordueton and by radiation and thererore,

the emission can have corsequerees both inside and outside of the system, containing

the source of the dsnzbarces. An obvious example is when a hairdryer operates and

the pcnre on a traditional cathode ray tube 1V screen deteriorates. This is caused

both by radiated electrorragnetc energy through space and also conducted energy
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along the mains cable. At the same time the TV is said to be susceptible to both

radiation and conduction.

In case of EME realization by conducted emissions, we can talk about the intrasystem

compatibility; and in the case of EMC by radiated emission, the achieved

compatibility is the intersystem compatibility, A similar distinction can be made fur

the susceptibility, where intersystem cornpatlbility is achieved by the conducted

susceptibility (CS) and the intrasystem tolerance is realized through the radiated

susceptibility (RS), as presented in figure 45.

Figure 45. Different areas ofEMC

Disturbance

Coupling 'P h

Figure 46. Basic model of an EMC problem
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Because electromagnetic interference (EMI) first emerged as a serious problem in

telecommunications (or, in particular, in broadcasting), EMC tends to be discussed,

even to the present day, within the scope of telecommunications technohgy.

Therefore, during the design of a telecommunications device or a system, the EMC

aspect of the product must be carefully investigated before it enters the phase of wde

range production The standardization organization International Electrotechnical

Commission (IEC) and CISPR 22 PLT defined the EM! as 'degradation of the

performance of a device or system by an electromagnetic disturbance'; [IEC89]. This

nears that the EMC problem can basically be nndejed in three parts; as illustrated in

figure 46:

• a source of an EM phenomenon, emitting EM energy;

• a victim susceptible to that EM energy that CaIDDtmtion properly owing to

the EM phenomenon; and

• a path between the source and the victim, called coupling path, which alJows

the source to interfere with the victim

In practice, one source may simuhaneously disturb several parts of equipment and

several sources may also disturb a single part of equipment. However, the base

model fOrthe investigation ofEMC problems remains that in Figure 46. This rmdel

al10ws the conclusion that if one of these three elemmts is absent, the interference

problem is solved. For this reason, if a source of disturbance is causing many

problens, it may make sense to suppress that source, that is, block the coupling path

as close as possible to the source. However, not every source can be blocked, as fur
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example, the broadcast transmitters. A single part of an equipment that suffers

interference can often be screened off which means that the coupJing path is blocked

as close as possible to the affected equiprrent [56].

3.2.2 EMC Classification

The electromagnetic disturbances from an electrical devce are not easy to precisely

describe, specifY and analyse, but there are some general rrethods to c1assify them on

the basis of'some of the characteristics of the offending signals. GeneraBy, the

character, frequency content and transmission node provde the basis for classifYing

electromagnetic disturbances. A first method of classifying the EM disturbances is

based on the metbods of coupJing the electromagnetic energy from a source to a

receptor. The coupJing can be in one of tOur categories:

• conducted (electric current),

• inductively coupled (magnetic fieki),

• capacitive coupled (electric fieki), and

• radiated (electromagnetic fieki).

CoupJing paths often use a vel)' conplex combination of these categories making the

path difficult to nentify even if the source and the receptor are weB known The

interference may also be radiated from the equiprrent via a number of different paths,

depending on the frequency of that interference. For example, at high frequencies,

assemblies and cables on the Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs) may strongly radiate.
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At lower frequencies, interference may be coupled from the equip!rent via the signaJs

and the mains cables as conducted emissions. These corducted emissions may also be

radiated at other di1furent locations as further radiated emissions.

Another way of categorizing the EM dsturbarees is on the basis of three parameters:

• the duration,

• the repetition rate and

• the duty cycle

The dsnabarces can be of long or sbort duration Changes of long duration are

usually rot included in the domain ofEMC because they mainly cause alterations in

the r.ms. (root mean square) value of the mains voltage. Those with short duration

last between a few seconds down to less than a merosecord. Electromagnetic

disturbances with short duration can be categorized into three classes; [57]:

• Noise - which is a more or less permanent alteration of the voltage curve.

Noise has a periodic character and its repetition rate is higher than the mains

frequency. Such mise is typically generated by electric motors, welding

machines, and so on The aJq1Jitude of mise remains typ~ally less than the

peak aJq1Jitude of the mains voltage itself.

• Impulses - which have positive and negative peaks supel'in1x>sed on the mains

voltage. lrnpuJses are characterized by having short duration, high aJq1Jitude

and fast rise and/or fun tares, Inpuses can run synchromusly or
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asynchronously with the mains frequency, Noises, created during various

switching procedures, can exist between irq:lulses. Typical devices that

produce in1Julses are switches, relay contro1s and rectifiers.

• Transients - Most commnly, transients are generated by high-power

switches. To be able to differentiate transients from continuous noise, the duty

cycle ~ is introduced and defined by Equation 11 [57]:

o=-r xf (Eqn 12)

where,

t - the pulse width measured at 50% height

f - the pulse repetition rate, or average number of pulses per second, at

random

An electrcal equipment having a duty cycle (~) lower than 10's can be regarded as a

source of transients. When the duty cycle becomes significantly higher than 10's, as

with switched rmde power supplies, the emitting source is no longer regarded as

transient or impu1se but as continuous.

To a1low a systematc approach, the me standard re 77 has established a

classification of electromagnetic phenomena, which is also adopted by the European

standardization committee CENELEC re 210 [IECOI] as shown in table 4.
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Low Frequency High Frequercy

Conducted
pbenorrena

Radiated
pbenorrera

Conducted
phenomma

Conducted
pberorrera

Hanronics, Magnetic fields:
Inter-harmonics
Signalling systems • contimJous
Voltage • transient
fiuctuations
Voltage dips and E1ectri:: fiekls
interruptio ns
Voltage unbaJance
Power :frequency
variations
Induced low-
fiequercy
voltages
DC in AC networks

Directly coupled or Magnetic fiekls
induced voltages or E1ectri:: fields
currents: Electromagnetic

fields
• contimJous waves
• rmduated waves • contimJous waves

• rmduated waves
Undirected
transients Transients
(single or
repetitive)
Oscillatory
transients
(single or
repetitive )

Table 4. PriJX:iple EMC disturbarces phenomma according to IEC re 77

Inorder to be able to imagine the possible sources of EM disturbarces fOrpower line

comnunications systems and a1so the possible vctims of the dsnrbarces caused by

PLC equpment, Table 5 summarizes SO~ of the already existing servces and

equip~nt operating in the :frequency spectrum [1.3-30MHz], where the broadband

PLC systems are also operating.
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Service classes Services Occupied bands (MHz)

Broadcasting Mediwn waves (MW)
and
Short waves (SW)
broadcasting

Maritime nnbile Tactballstrategic
maritime
Maritime Mobile S5.90
Distress and Safety
Traffic

Radio Amateur Naval broadcast
communications
Maritime OOPS

Datarmde, CW, fax,
phone

1.3-1.6; 3.9-4.0; 5.9-6.0,6.0-6.2; 7.1-
7.3; 7.3-7.35; 9.4-9.5; 9.5-9.9; 13.5-
13.6; 13.6-13.8; 15.1-15.6; 25.6-26.1

1.6-1.8; 2.04-2.16; 2.3-2.5;
2.62-2.65; 2.65-2.8; 3.2-3.4;
4.()...4.4;6.2-6.5; 8.1-8.8;
12.2-13.2; 16.3-17.4; 18.7-18.9;
22.0-22.8; 25.0-25.21

1.6-1.8

1.8-2.0; 2.0-2.02

1.81-1.85; 3.5-3.8; 7.0-7.1;
10.1-10.15; 14.0-14.2; 14.25-14.35;
18.0-18.16; 21.0-21.4; 24.8-24.9;
28.0-29.7

NATO & UK bng- 2.0-2.02; 2.02-2.04; 2.3-2.5
distance comm.mications

Aeronautical Aeronautical 2.8-3.0; 3.02-3.15; 3.4-3.5;
3.8-3.9; 4.4-4.65; 5.4-5.68;
6.6-6.7; 8.81-8.96; 10.0-10.1;
10.1-11.1; 21.0-22.0; 23.0-23.2

13.3-13.4; 25.55-25.67Radio astronomy Radio astronomy

Table 5. Possible EMC Victitm fur the PLC and their band occupations
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3.2.3 EMC Standardization Organisations

EMC standards are prerequisites to insure that the numerous devices and systems do

not disturb each other or give rise to malfunctioning of some of them They lay down

requirements for equipment as regards both the maximum permitted emission of

parasitic conducted and radiated electromagnetic disturbances, as well as the

availability of the equipment under the influence of these disturbances. To test the

equipment and to check if it respects the emission limits, test setups to measure the

disturbance levels are also defined by the standards. However, standards are only one

aspect of the problems associated with the EMC. The EMC standardization bodies

are categorized in three classes, according to the mnnber of states in which they

operate: international; regional, the most representative of which are those of the

United States and the European Union and national, such as RegTP in Gennany and

RA (Radiocommunications Agency) in the UK. All these bodies work in a

consuhative and cooperative way to develop EMC standards, which try to combine

the interest of all parts whose relationship is shown in figure 46.

Te77

Basic, generic,
product standards

ProdUct standards

International
organizations

National
organizations

Figure 47. Organization ofEMC work and liaisons between different b die [5]
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3.2.4 Noise and Disturbances OD PLC Systems

Because the power cables were designed only fur energy transmission, no interest has

been shown in the properties of this medaan in the high-frequency range.

Furthenrore, a wide variety of appJiances, with difIerent properties, are cormected to

the power network.

Therefore, beiore using this nedaan fur infbrmation trarsmsson, an intensive

investigation of the phenomena present in their environment has to be achieved.

Besides, the distorton of the infbnnatDn signa], owing to cable losses am multipath

propagation, noise superposed on the useful signal energy make correct recepton of

infurmation more di1f~ult Unlke the other telecommunications channels, the power

line channel does not represent an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN), wbose

power spectral density is constant over the whole transmissDn spectrum

Investigations and measurements were achieved in order to give a detailed descripfun

of the mise characterstcs in a PLC environment. An interesting descripfun ~ given

in [58], which classifies the mse as a superpositDn offive noise types, d~tinguished

by their origin, time duration, spectnun occupancy and intensity; the approximate

representafun of spectrum occupation is illustrated in figure 48.

• Coloured background noise (type 1): whose power spectral density (psd) ~

relatively lower and decreases with frequency. This type of'mse ~ mainly

caused by a superposidon of IlUlllerous nose sources of lower intensity.

Contrary to the white noise, which ~ a random no~e having a continuous am
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uniform spectral density that is substantially independent of the frequency

over the specified frequency range; the coloured background noise shows

strong dependency on the considered frequency. The parameters of this noise

vary over time in terms of minutes and hours.
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channel filter
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Figure 48. Noise scenario on power lines [59]

• Narrowband noise (type 2): which most of the time has a sinusoidal fonn,

with modu1ated amplitudes. This type occupies several sub-bands, which are

relatively small and continuous over the frequency spectrum This noise is

mainly caused by the ingress of broadcast stations over medium- and

shortwave broadcast bands. Their amplitude generally varies over the daytime,

becoming higher by night when the reflection properties of the atmosphere

become stronger.
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• Periodic impulsive noise, asynchronous to the main frequencies (type 3): with

a fonn of impulses that usually has a repetition rate between SO and 200 kHz

and which results in the spectnnn with discrete lines with frequency spacing

according to the repetition rate. Ths type of noise is llDstly caused by

switching power supplies. A power supply is a buffer circuit that is placed

between an ~ol11>atible source and load in order to make them corrpatble.

Because of its high repetition rate, this noise occupies frequencies that are too

close to each other.

• Periodic impulsive noise, synchronous to the main frequency (type 4): are

impulses with a repetition rate of SO or 100 Hz and are synchronous with the

main power line frequency. Such impulses have a short duration, in the order

of microseconds and have a power spectral density that decreases with the

frequency. Ths type of noise is generally caused by power supply operating

synchronously with the mains frequency, such as the power converters

connected to the mains supply.

• Asynchronous impulsive noise (type 5): whose impulses are mainly caused by

switching transients in the networks. These impulses have durations of some

mcrosecords up to a few millisecooos with an arbitrary interarrival time.

Their power spectral density can reach values of more than SO dB above the

level of the background noise, making them the priJxipal cause of error

occurrences in the digital cornrnmication over PLC networks.
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The achieved rreasurerrents have gererally shown that noise types 1, 2 and 3 remain

usually stationary over relatively longer periods, of seconds, mirutes and sometsres

even of SO~ hours. Therefore, all these three can be summarized in om noise class,

which is seen as coloured PLC background noise class and is called "Generalized

background noise", whose frequency occupation and mathematical model are

discussed below. The noise types 4 and 5 are, on the contrary, varying in tirm span of

millsecords and mcroseconds and can be gathered in om noise class caned

''inpulsive noise", pointed out also in other literatures as ''inpulse noise". Because of

its relatively higher 8ltl>Jitudes, in1>uJsenoise is considered the main cause of burst

error occurrence in data transmitted over the high frequencies of the PLC rredum

3.2.5 GeneraHsed Background Noise

For the modelling of the generalized background noise in the PLC environment, it is

corsdered as the superposition of the coloured background mise and the narrowband

disturbances; as illustrated in figure 49. In this case, no difference is made between

the shortwave rados and the other narrowband disturbances in the form of spectral

lines, because normally the spectral lines are fOund in buniled fOrm For the

modelling, these bundles of disturbers are approximated by their envelope.

Furthenmre, because of the high repetithn rate noise type (3) occupies frequencies

that are too close to each other, and therefOre build frequency bund1es that are usually

approximated by a narrowband occupation. Tberefore, fur its modelling, this noise

will be seen as a narrowband noise with very low psd.
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Backgroundnoise Narrowbandnoise

/ 1\
Frequency

Figure 49. Spectral density model for the generalized background noise [25]

3.2.6 Impulsive Noise

The impulsive noise class is composed of the periodic impulses that are ynchronous

with the mains frequency and the asynchronous impulsive noise. The rreasurements

show that this class is largely dominated by the last noise type (type 5). For this

reason, the rrodelling of this class is based on the investigations and the

measurements of type (5), of which an example is shown in figure 50.

Impulses signal

Tlme

Figure 50. Example of measured impulses in the time domain in a PL network [25]
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Vines et al [27] further categorise mise as:

(a) Noise having line colll>onents synchronous with power system frequeocy,

The usual source of this mise are triacs or silicon controlled rectifiers

(SeR's), found domestically, for example, in light dimmers or photocopiers.

The spectnnn of this noise consists of a series of harrmnics of the mains

frequency (50 Hz).

There are three ways to combat this kind of mise: [24]

• As the frequency spectrum of this mise is regular, successful corrmmication

may be possible with rmduaton scheme that avoid, or have nulls, at these

frequercies.

• Filter these mise conponerss out using accurate mtch filtering.

• Considering the time domain representation this mise, a mise pulse can be

expected at equal intervals. Using fiUrly sitple tine division multiplexing

(mM) schemes and error correction, unwanted etrects can be minimised.

(b) Noise with a smooth spectnm

Noise with a srmoth spectrum is generally caused by universal motors. A

result of the commutation process in rrotor powered appliances such as

blenders and vacumn cleaners, this mise has a fiat spectnnn in the frequency

ranges used by PLC systems. It can be modeled as band limited white mise.
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A characteristic ofmany of the appliances that contain universal motors i<; that they

are often used fOra sbort period of t:in¥::. PLC system that does not have to mtion

in real tirre can avoid this nome by operating at a t:in¥::when the noise is absent.

Conversely, real t:in¥::system; must be able to cope with this noise

(c) Single event impulse noise.

Single event impulse rose is prinarily due to switching, lightning, the closing

of contacts, etc. This nose disterbs the whole frequency band fOr a short

armuet oft:in¥:: and often modeled as an impulse dmturb~e due to the

reJatively sbort tsres involved. This impulse 005e can be overcome by error

correcting codes.

(d) Non syrcbronous rose,

Non syrcbronous noise is characterised by periodic conporerss that OCC\D' at

frequencies other than harIIDnics of the mains frequency. Major sources of this

type of nome include 1V and PC rmnsors. The scanning and s~hronEatbn

signals in such applarees cause nome COJl1)onents at known frequencies. The

solution to minimising such interference i'i to avoid data transmissbn at these

frequencies and associated harIIDnics and to use a rroduation scberre that i<;

frequency diverse, thus avoiding this type of nome at any WlfOreseen

frequencies.

But tom the mct that a wide variety of loads (lights, heaters, PCs, TV, Radio, fims,

air-conditioners, washing machines, cookers, ovens, microwave ovens, drills, motors,

vacuum cleaners) are continuously being comectedldEconnected to the network by
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large mnnbers of independent customers at their will Each bads having its own

electrical characteristics. Consequently, a comrnmications device such as PLT

modern connected to the line sees a very mstile environment which keeps changing

with time. A definite pattern, however, can be discerned in the time-deperderee of the

line properties, patterns over a 24- bour cycle, 7-dayweek cycle, seasonal pattern, etc.

This implies that an characteristics of the line have to be measured and urderstood

under all these conditions.

From the comrnmications point of view, there are three major aspects of the power

line that must be measured, modeled and characterised.

• Inpedaree characteristics

• Noise behaviour

• Attenuati>n characteristics

The cable transitions cause reflecfuns and changing characteristics impedance [5].

Additionally, a PLC network changes its stJ:u:ture (e.g. by adding new customers),

especially in an in-mme PLC network in which every switching event can change the

network characteristics.

PLC networks are also characterized by multipath propegaton because of numerous

refectons caused by the joining of cables and their difrerent impedance. This results

in IWltipath signal propagation, with a fteque~y-selective fading. The roost

important effects influe~ing signal propagaton are cable bses, loses due to
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reflections at branching points and mismatched endings of the cables as wen as

selective mding [2], [5], [6].

Attemation in PLC networks depends on the line, length and changing cbaracterstc

in1>edruxe of the transmission line. Varous measuremmts have sbown that the

attenuation in power lines is acceptable in relatively short cables (- up to 200-300 m),

but ~ very bad in longer cables [2], [5]. Tberefore, longer PLC networks are expected

to be equipped with the repeater.

A detailed description of the transmission reatures of the electrcal supply networks is

now grven

3.2.7 Low-voltage Supply Nenwrks

The low-vohage supply networks are realized by the usage of various techoologies

(difrerent types of cables, transfOrmers etc.) are installed in accordarce with the

existing standards, which difrer from country to country. There are networks realized

with overhead or underground power lines, which have difrerent transmission

features, as wen as combined overhead/ground cabling solutions. The layout of a

Iow-voltage power supply network also difrers from place to place and depends on

several other factors, including:

• Network Location - A PLC network can be placed in a resderdal,

industrial or business area. Furthetm:>re, there E a difrere~e between

rural and urban residential areas. Industrial and business are characterized
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by a higher number of customers who are potential users of the PLC

services. Also, subscribers from business areas have different

requirerrents than industrial subscribers and especially different than

subscribers from residential areas. Similar differences can be recognized

between urban and rural application areas as weD.

• Subscriber Density - the number ofuserslsubscribers in a hw-voltage

network as well as user concentration, vary from network to network. The

subscribers can be Imstly placed in single houses, which i; typical fOr a

rural application areas, within small blocks including several individual

custorrers (e.g. urban residential area), in buiklings with a larger number

off1ats or offices, or within apar1ment or business towers (very high

subscribers density), such as in big commercial quarters.

• Network length - the hngest distance between the transformer and a

customer within a hw-voltage network a1sodiffers from place to place.

Usually, there is a significant network length difference between urban and

rural application areas.

• Network Design - Low-voltage networks usually consist of several

network sectionslbranches of varying number, which differs from network

to network, as weD.

Low- voltage supply networks differ from each other and it i; not possible to specifY a

typical network structure fOr them However, it is possible to define some
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characteristic values am to describe an average structure of a typical PLC network in

accordance with the infOrmation from [7], [8], [9] as fulhws:

• Nunner of users in the network: ....250to 400

• Nuaner of network sections: ....5

• Number of users in a network section: - 50 to 80

• Network length: -500 m

3.3 Transmission Une Theory

A transmission system in a corrmmications network has to convert the infOrmation

data stream in a suitable funn before it is iqjected in the corrmunications channel

Like aB other corrmunicatiom cbamels, the PLC Iredium introdooes attenuation am
phase shift on the signa~. Furt:hertmre, the PLC Iredium was at the beginning

designed only fur energy distribution, am fur this reason several types of equipment

am applarees are connected to it. These activities on the power Iines make this

rredem not adequate fur infOrmation corrmunications s~. Therefore, an

investigation of the PLC channel am its characteristics are presented in this chapter.

Also, PLC channel models are discussed, which descrbes the atrect introduced on the

signals that are transmitted over it. Because of the in1>ed~e discontinuities

characterizing the PLC medium, the signa~ are reflected many ~s, which results in

a multipath transmission, which is an etrect weD known in telecormnunications.
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3.3.1 Power Line Impedance Characteristics and Existing Research

Power line in1>edance ~ a very in1>ortant parameter on the design of power line

conm.mication modem architecture. Variations on the in1>edance of the power line

affect conm.mications circuit perforrrarce. The ~t:rbution transfOnmr secondary

windings, entrance cables, muse wiring am electreal loads detennine residential

in1>edance. The characterization of this nq,edance ~ nq,ortant to the design of the

PLC system The impedance ~ the driving point in to which the transmitter operates

am from which receiver extract the signal

To date, various investigations am experiments have been carried out to detennine

the power line irq:>edance. One of the earlier studies of power line in1>edance

characteristics was conducted by Ncbolson am MaJack [13]. In 1973, they published

nq,edance measurements of 36 commercial secordary sources. Their measurements

covered the frequency range from 20-100 KHz. Later, these measurements were

compared with similar measurements from Europe [15]. Figure 51 shows the

frequency response plot of their findings.
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Figure 51. Power Line Impedance Measurements by Nicholson and Malack [13]

Ahhough this paper is geared towards the validation of proposed characteristics of

Line Impedance Stabilization Networks (LISN); used for measurements of conducted

Electromagnetic Interference (EMI), the results shown are applicable to the scope of

this thesis. Vines et al. [14] made impedance measurements of residential power lines

at frequencies from 5-20 kliz, and reported that impedance of the residentiaI power

lines are in the range of 1-12 n. This validates in part the results obtained by

Nicholson and Malack.

Vines' measurements were made by applying a voltage signal at the frequency of

interest (through a filter) across two conductors of the secondary circuit and

measuring the vohage across, and current into, the filter. The two conductor were

line and neutral for the 120V measurement, and line fur the 240V measurements.

Details of the measurements techniques are given in [17]. Vines et al. de cribed the

characterization of the noise present in residential secondary power distnbution
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circuits in the band of frequencies from 5-100kHz[14]. These stlXiies have proven

that the resdental power line can be m:>delled as a dWibuted iq>edance with a

characteristic given by equation 13:

Z = [L n
o ~C (Eqn 13)

Where L 5 in J.lWfoot, and

C 5 in J.lF/foot.

Vines et al. reports an irrvedance varying from 70 to loon. The impedance of the

120 and 240 Volt residential power circuits increases with frequerey, indicating

clearly inductive behaviour as expected.

One of the concerns when considering the iq>edance of the power line is the atreet of

the househokl loads in the overall resklential irrvedance. Vines et al [14] have

reported that the iq>edance of most electrical loads arourd the house is relatively

high (with the exception ofhigh resistive loads) when conpared to the unhaded

power line irrvedance. There are however, sone loads that cause resonance (either

series or parallel) with the power line iq>edance, at frequencies above 40 kHz. This is

a matter of concern, since the protocols of interest operate at frequencies above

100 kHz. In particular, Switched Mode Power Supplies (SMPS) are somewhat

troublesome because of their EM! filtering. The capacitors used for the

irrple~ntati>n of this filter bypass the comnmication signal, and users must avoii

the comecton of PLC mdes at these bcatbns.
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MaJack and Engstrom [15] measured 86 cormercal SOHz a.c. power dmtribution

systems in six Eeropean countries and the US. These measurements show that the

in1>edance of residential power lines ilx\rease with freque~y and are in the range of

1.5 - 80!l at 100 kHz. The impedance of the 120V1240V residential power circuits

iocreases with frequency, micating inductive behaviour of the line. One interesting

finding reported by Tanaka [19] indicates a drastic ilx\rease in the overall line

inductance due to the outlet tennination (co:rnrmnly known as J-box). Each J-box

tennination ilx\reases the power line inductance by about 1.5 JlH, with this inductance

"reasing as the length of the tennination m nreased. This afrects the overall

network perfOrmance, and careful tennination methods are reconrrerded to minimize

ths problem

The nome spectnnn of power lines at 10 kHz-I 00 MHz, and in1>edance characteristics

and transmission hss on power lines in the high frequency band (10kHz - 20 MHz)

were measured by Tanaka. He measured power line in1>edance as I-20!l for

10 kHz-150 kHz [16].

J H Bull carried out surveys of mains in1>edance in the UK, USA, Russia and

Netherlands in the early seventies [62]. The frequency ranges covered have been

difrerent but largely coreersrated in the region 10KHz to 10 MHz. The

measurements have mainly been made between phase and earth or between neutral

and earth. The survey was carried out at a variety of sites ilx\luding laboratories,

mctories, private houses, sub-station and a hospital Measurements of the in1>edance

of the mains supply in these countries have sbown general similarities in the

inl>edance characteristics as shown in figure 52.
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Figure 52. Mean mains impedance characteristics from UK, USA, Russia and

Netherlands results compared with 50~ /50n and CISPR networks.

At frequencies between 10 KHz and 100 KHz the impedance is approximately

proportional to frequency, indicating a substantially inductive impedance. At higher

frequencies, particu1arly above 500 kHz, the impedance varies between low values of

about Ion and high values of soon, with mean values of 50 to loon.

These impedance results validate in part the resuhs obtained by Nicholson and

Malack as shown in figure 51.

Newbury et al [65] carried out a series of measurements as part ofCENELEC

SC205A low voltage impedance measurement programmes in typical European

houses and buildings in 1990 at frequencies ranging from 40 kHz to 30 MHz and their
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findings are shown in figure 53 and shows impedance range of 8-800 n for 1 MHz to

30 MHz. The discrepancies could be due to factors like, power circuit wiring

practice, which varies considerably between countries, and the nature of loads, which

have changed over the period of the last two decades.
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Figure 53. Aggregate European power line impedances [CENELEC SC205A]

Cavdar and Karadeniz [63] carried out impedance measurements in

Trabzon, Turkey at frequencies ranging from 10 to ] 70 kHz

(CENELEC A, B, C, D bands). Measurements were conducted in three

categories: rural, urban and industrial power lines. Results are

presented in graphical form as shown in figures 54, 55 and 56.
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Figure 54. Impedance vs frequency fur rural power lines, Trabzon, Turkey [63]
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Figure 55. Impedance vs frequency for urban power lines, Trabzon, Turkey [63]
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Figure 56. Impedance vs frequency for industrial power lines, Trabzon, Turkey [63]

Impedance is highly varying with frequency and ranges between a few ohms and a

few kilo-ohms with peaks at some frequencies where the network behaves like a

parallel resonant circuit. Tbe net impedance is strongly influenced by the network

topology and connected load. The low-voltage mains does not have essentially a

characteristic impedance since loads being switched on and off randomly introduce a

change in impedance.

Although there are various investigations on the power line impedance mentioned

above, PLC modem designers still need more data on th p wer lin impedance f r

the optimum modem design. The main target of this study is to realize mea urement

and obtain some useful data about the power line impedance in low voltage

distnbution networks.
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3.3.2 Transmission Lines

A Trarsmssion Line is a system of conductors connecting one point to another am

along whch electromagnetic energy can be sent. Telepbone lines am power

distri)Ution lines are typical examples of transmission lines. Corrporeras of

transmission lines incWe parallel wires, co-axial cables, optical fIDres, electrical

power lines.

Modelling the power line chamel is not an easy task because of its unpredictab Ie

nature with frequency, tiIne of day am geographic location For the purposes of

anaJysis, an electrical transmission line can be tmde11ed as a two-port network as

shown in figure 57.

PortA Transmission line -
Port B-

Figure 57. Transmission Line as a two-port network

The network is assumed to be linear (ie. the conplex voltage in either port is

proportional to the corrplex current flowing into it when there are 00 retlections), and

the two ports are interchangeable. If the transmission line is unifOrm along its length,

then its behaviour is 1argely descrbed by a single parameter ca1led characteristic

impedance, Z« This is the ratio of the conpex voltage of a given wave to the

corrplex current of the same wave at any point on the line.
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Mathematical analysis of the behaviour of electrical transmission lines grew out of the

research by James Clerk Maxwell, Lord Kelvin and Oliver Heaviside. In 1885 Lord

Kelvin fonnulated a diffusion rmdel of the current in a submarine cable. The model

exactly predicted the poor performance of the 1885 Trans-Atlantic submarine

telegraph cable. In 1885, Heaviside published the first papers that described his

analysis of propagation in cables and the modern fonn of the telegrapher's equation

based on Maxwell's Equations [10].

Since each conductor has a certain length and diameter, it must have resistance and

inductance, since there are two wires close to each other, there must be capacitance

between them The wires are separated by a medimn called the dielectric, which

cannot be perfect in its insulation; the current leakage through it can be represented by

a shunt conductance. The resulting equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 58.

L R L R L R L R

""Transmitter G G G To Infinity_

Figure 58. General equivalent circuit of transmission line

All the quantities shown in Figure 58 are proportional to the length of the line, and

unless measured and quoted per unit length, they are meaningles. At radio

frequencies, the inductive reactance is much larger than the re istance. The capacitive

susceptance is also much larger than the sbunt conductance. Thus both R and G may
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be ignored, resulting in a line that is considered lossless (as a very good

approximation for RF calculations). The simplified equivalent circuit is shown in

Figure 59.

L L L L

c c c To Infinity_",Transmitter

Figure 59. Transmission-line RF equivalent circuit

The quantities R, L, C and G are all measured pertmit length (e.g. per metre), because

they occur continuously along the line. They are thus d.istnbuted throughout the

length of the line.

• Resistance R is given byR = pi
A

(Eqn. 14)

Where,

p is the resistivity of the conductor material

A is the cross-sectional area of each conductor

I is the length of conductor (fur a two-wire system, 1 repre ents twice the

length of the line).

Resistance is stated in ohms per metre length of a line and represents the

imperfection of the conductor.
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• Inductarce L is due to the magnetic :6ekl SUlTOunding the conductors of a

transmission line when a cmrent flows through them

The inductance of an isolated twin line is given by the equation 15:

(Eqn 15)

Where,

D is the distance between centres of the conductor

a is the radius of each conductor

Po=41t X 10-7Him, known as permeability of free space or magnet£ space

constant. In most practical lines pr = 1, known as reJative permeability

An inductance stated in henrys per hop netre takes into consideration the met

that there are two conductors in a particular length of line.

• Capacitance C exists as a result of the electric :6ekl between conductors of a

transmission line. The capacsance of an isoJated twin line is given by the

equation 15:

c = 1'f&o&, F/m
In(DI a)

(Eqn 16)

Where,

&0=8.85 pF/m, known as pennittivity of'fiee space.

Inmost practical lines er= 1, known as reJative pennittivity.
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• Conductance G is due to the insulation of the line allowing some currera leak

from one conductor to the other. Conductance (leakarce) i; treasured in

Siemers per rretre length ofline and represents irrperrection of the insulation

3.3.3 Characteristic Impedance

Any circuit that consists of series and shunt irrpedances must have an input

irrpedance. For the transmssion line this input irrpedance will depend on the type of

line, its 1ength and the tennination at the fBr end. To sirrplify description and

ca1culation, the input irq>edance under certain standard, sirq>1e and easily

reproducible conditions are taken as the reference and is called characteristic

impedance of that line. Characteristic irrpedaJ:X;e of a transmission line Zo, ~ the

irq>edance treasured at the input of this line when its 1ength i; infinite. Under these

conditions the type oftennination at the fBr erd has no effect

The cbaracterstc irq>edance of a line m treasured at its input when the line i;

terminated at the fBr end in an irq>edance equal to Zo, no matter what 1ength the line

has. This ~ irq>ortant, because such a situation 5 fBr easier to reproduce ror

rreasureners purposes than a line of infinite length.
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Figure 60. Infinite transmission line [12]

If a line has infinite length, all the power fed into it will be absorbed. It's fairly

obvious that as one move away from the input, voltage and current will decrease

along the line, as a result of the voltage drops across the irxluctance and current

leakage through the capacitance. The points of l ' - 2' offigure 60 are just as far from

the far end of this line as the points 1 - 2. Thus the impedance seen at l ' - 2'

(looking into the right) is also Zo ,although the current and voltage are lower than at

1-2. We can thus say that the input terminals see apiece of line up to l ' _2',

followed by a circuit which has the input impedance equal to Zoo It does not matter

what the circuit to the right of I' - 2' consist of provided that it has an input

impedance equal to the impedance of the line.

It follows from filter theory that the characteristic impedance of an iterative circuit

consisting of series and shunt elements is given by [12]:

zo=~
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Where Z = series nq,edance per section = R +j mL (Wm) and i; the series iIq>edance

per unit length.

y = shunt admittance per section = G + j mC (S/m) and i; the shmt admittance per

unit length.

1hus, Zo = R+ jOJL Cl
G+ jOJC

(Eqn 17)

Where,

R = Resstance per unit length

L = Inductance per unit length

G =Leakage corduetarce per unit length

C = Leakage capacitance per unit length

m = 21tf(anguJar frequency)

j =M (imaginary unit)

Impedance is a conplex quantity, with a resistive and reactive corrponent. It i; a

mtion of the frequency of the applied signa], and i;unrelated to length of the line.

Line nq,edance is of prime nq,o~e ror good transmission Maximum power

transfer occurs when the source has the same nq,edance as the had. For sending

signals over a line, the transmitting equipment must have the sane characteristic

impedance as the line to get the maximum signal into the line. At the other end of the

line, the receiving equipment must also have the same nq,edance as the line to be

able to get the maximum signal out of the line.
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Where ~edances do not match, some of the signal m reflected back towards the

source. Inmany cases this re1lected signal causes problems and m therefure,

undesirable. Impedance changes considerably with frequency.

At radio frequencies (above 100 kHz), however, as already mentioned, the resstive

components of the circuit become insignificant, and the expression fur Zo

reduces to Zo = ~ n. (Eqn 18)

Where,

L m measured in hemyslm, and

C in farads/m

3.3.4 General Characteristics of Power Cables

When developing power line conmmication systems fur operating over standard

transmission and dmtribution networks, an accurate knowledge of the cllanJ'r:l

parameters are required and in partcuar the chamel irtpedance of the power line.

This m extremely important because the signal power at the receiver reaches a

maximum when the ~edance of the transni.tter, receiver and cbamel of

conmmication are matched as perfectly as possible fur circuit.

The ~edance of the line varies with the operating frequency that power line systems

operate. The chamel impedance m a strongly fluctuating variable and depends on the

loads connected to the power line and an:ount oftitm it m connected fur. Although
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these results in the fact that a single value fOrthe channel irq>ed~e rarely be given,

it is still possible to predict the range of irq>ed~e.

From the predictions it is possible to say that the overall irq>ed~e of the power line

network depends on:

• The irq>~e of the mediumlk>w-voltage distribution transfOnmr in the

power line circuit.

It has been shown that fOr a mnnber of distribution transformers used, confirms

that the irq>ed~e of the secondary transfO~r increases with frequercy of

operation However, this dependency decreases with sma1ler power rated

transforrrers. Within the various transformers, the various phases are coupled,

resulting in the signal propagating between the phases. Consequently, in prineiple

this results in the mct that a signal may be transmitted across phases without

coupJing the circuits between phases.

• The characteristics irq>ed~e of the cables (s) in the circuit.

A wide range and variety of power cables are used in both underground and

overhead networks in the medium- and k>w-voltage distribution networks. For

this single reason it is very difficult to assess and predict the irq>ed~e of the

k>w-voltage networks. The capacsanee of the cable network is much smaller than

the capacitance of the transformer, Therefore, it is possible to model the cable as
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a series circuit of inductors and resistors in series. Typical inl>edance is in the

range 70 Clto 100 Cl [22].

• The inl>edance of the diffurent equprrent comected to the power line

network.

Typical inl>edance values fOr the different devices and equipmmt comected with

the standard house operating on a 230 V/50 Hz network varies between 800 Cl for

a light bulb operating at 60 Watts to 35 Cl for a 1400 Watt vacuum cleaner.

However, in considering heavy had applarces comected between two phases

can have mch sma1ler inl>edance, for exall1>le, a water heater exhibiting an

inl>edance of 32 Cl or 12 Cl for an electric heater. Further, due to the overall

inl>edance of an electrical power network being detennined by the paraDeI

inl>edances of the devices comected to the househokl. Therefore, the smaD

inl>edances of the devices have a major and dominant affect on the inl>edance

and propagation of signals ahng the power distributim network.

3.3.5 Equivalent Qrcuit for the Power Une

A power line can be represented as an R-lrC circuit. However, soce the capacitance

value is negligible, some authors choose to ignore it. Forti [53] corcedes that the

power line can be represented as frequency-dependent resistance in series with a

constant inductance:
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Figure 61. Power Line Model by Downey and Sutterlin [50]

Z = R(f) + sL (Eqn 19)

A rrore practical approach is given by Downey and Sutterlin [50], in which the power

line modelled as a distnbuted R-L-C network as shown in Figure 61. Using the rmdel

fur a 30 feet length of 12-2 BX cable, yields the following values:

Series inductance: 3.6)lH

Shunt Capacitance: 690 pF

Series Resistance: 0.3 11

Using equation 19, z,» 74 11

The significance of this infonnation is that the power line circuit will exhibit a

different characteristic impedance depending of the type of impedance (load) into

which it is terminated: It will look inductive when terminated with a low impedance

and it will look capacitive when terminated with a high impedance. Also, it can be

seen that the power line acts as a voltage divider (attenuates the communication

signal), together with the different loads that are connected to the network, with the

attenuation increasing with frequency for frequencies above 100 kHz (increase of 0.25

dBIkHz is reported) [25]. The power of the signal at the receiver side is maximum
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when the inpedame of the transmitter, receiver and the power lire are matched.

Therefore, it is inportant to study carefully the signal coupling mechansms that

optimize the transfer of infOnnation Considering aft the facts already discussed, it is

ahmst inpossible to decide wheh is the best value of the power lire in1>edame to

use fOr the design of the coupling circuit, sire this value depends on the type of wire,

the length of the cable and the type of loads connected to it. However, the range of

values given by Ncbolson and Malack [13] are a good starting point.

3.3.6 Access Impedance

The transmitter of a PLT modem has the task of iqjecting a voltage into the mains that

reaches an amplitude as specified in CENELEC ENS006S. The required transmission

power directly depends on the access inpedame, in partcuar on its real part, as only

active power is able to propagate ahng a lire. The sma1ler the in1>edame, the more

power is required.

The required transmission power can be ca1culated when the input inpedame of the

mains is known The most un:tavourable cordeons are fOund at the crossbar system

of a trarsforrrer station AnDng other factors, the parallel connection of a large

nw:nber of outgoing tnmks causes very low inpedames [2]. Two exarnples of access

inpedame of transfonrer stations are shown in figure 62. In both cases the

magnitudes are extremely small at the lower em of the frequency range. With less

than O.S n, the injection of signifICant signal amplitudes causes tremendous effort, so

that using higher frequencies is always desirable [61].
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Figure 62. Access impedance records within transformer stations. [61]

Very low impedance leads to costly transmitter output stages in practical applications.

Moreover, the design of the coupler components, in particuJar the capacitor, leads to

higher costs. The measurement location also has considerable influence on the value

of access impedance.

In a transformer station, the value is much lower than it is at a wall socket inside a

building. The typical house service connection has much higher access impedance

than the crossbar system of a transformer station, so that transformer output stages,

which can supply a maximum power of a few watts, will be su:fficient for the

operation of modems on the electricity customer side [2].

3.3.7 Signal Attenuation

The low impedance of the distribution network potentially causes high signal

attenuation This consequently will lead to a mismatch between transmitter, channel

and receiver impedances and contnbute to the attenuation. For low-voltage

distribution networks, this is in the order of 100 dBlkm and ror medium voltage
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networks 10 dBlkm [22]. Due to the high level of aneraaton on the low voltage

distribution networks; repeaters are used in many cases. For the high voltage

distribution networks, with lower attenuation, signa1s may propagate distances of the

order oflnmdreds of kilometres without the use of repeaters [22].

3.3.8 Time and Frequency Dependency of Signal Attenuation

For any power line circuit, underground or overhead, there is a clear connection

between the network impedance and the signal anenaton Time deperdercy is a

corsderable fimction between the signal attenuation and the variable impedance of

the line. The mct that many appJiances are only switched on during the working day

and not in the night time may result in a variation of sensitivity. Further it has been

shown that fur frequencies bebw 100kHz the signal attenuation is independent of

frequency. For frequencies above 100 kHz the attenuation is 0.2SdBIkHz [22].

The rumunt of signal attenuatiJn within any network wiJl depend on the ll1.1lTberof

lines in the network and the impedance between the phases of the system GeneraDy,

the signal attenuation between any two points on the diiltribution power line network

connected to the sane phase is normally smaller than the signal attenuation between

two points at the same distance connected to dttrerent phases.

3.3.9 Differential Mode and Common Mode Sianal!

Another in1>ortant aspect of power cables is to understand the distiootion between the

possible modes of coupling. The basis fur this distiootion is the ilea that two separate

circuit paths can co-exist in the same set of conductors. One of these is the circuit that
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was intended by the designer - signal and return, or power and return, along which

the desired signal currents flow, "differentially", that is in opposition to each other.

The other is the parasitic circuit that is fonned between this desired circuit and the

structure within which it is located. This is called "common mode" circuit, because

the currents in the conductors are all following in the same direction Figure 63

illustrates these different modes for generalized appliances with a mains power supply

and a signal line.

0 A n 1(power)

phase { ; ~ I \ )
0 '-./ )

Jearth 0 <
common~(A) \.1

Equipment (power) corMIOn mode (8) -
(power)

r-;
signal ~ ; )

0 ~ <
Vcommon~ differentMal mode

.,10. (sigrW) (aignaq
#N < <••

differential mode L N E

Figure 63. Differential and connnon rmde concepts [23]

In the transmission of the power line signal over the power line network, the signal is

normally transmitted in differential mode (DM). The signals flow is along the live

conductor and flow back along the return conductor(s). For circuits with a single end

topology, all the return currents share a connnon conducting structure which .is

usually the av conductor of the DC power distribution line. For this balanced line or

differential signaling there is a dedicated conductor for the return circuit as well as the
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send path. For good signal quality and EMC effects the two are routed together as a

twisted pair.

Unfurtunately, due to imbala~es in the physcal structure of the interconnectk>ns and

cables, they cause Cormmn Mode (CM) noise voltages and currents. Cormmn Mode

currents flow out on both the send and return paths at the sane tiI:re and return via

another electrcal route whch i<; nonnally the protective safety earth aOO or the mains

power distrbution circuit. These noise currents and voltages have small magnitudes

of the order of milliamps and millivolts conpared with the signal currents. However,

the very Jarge hop areas associated with cormmn rmde nome curreras and voltages

makes them extremely irq>ortant ror the EMC quality of the circuit. GeneraBy, for

power line carrier system; operating in the frequency band above 1MHz the unwanted

emssons are usuaRy attributed to the Cormmn Mode currents and voltages.

Considerable design expertise m C\D.Tently being used to produce PLC systems that are

balanced with respect to signal propagaton along the low and :tredium voltage

distribution line. TIm i<; nonnally described as the Longitudinal Conversion Loss

(LCL). This term relates the arrount of signal energy that m converted into unwanted

energy that potentially may radiate and cause intertereree with established rado

services, The lower the LCL of a power system the further the actual signal will

propagate and the potential to transmit higher fi"eque~ies over the same dstaree. For

this reason there is considerable drive 'from the co:mrrn.mications industry to drive to

category 5 and 6 and higher classifications of cable and the consequent better signal

balance and therefore iocreased LCL at higher fi"equereies and reduction on the CM

currents and voltages. Due to the CM and DM signals in power conmmicaton
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networks it is necessary to introduce fiher networks to help minimize the imbaJa~e

of the circuit.

Therefore, the transfer function between two points on electrical network carrying

digital infOnnation will be detennined by the key electrical parameters of cable

length, cable type, and the degree of branching within the topology of electrical

distrbution system Due to the irq>ed~e cbaracterstics of muc~e, capacitance

and resistance of the electrical dic;tribution system that the transfer function of the

power line system will vary according to the type of architecture. For eX8111>le,there

will be a differe:tX:ebetween the Medium voltage system, low voltage, ~luding

access and in-house systetm.

Since the power line fur both rredum and low voltage systems has a unique vahle of

the induc~e, capacitance and conductivity they behave as lossy conductors that will

have inherent attenuation that will ~rease with length of the line. The conductivity

depending on the coating of the conductors, which is a form of polyvinyl chloride

(PVC). Cables with oil paper insulation material exhibiting lower attenuation than

PVC constructed cables. Due to the ohmic losses and leakage conductivity fur the

cables they show an attenuation constant that iocreases with frequency, Therefore,

the bandwidth available fur PLC systems decreases with dstarce,

Overhead cables, which are used in abundance in the North Amercan continent and

to a lesser extent in other regions of the workl, exhibit lower attenuation due to the

dielectric losses. Generally in low and nedum voltage systems the cable types have

varied over the years as materials used fur there construction has irq>roved. However,
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matching cables of different construction has proved irqx>ssible. Consequently mdti

path propagation takes place leading to frequency mding at different frequencies.

From the discussion so filr it is seen that the EMC is one of the key factors in

developing PLC systems. As has been raised the cables carrying the communicatio n

signa1s over the power line radiate part of the signal transmitted down the line and

therefore become "leaky", a term to describe that not an the signal injected onto the

cable will reach the receiver end and part emanates from the cable as electromagne tc

radiation Due to this mechanism, the power cable may be considered as a fonn of

antenna with low effciercy, The fraction of the irYected signal power transmitted will

be detennined by the type of cable, the syrru.retry of the cable and the type of system

network topology. The syrru.retry of the transmission system is detennined by the

iq>edan;e between the conductors and ground. For example, fur a two wire line

system the iq>edance between each conductor and ground is equal or balanced.

These type of balarced lines, using differential mode transmission; achieve excellent

signal propagation with minimum C0111lmnrmde signal The uebalarced line does

not have good signal propagation because of the C0111lmn rmde signal that emanates

from the cable and therefOre, is considered as unbaJan;ed.

Therefore, C0111lmnrmde cummts generated are uniquely responsible for the

unsymmetrical balance of the line and the potential radiation from the line. Whereas,

differential mode currents are equal in magnitude and flow in opposite directions

along the signal conductors. A line that behaves highly syrru.retricai has a high

differential mode to C0111lmnrmde ratio and therefure, has negligible radiated

emission from the power line. An unbaJan;ed line will have a very low differential
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mode to corrnmn mode ratio, showing that the cable is leaky and potentially radiating

and causing interference to established radio services.

To provide a measure for the disturbance of the power line, the transmission is

compared with that of an AM transmission broadcast system. Spuriously emitted

electromagnetic radiation is measured within a standard 9 kHz bandwidth which

represents the typical and standard AM radio receiver bandwidth. The frequency

range from 9 kHz to 30 MHz is normally investigated using a standard magnetic loop

antenna.

3.3.10 Realistic Power Line Communication Propagation

Wired comnnmications systems intended to carry radio frequency generally use one

of two types of cables (figure 64):

• Balanced parallel wire line

• Co-axial line

(a) Parallel twin-wire (b) Co-axial pair

Figure 64. Types of transmission lines (parallel twin-wire and Co-axial pair)
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Within each broad grouping or type of transmission line there is variety of different

kinds, dictated by various applications. Balanced two-wire lines normally consist of

open wires with consistent spacing and distance from other metallic objects and earth,

to maintain the balance by equalizing stray capacitance. Coaxial cable consists of an

inner conductor surrounded by a dielectric material, which is in turn surrounded by a

conducting outer sheath, which may be continuous or woven depending on the quality

of the cable.

A balanced line is fed with a differential mode signal, which is balanced with respect

to earth, as shown in Figure 65.

lout _

differential
source

balanced line RL

lin

Figure 65. Balanced transmission Line

The line is terminated in a load RL, which is matched to the characteristic impedance

of the line, which is also matched by the source impedance. If the line, the source and

the load are perfectly balanced current lout will be the same as current lin. This means

that the electromagnetic fields surround ing the conductors will have the same

magnitude but opposite polarities; hence they will cancel out and the net emission of
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power from the line will be 7e1'O. If the line or its tenninations become unbalanced lin

and lout will IX) longer be equal in magnitude, and the line will radiate. The difference

between the two cmrents, lout - lin is known as the common mode current (aka antenna

mode cmrent) and flows in the earth between the source or load and the point of

unbalance, rather than in the line.

The difference between the differential voltage applied to the line and the (unwanted)

comron rmde voltage between the line and earth is called the Longitudinal

Conversion Loss (LCL) and is defined as fOllows:

(Eqn20)

Figure 66 shows how stray irq>edances can convert differential mode signals to

COJl1llX)nmode, Inthis equivalent circuit the conponerss Cc are stray capacitances

between the conductors of the line and earth, while Zs and ZL are stray irq>edances in

the source and load respectively. It is stated that these capacitances will dominate, but

that inductive effects will also be involved, especially where the line passes close to

other ~tallic structures. These inductive eflects are represented in Figure 66 by the

corrponents Le.
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loulO.
(~)

Figure 66. Differential to Common Mode Conversion Mechanisms [23]

Although most RF feeders now use co-axial cable, computer Local Area Networks

have moved away from co-ax (IEEE 802.3/1986) to twisted pair (I OBASE- T) in both

screened and unscreened formats, unscreened being the most common

implementation on the grounds of cost and compatibility with telephone wiring. The

adoption of twisted pair wmng fur LANs can be seen as a retrograde step because the

type of unbalance shown in Figure 66 leads to high levels of signal radiation, as

anyone who has tried to use portable band 2 VHF receivers in an office with a

]OOMbps LAN can testily,
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Figure 67. Example of poor wiring practice in a large building

In addition to the likelihood of unbalance being caused by the installation of the

wiring, there are two other reasons why PLC systems are unlikely to behave in the

same way as balanced teleconnnun:ications feeders. The first is that lighting circuits

separate the live and neutral conductors at the ceiling rose, extending the live wire

down to a switch. This means that for each fixed lighting point there is a substantial

length of what, in signaling terms, is a single wire circuit. Power circuit wiring

practice varies considerably between countries but in the UK ring circuits are used in

domestic premises, as shown in Figure 68.
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Upstairs ring

Applian e
connected

Downstairs ring

connected

L N

Figure 68. UK Ring Main Circuit Configuration

With no appliances connected, each ring circuit consists of a loop connected to the

live conductor and a separate loop connected to the neutral conductor, these being

contained in the same cable in domestic wiring. When an appliance is introduced, the

live and neutral conductors are joined via low impedance depending on the power

conswnption of the device and its internal circuitry. This impedance may be very low

at HF, especially if the appliance contains capacitors for interference suppression If

the HF irrpedance of the live conductor is not the same as that of the neutral

conductor between the feed and the point at which the appliance is connected, the HF

signals may flow in different directions around the loop, thus converting it to a loop

antenna. In this case, emission is possible without common mode currents, the
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situation being analogous to a series of loop antennas connected to a balanced feeder.

In a nrulti-story building the loops will be stacked, leading to the potential fur

formation of an antenna with a complicated Radiation Pattern Envelope and

considerable gain.

Measurements may have failed to find a meaningful correlation between LCL and

emissions in trial PLT systems, thus suggesting that the PLT signal radiation

mechanism is not associated with common mode current.

Impedance is determined by the geometry, size and spacing of the conductors, and by

the dielectric constant of the insulator separating them

(a) ParalleI wire line (b) Co-axial line

Figure 69. Characteristic impedance of transmission lines.

For a parallel-wire line with air insulation as shown in figure 69 the impedance can be

calculated as:

276 dZ =-log-
o ~ r

(Eqn 21)
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Where,

Zo = Characteristic impedance of the line

d =Distance between conductor centres

r = Conductor radius

Er= Relative pennittivity of insulation between conductors

For co-axial line, it fOllows a different equation:

(Eqn 22)

Where,

Z, = Characterstc impedance of the line

d 1= inside .diameter of the outer conductor

d2= outsile diameter of the inner conductor

Er= Relative pennittivity of insulation between conductors

For a high vahle of cbaracterstc impedance, it is seen that the conductors IIJJSt be

very sman to give Jarge inductance per unit length. As weD, the distance between

them IIJJSt be very Jarge to yield as sman a s1umt capacitance per unit length as

possible.
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3.3.11 Losses inTransmission Unes

There are mainly three ways in which energy, applied to a transmission line,

dissipated before reaching the load:

• Copper loss

• Radiation or Induction Losses

• Dielectric loss

Conductor heating, or J2R loss, is proportional to current and therefOre inversely

proportional to characteristic impedance. Another type of copper loss is due to skin

effect. As frequency is increased, the opposition to the flow of current in the centre of

the wire increases. Current in the centre of the wire becomes smaller and rmst

current flow on the wire surface. Skin effect increases with increased frequency and

hence more power loss.

Radiation loss arises because transmission lines act as an anterma if the separation of

the conductors is an appreciable fraction of wavelength. They increase with frequency

fOr any given transmission line.

Dielectric heating is proportional to voltage across the dielectric ard hence inversely

proportional to the characteristic impedance fOrany power tI'ammitted. It again

increases with ftequency (fur sold dielectric lines) because of gradually worsening

properties with increasing ftequency fOr any given dielectric medium.
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3.3.12 Reflections from an Imperfect Temination

If a hssless transmission 1ine has infinite length or 5 terminated in its characteristics

inpedance, an the power applied to the 1ine by the transmitter at one em 5 absorbed

by the had at the other em. Conversely, if a finite piece of 1ine 5 terminated in an

inpedance rot equal to the characteristic inpedance, SOIm of the applied power will

be absorbed by the termination. The remaining power will be reflected.

When a transmission line 5 incorrectly terminated, the power rot absorbed by the

had 5 sent back toward the transmitter, so that an obvious inefikiency exists. The

greater the diffurence between the had inpedance and the characterstic irq>edance of

the line, the larger this inefikiency.

A 1ine terminated in its characterstc inpedance m caned a non-resonant, or Flat line.

The voltage and current in such a line are constant throughout its length if the line is

hssless, or are reduced exponentially (as the had is approached) if the line has losses,

When a line m terminated in a short circuit or open circuit, rone of the power wiD be

dmsjpated in such a termination, and an of it wiD be reflected back to the transmitter.

If the line 5 hssless, it srould be possible to send a signal out and then qui;kly

repJace the transmitter by a short circuit. The power in the line would sJmnt back and

forth, never diminishing because the line m hssless. The 1ine m then called resonant

because of its sinilarity to a resonant Le circuit, in whch the power shunts back and

fOrth between the electrc and magneti; fieJds.
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3.3.13 Standing Waves

When power is applied to a transmission line by a transmitter, a voltage and a current

appear whose value depends on the characteristic impedance and the applied power.

The voltage and current waves travel to the load at a speed slightly less than the speed

of light (3xl08 m/s). If ZL (load impedance) is equal to Zo (characteristic impedance),

the load absorbs all the power, and none is reflected. The only waves present are the

voltage and current travelling waves from the transmitter to load.

If ZL is not equal to Zo, some power is absorbed, and the rest is reflected. We then

have one set of waves, V and I, travelling toward the load, and the reflected set

travelling back to the transmitter. These two sets of travelling waves, going in

opposite directions, set up an interference pattern known as standing waves along the

line as shown in figure 70.

Load ('1')
r.

Distance along line

Figure 70. Standing wave patterns on a length of short-circuited transmission line [11]

It is seen that stationary voltage and current minima (nodes) and maxima (antinodes)

have appeared. They are separated by half the wavelength of the signal The voltage
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nodes ard current nodes coincide on the line, as do current nodes and vohage

antinodes. At the had, the vohage will be zero ard the current a maximum because

the had is a short circuit. The current has a finite value since the line has an

irnpedan;e. At that instant of tare, the same conditions a1so apply at a point exactly

one wavelength on the transmitter side of the had. The current at the had is always a

maximum, although the size of this maximum varies cyclically with ~.

The reflection that takes place at the short circuit affects both vohage and current.

The current row starts travelling back to the transmitter, unchanged in phase, but the

vohage is reflected with 1800 phase reversal

3.3.14 Standing Wave Ratio

The ratio of maximum current to a minimum current ahng a transmission tine is

called the standing-wave ratio, as is the ratio of maximum to minimum vohage,

which is equal to the current ratio. The SWR is a measure of the mismatch between

the had and the line, and is the first and most important quantity calculated fOra

particular had. The SWR is equal to unity when the had is perfuctly matched. When

the line is terminated in a purely resistive had, the starding-wave ratio is given by:

SWR =~ or SWR =!1. (whichever is larger), where RL is the had resstance. If
RL z,

the had is purely reactive, SWR will be infinity, the same can be seen to apply fOr a

short-circuit or open-circuit termination Since in all three cases m power is

absorbed, the reflected signal has the same size as the fOIWard signal Somewhere

ahng the line the conplete cancellation will occur, giving a vohage zero, and hence
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SWR will be infinite. Figure 71 shows standing wave pattern on a transmission line

tenninated with RL > liJ.

load (R" > Z.I

........--,,---...;
2

o Distance II10ng line

Figure 71. Standing wave patterns of transmission line terminated with RL > liJ. [11]

When the load is complex, SWR can still be computed, but it is much easier to

determine it from a transmission-line calculator or to measure it. The higher the

SWR, the greater the mismatch between line and load or, for that matter, between

transmitter and line. In practical lines, power loss increases with SWR, and so a low

value of standing-wave ratio is always sought, except when the transmission line is

being used as a pure reactance or as tuned circuit.

3.3.15 Return Loss of a Transmission Line

One measure of the amount ofrefIected power is return loss, which is a logarithm

ratio of the power of the signal reflected back to the source to the power output by the

source. Values for return loss range from infinity, for a perfectly matched system, to

zero for open or short circuit. It is usually expressed as a ratio in decibels (dB).
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p
ReturnLoss(dB) = 10log., _!_

r.
(Eqn 23)

Where, Pi is the incident power and P, is the reflected power.

Two lines are well matched if the return loss is high. Higher the value, the less power

is reflected. A high return loss is therefure desirable as it resuhs in a lower insertion

loss. Figure 72 i11ustratespower flow fur a transmission line. Figure 73 illustrates

return loss and its effect upon original signal respectively. In the top portion, the

signal is iqjected upon the pair. As the signal travels down the pair portions of the

signal are reflected back to the transmitter. These reflections are caused by

impedance discontinuities in the line.

Pout

Zo
- ..,

ZL

Figure 72. Illustration of power flow for a simple transmission line.

These discontinues may be due to several things such as mismatch with the

terminating load, improper installations, poor connections, device insertion
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Figure 73. Illustration of'Retum Loss

3.3.16 Reactance Properties of Transmission Lines

Just as a suitable piece of transmission line may be used as a transformer, so other

chosen transmission-line configurations may be used as series or shunt inductive or

capacitive reactance. The input impedance of a quarter-wave of transmission line,

short-circuited at the fur end, is infinity, and the line has transformed a short circuit

into an open circuit. However, this applies only at the frequency at which the piece of

line is exactly JJ4 in length. At some frequency near this, the line will be just a little

longer or shorter than JJ4, so that at this frequency the impedance will not be infinity.

The finther we move, in frequency, away from the origina~ the lower will be the

impedance of this piece ofline [II]. We, therefore, seem to have a parallel-tuned

circuit, or at least something that behave as one.
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If the quarter-wave line is open circuited at the fur em, then by a similar process of

reasoning, a series-tuned circuit is obtained. Similarly, a sbort-cscuaed halfwave

line will behave as a series tuned circuit.

3.4 Sununary

In this chapter various aspects ofEMC am nose are discussed, The theory of

transmission line am characteristic impedance of transmission lines have been

highlighted. Various research to date on ll'£asure~nts ofin1>edance are discussed.

Chapter 4 details the development of experimmtal program that was designed to

measure the impedance in the low voltage d~tributbn lines.
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Chapter 4: Experimental Work

4.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the practical experiments undertaken in ths thesis to

investigate the inpedance varaton in bw voltage distribution network. The initial

research work started with investigation into the Radiated Emission ofPLC system

Open University PLC Research Group nerreers have taken Il\ll1leOOUS measurerrerss

in various parts of UK am abroad. These are reported in. various seminars and

published PhD thesis by other members of the group. The members of the group also

published a paper, ''Evaluation of Key parameters for Detennining the Efficiency of

Signal propagation in Broadband PLT Systems". lrserratonal Symposi.un on PLC

am its Applications, IEEE. May 2005. [Appendix 2]

SimJItaneously, a measurement programrre for investigating the inpedance

characteristics of the low-voltage distribution tine in Bridgwater College buikiings

am resderaal houses were established, which constitute t:tm thesis.

4.2 Impedance Measurement Techniques

There are many measurement methods to choose from when measuring inpedance,

each of which has advantages and disadvantages. In t:tm thesis a Network Analysis

method was selected. This methxi has the advantage of wide frequency range

(300 kHz -100 MHz) and good accuracy.
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4.2.1 Network Analysis

Network analysis is the process by which designers and Im.Illdacturers measure the

electrcal perlOnnance of the components and circuits used in more complex

electrical systems, When these systems are conveying signals with infurmation

content, we are rmst concerned with getting the signal from one point to another with

maximum efficieIX;y and minimum distortion Network analysis is a rretbod of

accurately characterizing such components by measuring their effect on the amplitude

and phase of swept-frequency and swept power test signals.

Commercially available network analysers are very expensive pieces of precision

equipment, costing tOOusands of pounds. These instnunents provide tremendous

dynamic range (approaching 90 to 100 dB), a high degree of accuracy, and many

software options for manipulating and displaying data. It's possible to sacrifice some

of the dynamic range and precision to save a lot on the cost and complexity of the

measurement hardware. Today's personal computers and laptops, however, provide

extensive ability to manipulate and display data for virtually no additional cost-just

the time and eftOrt of creating the software. So the instnunent itself is kept as simple

as possible by ofHoading mch of the work to the host cornputer.

Figure 74 is a block diagram of the low cost Vector Network Analyser (VNA)

rreasurerrera device. The equprrent consists of a direct digital synthesiser (DDS) to

generate an RF test signal, a reflection ~~nt circuit, a transmission

Ill:as~nt circuit, a pair of phase/ magnitude RF detectors (one for transmission

and one fur refecton), a multi-channel anabgue-to-digital converter (ADC), and a
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specialized USB aware microprocessor. Additionally, a +3.3 V regulator and a +5 to

-5 V inverter provide the digital and analogue supply voltages for the board.

The direct digital synthesizer (DDS) circuits generate an RF test signal and an LO

signal for down-converting the tested component/circuit's response signals to zero IF.

The de IF signals are then digitized by appropriate analogue-to-digital converters

(ADC). The digital mnnbers are fed into a standard personal computer (PC) for

further processing and imaging.

Tx
Quadrature

DDS
Synthesizer Q

1 kO

100n

EZ-USB
Microprocessor Ref

son
Rx

Figure 74. Block diagram of Vector Network Analyser [31]

This mini Vector Network Analyser (AD 83020+AD9851) intended for amateur radio

enthusiast market is selected for the impedance measurements on LV distribution

networks. The VNA unit as shown in figure 75 is connected to a PC parallel port. It

performs a scan through a programmable frequency limits and acquires impedance

parameters in the frequency domain.
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BNC

To USB &
LPT Port

Figure 75. Vector Network Analyser (AD 83020+AD9851)

Adaption of this VNA allows the following parameter to be measured which is

detailed in the teclmical specification:

• Analyser with the following measurements: Return Loss, SWR, Z, X, R

• Real time measurement, scans the full HF range (0.1- 60 MHz) in OJ seconds

per screen with 500-point resolution

• DDS generator (0.1-60 MHz) with Pout -5 dBm @ 50 n

• Measurements of capacitor and inductor, balun, resistors, etc.

• Progrannnab le maximum and minimum sweep frequency

• Progrannnab le number of samples per screen

• Programmable LPT address

• Measurements of coaxial cable

• Software compatIble with Win95/981MFJ20001XP
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• Power supply from the PC, from PS2 (external keyboard connector) or USB

connector, no external power required.

The power supply fur the unit is taken from the USB or PS2 of the comected PC

giving the option of portable use.

4.2.2 Working of the Analyser (AD8302+AD9851)

The hardware is based on AD9851, which is a highly integrated devce that uses

advanced Direct Digital Synthesis (DDS) technology, coupled with an internal high

speed, high perfunnance DfA converter, and comparator, to form a digitally

programnable frequency synthesizer and clock generator fimction AD985I

generates a stable frequency and phase-programmable digitized analogue output sine

wave. This sine wave is used directly as a frequency source, or internally converted to

a square wave fur agile-clock generator applications. The AD985 I's high speed DDS

core accepts a 32-bit frequency tuning word, which results in an output tuning

resolution of approxinately 0.04 Hz with a 180 MHz system clock.

The output of AD9851 feeds a directional coupler; the two coupled outputs are

compared in phase and aIl1>litude as shown in the circuit diagram in figure 76. In

re:ftection mode the Return Loss and the phase of the reflection coefficient is used to

ca1cuJate the inpedance, while in transmission node the coupler is used as a power

splitter which sends power to the load and creates a reference fur the first port of the

AD8302. The AD8302 measures the magnitude ratio, defined here as gain, and phase

difference between two signals. A pair of matched logarithmic anplifiers provdes

the measurement, and their hard-limited outputs drive the phase detector.
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TIle hardware a1so contains a microcontroller, which acts as an intermce between the

DDS am the USB converter, first the CPU will receive via USBlRS232 the comnand

to carry out a sweep, am then the CPU will send back the results of the two internal

analogue to digital converters (magnitude am phase) values fOreach generated

frequency S8l11'le.
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4.2.3 CoupHng Circuits for PLC

The basic VNA m designed to connect to a passive circuit. Inorder to connect to the

power Jines a coup1er i; designed ani built. One of the rmst crscal conporerss ofany

Power Line Communicati>n (PLC) system m its interface circuit (orcoupJing circuit)

with the power di;tri>ution network. This m by 00 means a sirrple unit considering the

challenging cbaracterstcs of the PLC channel Due to high voltages, varying

in:pedarees, high amplitudes ani tire dependent dmturbmxes, coupJing circuits need to

be carefully designed to provde both the specifc signal transmissbn with the appropriate

bandwidth, ani the safety level required by the applicable donestc or international

standard.

Coupling circuit has to provde the necessary galvanic ~Jatbn of the PLC system from

the power line. Inductive coupling m known to be rather bssy up to several decbes.

However, it avoids physical conoecton to the network, which makes it safur ani often

easier to install than the capacitive coupling. Capacitive coupling, on the other hand,

realizes the required high-pass filtering with a straight- IDrward electronics that is easy

ani conpact to design. Practical coupling circuits often apply a combilathn of both

techniques.

The arrangement of the signal coup1er used in this research programme is shown in figure

77. This coupler can be used IDr recepton or trarsmssion ofsignaJs.
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Figure 77, Low-voltage PLT Coupler circuit

Figure 78. Low-voltage coupler inside (top) and outside (bottom),
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Isolation from the mains voltage is provided by the two 10 nF capacitors and the

miniature wideband transDl1ller. Test equipment signal port protection is provided by

the diode 1initer, wheh prevents signals greater than 1.2V peak to peak being applied to

the test equipment. The operation of the limiter is assisted by the high saturation

~e of the transformer, This arrangement is sufficient to protect the test gear ports

from short-duration high voltage transients. Views of the insi:le and outsi:le of the

coupler are shown in figure 78. The coupler is equipped with a BNC socket Dr

connection to the test equipment and an IEC mains socket Dr connection to the network

under test, the short lead being chosen to minimize attenuatbn between the coupler and

the network.

The coupler was calibrated beDre use by connecting a pair back to back (by Jinking their

mains ports) and performing a frequency nm using a signal generator and the measuring

receiver. In this test setup the maximum bss across the frequency range 1.6 - 30MHz

was Dtmd to be IdB per coupler. The actual bsses were as shown in table 6 ard were

used as a transducer factor, so that the bss was conpensated in the

measurement file from the receiver.

Frequency (MHz) 1.6 2.2 5.0 12.0 16.5 30

Attenuatbn (dB) 0.75 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 1.0

Table 6. Transducer mctors Dr the coupler.
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The measurement error associated with this procedure is related to the unknown source

impedance of the mains and the 50n impedance of the test equipment.

A calibration check of the impedance analyser was done using a 50 n load terminator and

its impedance was measured instead of power line. Figure 79 shows the variation of

impedance. Impedance recorded is approximated to 50 nwithin the selected frequency

of IMHz-30MHz

53.2
53.1

53.0

52.9

et 52.8

N 52.7
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52.4

52.3

Impedance vs Frequency

r»;
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o 15 20
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Figure 79. Calibration check ofImpedance Analyser with 50 ohms load.
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4.3 Experimental Set Up

The experimental set-up used is shown in the following diagram

•BA Sockets

• •

LPT Port

Figure 80. Experimental set-up.

Impedance
Analyser

Figure 81. Equipment experimental set-up (Front view)
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USB Port

LPT

PLT Coupler

Impedance
Analyser

Figure 82. Equipment experimental set up (Rear view)

The original software supplied with the VNA kit is perfectly adequate fur amateur radio

application, but fur the purpose of this research it was rmdifed to provide additional

fimctions, such as auto save facility at fixed titre intervals. This allowed the experiment

to be run without the operator being present, by storing the raw data over a period of

time.

It should be noted that this experimental set-up has some potential sources of

measurement uncertainty, related to the effects of the coupler unit, co-axial cable and test

connections. The coupler has the potential for introducing a mismatch into the

measurements. The test connections represent another minor source of potential error.

Efforts were made to minimize these potential errors by placing the equipment near to the
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measuring power socket and a shorter 0.5 metre lEe lead is used for the PLT coupler to

the socket.

The set up captured and stored data every hour of the day. The raw data were then

furmulated in Excel spread sheets which gave the graphical representation of all the

impedance measurements at various locations.

4.3.1 Original Software Screen

9lr 1150 ....\r'~-
190·/300....·lOdIl/10

FREO-)
LINE ENABLE

R/ohmIZI/ohm@

~ p ~

~

",~p
~~F'I"n

Figure 83. Original Software Screen

1. Fruin: (MHz) start frequency sweep

2. Fmax: (MHz) stop frequency sweep
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3. Full Sweep: Set the maximum sweep (minimum and maximum values

programned in to analyL ini).

4. Hoki: Tum on to dsable the reading updating, suggesting to display saved files.

5. Freq.MK1: Frequency value pointed by nmker 1

6. Freq.MK2: Frequency value pointed by nmker 2

7. SWR:SWR= l+lpl
1-lpl

8. Phase: Phase of the refection co-efficient 0-1800

9. Return Loss: RL = -20 bg Ipl

10. Xs: D.U.T. series Reactance Xs (1'1)

11. Rs: D.U.T. series resistance Rs (1'1)

12. Z: D.U.T. Magnitude Irrpedarce Z (1'1)

13. X-+L: Conversion from reactance to inductance value (micro H) at given marker

frequency

14. X-+C: Conversion from reactance to capacitance value (pica F) at given marker

frequency

15. MK1: Marker 1 positDn

16. Mk2: Marker 2 positDn

17. R T.lSWR: Scale parameters

18. PhaselX,R,Z: Scale parameters

19. Save: i:>r saving data into .vee i:>nnat and .csv i:>nnat

20. open: fOr restoring :fi1es .vee i:>nnat
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4.3.2 Software Modification Details
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tmrAutoSave: save at hourly intervals
Private Sub tmrAutoSave_ TimerO
TimeCounter = TimeCounter + 1
IfTimeCounter = 60 Then

TimeCounter = 0
savefile

End If
End Sub

The modifications were to automatically save
the measured impedance at hourly intervals.
Calculated values were saved in comma
separated value format:

SAMPLE N°,RETURN LOSS,PHASE,DDS WORD,
1 ,484 ,37 ,30779400 •
2 ,483 ,18 ,37698800 •
3 ,483 , 16 .44618200 •
4 ,483 , 15 .51537600 ,
5 ,484 , 14 ,58457000 •
6 ,485 ,14 ,65376400 •
7 ,485 , 13 ,72295800 • etc.

Timer tick event
set at maximum
availabl e interval
of 1 minute
60,000 millisecs.
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The sub-routine to save the data in CSVformat:

,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Save File .CSV•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

I Now has "," instead of ";" as separators - I.e Comma separated variables

Private Sub savefileO
Dim f1lelndex As Integer
Dim tourn As Integer
prosf1 .. txtVal(O).Text
prosf2 = txtVal(l).Text
CommonDlalogl.Fltterlndex == 1
tnum = FreeFlle
._-------------------

Loop counter from 1
to !champ - Initialised
to value 100 from
configuration
file:analyz.inl

Dim ThisFile As String
ThtsFlle = App.Path & "'Readings & Format(Now, "dd.mm.yv_hh.mm'" & ".csv"
Open ThtsFlle For Output As fnu

Print Mnum, "SAMPLENe,,:" I: "RETURNlOSS": ",": "PHASE": ",": HODSWORD": ","
For f11e1ndex= 1To IChamp
Print IIfnum, fltelndex; ",If: return_loss(fllelndex); ","; angle(f1lelndex): ",": sg(fllelndex); ","
Next f1lelndex
Print Mnum, prosf1, pr0sf2
Close lIfnum
End Sub

progfl & progfl
Form global variables to
store the sweep limits. return _loss array

angle array

'-IEJ
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4.3.3 Modified Software Screen

iRlISWA FREQ.-> S_Tino(mSl'll iPHASE/X.fl~
Olill10 f]i;~~iFv:::::r--------7\-I-r\---- O·/Oohm

10lil

rRlOFfSETIo_j
I

I
-------------- - ---of ------------ ----- ----------

1
1---------------------T-
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Figure 84. Modified Software Screen

4.4 Summary

This chapter described the development of an experimental method and software

modifcation details and that was used to measure the impedance of low voltage

distribution networks. A series of experiments have been carried out over a period of

time in various engineering workshops, laboratories, computer classrooms in Bridgwater

College and some residential houses in Somerset and London. The experimental set up

was connected to the power 1ines socket and left to capture and store data over a period of

time. Chapter 5 discusses the results of this experimental programme.
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Chapter S: Experimental Results

The previous chapter developed an experimental netbod fOr the measurements of

impedance in the Jow voltage dstrbuton networks. Impedance measurements are

performed on the power lines into two categories: large college buiklings, aboratores,

workshops and resderaal rouses in Somerset and London Inpedance rreasuremerss

are shown with 300 kHz frequency steps from I MHz to 30 MHz fOr every hour in a day

as shown in the figures that fOllow. Impedances are shown as minimum, maximum and

average values. The reason fOr this classification is that the inped~e changes with ~

over a 24 hour perod at the same frequency.

Much data was collected at difrerent ~s of the day, difrerent days and difrerent paces.

Inan the measoremeots, imped~es are observed fOr 24 hours a day, and sometares up

to seven days of the week. Measurenerss were recorded automatkally. In addiOOn I had

set up the capability to remotely Jog on to the host PCllaptop to monsor the

m:asurements using Microsoft Remote Desk Top client application 10 This chapter

describes the results obtained in various hcations.

10 Microsoft Remote Desktop is a client application that allows a userto access and control the resources
and data of a remote computer using an internet connection. It is, in essence, remote control software.
Once logged on, display data and keyboard strokes transmit from the host to the client computer, allowing
the userto view and work with the host computer as if the user were sitting directly in front of it.
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5.1 Results 1 : Semi - Rural premises - Bridgwater College Buildings

5.1.1 Single Pbase Measurements

The first sets of rreasurerreras presented in this chapter are taken at Bridgwater College

in Somerset, England. It is a tertiuy college and one of the largest in South West of

England. Because of its geographic hcation, Bridgwater can be consilered to be semi-

rural as it is a sman town but some distance from any major towns and cities.

Bridgwater is a market town and the administrative centre of the Sedgemoor dstrot,

Bridgwater is heated on the major comrencatou routes through South West EngIaIXl.

According to the 2001 census, the town had a population of33698.

The col1ege is an interesting test premises because it has both three-phase and single-

phase architectures and a range of classrooms with computers, laboratories and electrcal

and mechancal workshops. The original c8rq>us was built in early eighties and the other

buildings were constructed around the main bwldings over the last 30 years. The new

state of the art engineering department buikling was opened in 2011. Figure 85 shows

the bcation of the main campus of the col1ege and the buildings in queston where

irq>edance measurements are taken

Figure 86 shows the layout of the col1ege buildings. The buiklings incWed varous

eectroncs labomtories, conpurer classrooms and wekling workshops. Most of the single

phase measurements are carried out between tenninak of Line and Neutral that is

''nonnal mode" or "djfferental mode" inpedance. The measurements were taken over a

perod of time at Bridgwater College bwldings. The test equipments were left on during
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the nonnal working hours as wen as during the evening and night. The impedance

analyser perJDnns a scan through a programmab Ie frequency limits and acquires

in1>edance parameters in the frequency domain

Measurements were a1so taken during the weekend with no college activities. All the

measurements were time and date stamped by the software used. Obtained resuhs from

the in1>edance experarents are presented graphically and discussed in this chapter and

detailed resuhs are incWed in appendix 1.
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Figure 85. Bridgwater College, Somerset, UK - Site location
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Figure 86. Aerial view and layout of the buildings of Bridgwater College Main campus.
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Impedance vs Frequency
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Figure 89. Day Impedance Summary Electronics Prep Room J24.

Date 24/06/2011 (Friday)

In these measurements, cathode ray oscilloscopes, fimction generators, d.c. power supply

units, an electric iron, a laptop and a PC were plugged in to the power sockets. All the

equipment was left in powered on state. The impedance measured in this newly built

(2009/2010) electronics prep room varied from 0 n to 450 n. The impedance was KnD1d

to decrease at the frequencies 7 - 18 MHz bands while it increased at other frequencies.

Figure 89 also shows at some frequencies there are peaks in the impedance characteristics

and behaving like resonant circuits with strongest peak noted at approximately at

26 MHz. Measurements were taken 7 days continuously and aggregated impedance is

shown in figure 90. A sample of 24 hour impedance variation is also shown in figure 91

showing maximum impedance occurring at around 15:00 at 26 MHz.
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Figure 91. 24 hour impedance variation - Electronics Prep Room J24
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Impedance vs Frequency
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Figure 93. Day Impedance Summary with all PCs on Room 124. Date 22/06/11(Tuesday)
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In these measurements in the electronics laboratory classroom, PCs and cathode ray

oscilbscopes, D.C. power supply units, signal generators, soldering iron stations,

promethean interactive smart board and a laser printer were connected to the power

sockets. Each bench is connected to one of the single phases from the main three phase

supply in to the classroom 24 hour measurements were taken and hourly impedance

variations are shown in figure 94.
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Figure 94. 24 hour impedance variation - Electronics laboratory J24
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Impedance vs Frequency
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Figure 95. Day Impedance Summary with no power in the socket. Date 27/06111

(Monday).

Measurements were also taken with all sockets disconnected of their equipment and

impedance variation with no electrical power in the sockets are shown in figure 95.
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Impedance vs Frequency
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Figure 97. Day Impedance Summary (Room 123). Date 23/11106 (Thursday)

ZAve

In these measurements an the PCs were powered on performing nonnal classroom

activities. 1here is no significant variation of impedance over time in this case and this

could be due to the fact that only PCs are in use. The PCs could be considered as light

stable loads and a1so the fact that the classroom is electrically isolated from the other

rooms. 24 hour impedance variation is a1so shown in figure 98.

,------------------------------------- - -----
Impedance vs Time of the day

Z(Ol'lm]

f(MHz]

Figure 98. 24 hour impedance variation - Computer workshop Room 123
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Figure 99. Mechatronics laboratory and Socket Diagram (Room 17)
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Impedance vs Frequency
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Figure 100. Day Impedance Summary (RoomTI). Date 01/11/06 (Tuesday)

In this room 15 pes, microprocessor training modules and programmable logic controller

(PLC) training modules were connected in the power sockets. As in figure 97, there is

no significant variation in the impedance and this coukl be due to the same reasons, as the

room is electrically isolated and connected to the light stable loads.
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Figure 101. 24 how impedance variation - Room TI
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Figure 102. Electrical & Hydraulics Laboratory and Socket Diagram (Room 1'28)
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Impedance vs Frequency
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Figure 103. Day Impedance Summary (Room TI8). Date 12/10106 (Thursday)

In these measurements an pes and hydraulic training modules were left powered on

There is no variation in the impedance and this could again be due to the same reasons, as

the room is electrically isolated and connected to the stable light loads.
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Figure 104.24 hour impedance variation - Room TI8
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Figure 105. Sound Engineering Workshop
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Figure 106. Day Impedance Summary (Sound Engineering Workshop)

Date 1110 1107 (Thursday).
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The sound engineering workshop has many different types of sound equipment. In this

workshop an sound equipment were switched on and off randomly during the day time.

The impedance variation is shown in figure 106 and 24 hour variation is shown in figure

107. These results show considerable variation in impedance, possibly due to the fact

that the equipment were switched on and off randomly durmg the course of the day.

Aggregate power line impedance of an the single phase measurements are shown in

figure 108.
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Figure 107. 24 hour impedance variation - Sound Engineering Workshop
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Figure 108. Aggregate power line impedance of all single phase measurements of

college buildings.
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5.1.2 Three Phase Measurements

As part of this investigation some three phase measurements were also taken Th three

phase network topology was explained in chapter 2. In a three-phase system the values

for impedance and admittance can be calculated from the physical structure of the

multiphase cable, recognising the multipath propagation, though because of the increased

number of conductors each parameter, R, L, G, C, is replaced with multip le values as

follows.

i) Capacitance (C) / Conductance (G)

In single phase cable admittance is present between the core and the screen

In three phase cables there are admittance values between each conductor and

the screen and between each conductor and the other two conductors as

shown in figure 109.

ii) Resistance (R) / Inductance (L)

Figure 109. Three-phase cable showing capaeitanc and ondu tane pi' ns
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With a single phase cable there is only one c\D:TeIltpath. In a three phase cable,

resstarce and inductaree is present ror each of the c\D:TeIltpaths within the cable. For the

purpose of cak:u1atim these have been reduced to the three paths, out via the central

conductor and retmn via the screen as shown in figure 110.

Distri>uted iIq>edance ror first conductor

Dfitributed iq>edance ror second conductor ----+

Dfitributed inpedance ror tbird conductor

Distributed inpedance fOr return

Return path

Figure 110. Scberratc of three-phase cable smwing bow series panuneters are present.

These cable parameters can be included in a model ror cak:u1ating the required

propagation characterstics as fOlDws.
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Equations for solving muhiphase transmission line systems were derived by Riddle et. al

[66]. These equations are reproduced here with reference to figure 111.

Figure 111. Schematic of three phase cable.

Impedance per tmit length matrix

z=[~::~:
Z31 Z32

Z13]
Z23
Z33

Eqn. 24
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Admittance per unit 1ength matrix

[

YU+ Y12+Y13

Y= -Y21

-Y31

-Y12

YD+ Yah Ya
-Y32

Voltage at some distance 'x' from sending end

Vex) = [Vl{X), V2(x), V3CX>]T

Current at some distance 'x' from sending end

I [e e .]T
(x)= l1(x), 12(x), 13{x)

Propagation matrix

Characteristic admittance

Yo= Z-lxy

Refecton coeffcient at the bad

-Yu ]
-Ya

Y33+ Y31+ Y32
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Eqn 26

Eqn 27

Eqn 28

Eqn 29

Eqn 30



The conductor voltage at distance 'x' from sending end

Eqn 31

V(X) = [I+e,,(X-IJr..e ,,(X-I.) ]e-YX[1- e-,Lrte -,Lr1Zo
[Zs+[1 + e-yLrte~ II-e-yLrte-1L r lefl Vs

The conductor current at dstance 'x' from sending end

I(x) = Yo[I -e,,(X-lJrteY(X-u]e-.,x[I -e-yLrte-yL flZo
[ Zs+[I+e-1Ln.e...,r.II-e..,t.n.e -1Lrz.flVs

Eqn 32

The input impedance at distance 'x' from seming em,

looking towards had Eqn 33

Because the only interest E in the voltage, current and impedance at ems of cables

(X=L or X=O) equations 31, 32 and 33 can be simplified to give the Dlhwing:

The receiving end voltage

Eqn 34
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The receiving end current

I(LJ=Yo[I - rL]e-""[I -e-yLn.e-yL rlZo[Zs+[I +e-1Ln.e-yL II-e-1LrL8-1L T1zofl v~

Eqn 35

The sending em irq>edaree hoking towards bad

Eqn 36

For symmetrical three phase cables the fOllowing is true:

Eqn 37

Eqn 38

TherefOre these matrix equations can be sirq>lified as fOllows:

Given that

A=~

Y f] Eqn, 39
x
y

and that

B=[: :] Eqn 40w
v
w
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[AxB]. = xv+2yw and [A x B]ij= xw+yw+yv, (i ¢ j) Eqn 41

Similarly from equaton 38

Eqn 42

And given that Eqn 43

Equaton 42 can be solved to give:

[A] =(±{x+'2YtB .F .• [A' =)"-{A~'
i 3 ,I J ;la ~A~

Eqn 44

Using the statements in equators 37 and 38 and applying 41 to 28 gives:

Eqn, 45
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Inverting the Z matrix gives:

[ -I] _ Zn
a

- Z12 a and [Z-l]u
Z Ii - Z 3 + 2Z 3 _ 3Z Z 2 v

11 12 1112

Eqn 46

am equaton 29 becomes

[~L=[z-'llYlJ+~rl;r128Dd

[Y.~=[rl.'Y12+[z-t1.112+[z-tla1u, i"j
Eqn 47

These equations can be ~otpOrated into a computer progran:me to provde the voltages

am currents fOr three phase transmission Jiles.
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The fullowing measurements were taken in Bridgwater College Fabrication and Welding

workshop where three-phase Metal Inert Gas (MIG) and Tungsten Inert Gas (fIG)

wekling are carried out.

3 phase plug

PLT coupler

Impedance
analyser

Figure 112. Fabrication and Welding Workshop - Three Phase (Room 111)
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Impedance vs Frequency
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Figure 113. Day hnpedance Summary of 3 Phase Measurements

between L1 and N. Date 17/04/07 (Tuesday)

ZA~e

There is no significant variation of impedance in these three phase measurements. This

could be due to the fact that three-phase MIG and TIG welding equipment is based on

d.c. These machines use a rectifier to change three-phase a.c. to d.c.
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Figure 114.24 hour impedance variation - 3 Phase between L1 and N
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Impedance vs Frequency
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Figure 115. Day Impedance Summary of3 Phase Measurements

between L2 am N cables. Date 01/05/07 (Tuesday)
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Figure 116. 24 hour impedance variation - 3 phase between L2 and N
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Impedance vs Frequency
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Figure 117. Day Impedance Summary of3 Phase Measurements

between L3 and N cables. Date: 26/04/07 (Thursday)
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Figure 118. 24 hour impedance variation - 3 phase between L3 and N
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5.2 Results 2 - Residential Premises - Bridgwater

5.2.1 Alfoxton Road Premises

The measurements were taken in September 2006. The premises is situated in a quiet

residential area in Bridgwater about 1.5 miles from town centre. The house is three

bedrooms semi-detached premises built in 1958 with original electrical wiring as shown

in figure 119.
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Figure 119. Alfoxton Road Premises and socket Diagram
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Impedance vs Frequency
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Figure 120. Day hnpedance Summary of Alfuxton Road Premises.

Date: 22/09/06 (Friday). The measurements were carried out in the ounge where

equipment such as TV, VCR, DVD/CD Players and lights are connected to the sockets.

The lounge is isolated through a circuit breaker. Day impedance summary is shown in

figure 120. Maximum impedance of 348 n occurring at 30 MHz. 24 hour impedance

variation is also shown in figure 121.
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Figure 121. 24 hour impedance variation - Alfoxton Road Premis
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5.2.2 CondeU Close Premises

The measurements were taken in November 2010. The premises is situated in a quiet

residential cuI-de-sac in Bridgwater about 1 mile from town centre. TIlls is a two

bedrooms small town house in a building with fuur houses back to front layout. The

house was built in 1970 with original electrical wiring as shown in figure 122.
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Figure 122. Condell Close Premises and ocket Diagram
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Impedance vs Frequency
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Figure 123. Day Impedance Summary ofCondell Close Premises.

Date: 18111/10 (Thursday)

The measurements were carried out in the small bedroom without any electrical

equipment connected to the socket as there were only one socket available. TIle

maximum impedance of 554 n is noted at frequency of 15.4 MHz 24 hour imp dance

variation is also shown in figure 124.
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Figure 124.24 hour impedance variation - ondell Prerni
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5.2.3 Meadowlands Avenue Premises

The measurements were taken in February 2011. The premises is situated in a quiet

newly buih large residential estate in Bridgwater about 1 mile from Bridgwater town

centre. The house is three bedrooms modern terraced. The house was built in 2005 with

original electrical wiring as shown in figure 125.
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Figure 125. Meadowlands Avenue Premises and socket Diagram
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Figure 126. Day Impedance Surmnary of Meadowlands Avenue Premises.

(Lounge) Date 01102/11 Tuesday.

In these measurements, equipment such as TV, DVD player, SKY satellite TV receiver

unit, BT telephone and internet wireless unit charger, lights and laptop chargers were

connected to the power sockets. The impedance variation is shown in figure 126,

showing peaks at frequencies of 5 MHz, 18MHz and 30MHz

Measurements were a1so done in the lounge, with all electrical equipment disconnected

and all sockets without power, and the day impedance variations are shown in figure

127. The impedance was ahnost constant around 50 n at all the frequencies. Similar

measurements were a1so taken in a bedroom, and the impedance variation is shown in

figure 128 and figure 129.
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Impedance vs Frequency
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Figure 127. Day Impedance Summary ofMeadowJands Avenue Premises.

(Lounge with no load - all sockets were disconnected and power off)

Date 10102/12 Friday
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Figure 128. Day Impedance Summary ofMeadowJands Avenue Premises.

(Bedroom 3) Date 02/07/11 (Saturday)
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Impedance vs Frequency
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Figure 129. Day Impedance Summary ofMeadow1ands Avenue Premises

(Bedroom 3 with no load-all sockets were disconnected and power off)

Date: 06/07/11 Wednesday
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Figure 130. Day Impedance Summary ofMeadow1ands Avenue Premises (Kitchen).

Date 04/07111 (Monday). Sockets were connected to frdge/freezer, toaster, rice cooker,

blender, kettle, washing machine, dish washer, microwave oven and a radio charger.
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Figure 132. 24 hom impedance variation - Meadowlands Avenue Premises (Bedroom 3)
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5.2.4 Redbridge Lane East, Ilford, London Premises

The measurements were taken in November 2011. The premise is situated in a busy

urban area near to Redbridge underground rail statim The house is a 3 bedroom;

terraced. The house was built in 1960 with original electrical wiring as shown in figure

134.
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Figure 134. Redbridge Lane East Premises and socket Diagram
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Figure 135. Day Impedance Summary of Redbridge Lane East Premises (Lounge)

Date: 20/11/10 (Saturday).

In these measurements, equipment such as Tv, DVD player, SKY satellite receiver box,

laptop charger, lights, BT internet wireless and rrobile charger were connected to the

power sockets. 24 hour impedance variaton is also shown in figure 136.
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Figure 136.24 hour impedance variaton - Redbridge Lane East Premises.
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Figure 137. Aggregate power line impedance of all resdenta I houses.
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Figure 138. Aggregate impedance of all college buildings and residential houses.
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Figure 137 shows the aggregated power Jine irq>edance fOr an resdental houses tested ,

Showing a varaton ofirq>edance from 3.4 n at 2.2 MHz to a maxinum value of

583.7 n at 14.8 MHz. Figure 138 shows the aggregated irq>edance of an college

buildings and resilentill houses tested. These irq>edance results valilate, in part, the

results obtained by;

• Ncbolson and MaJack [13] as shown in figure 51

• J H Bull [62] as shown in figure 52

• Newbury et al [65] as shown in figure53.

The dscreparces could be due to the mct that power circuit wiring practice varies

considerably between coWltries and also nature of bads have changed over the period of

times.
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5.3 Sununary

In this chapter aD the impedance measurements of Bridgwater College buildings am
resdental houses are presented in grapheal funnal Aggregated impedance results are

also shown fur aD the measurements. 24 hour varators of impeda~e are also shown. It

has been noted that the wide variations of imped~e with freque~y are apparent. Figure

108 shows aggregated power line impedance of an silgle phase measurements of college

buildings, showing variation of imped~e from 3 Clat 2.2 MHz to a maximum vaJue of

584 Cl at 14.8 MHz. Figure 108 also shows at some frequescies there are other heal

peaks in the impedance characteristics, micating that power Jines behave like resonant

circuits. Three phase measurements show varaton from 21 obns to 334 Cl with higher

impeda~e vaJues occurring within the frequency range of 1MHz-8 .9MHz. Figure 136

shows aggregated power line impedance ofaD the resdeeral houses, showing variation

ofimpe~e from 3.4 Cl at2.2 MHz to a maximum value of 583.7 Cl at 14.8 MHz.

Figure 137 shows aggregated imped~e of aD college buildings and resdereal houses.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion and Further Work

6.1 Conclusion

Inthis study, some new empir£al data on the irnpedan;:e of the hw voltage power lines

in the UK are presented. Aggregated in1>eda~es in single-phase measurements of an

large buildings and resiiential houses are varied in the mnge of3-584 n tOr the

frequency range of IMHz-30MHz. Measurements at various hcations are taken and the

trend is rmre or less similar in nature, which is an ~reasing and fluctuating fimcthn

Inpedarces in three-phase measurements varied from 21-340 n. Power lines behaving

largely as inductive hads and vabe of irnpedan;:e ~reasing with frequency. As the

frequency goes up, repeated heal peaks are observed depending on the bads micating

that the power lines behave like a resonant cirouit.

These irq>ed~e results valiiate in part the results obtained by Nicholson and Malack

[13] as shown in figure 51. Their measurements show the irq>~e mnge of4-450 n

tOr the frequeecy mnge of 1 MHz - 30MHz. These results also validate in part the results

obtained by J H Bull [62] in UK, USA, Russia and Netherlands as shown in figure 52.

The frequency mnges covered by Bull have been ditlerent but largely comersrated in the

regon of 10kHz -IOMHz. Also, their measurements have mainly been made between

phase and earth or between neutral and earth Their measurements show that the

irnpedan;:e varies between hw valoes of about Ion and high vames of 500 n.
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These measurements a1so validate in part the results fOund by Newbury et al [65] in

typeal European houses and buildings as shown in figure 53. Their measurements are

done in the frequency ranging from 40 kHz to 30 MHz and shows ~e range of

8 - 800 n fOr IMHz to 30 MHz. The discrepancies could be due to the met that power

circuit wiring practice varies consiierably between countries. In the UK, ring circuits are

used and tree and branch circuits are used in European countries.

The problems associated with the use of power lines fOr coIllll1U11icatim purposes do not

originate from the transmission conductor per-se, but from the mct that a wile range and

variety of bads are continuously being comected and discormected to the network by

Jarge number users making the mediwn oon-linear, dispersive, randomly titre-varying,

noisy, and entirely beyond control of the conmmications engineer - aD of'whch in tum

stemming from the mct that its use fOr conmmication purposes was never an objective.

The inpedance of the hw-voltage power 1ine can be categorised into line ~ and

had irpedance. For PLC the problem arises when the had irpedance is hw. When

had irpedance is hw the PLC signal tends to flow to ground through had -f01hwing

the path of least resistance - causing significant attenuation of the PLC signal

For the transmitter and the receiver, the output irpedance is desjgned to a fixed value

according to a given line irpedance. But actuaDy, the irpedance is titre varying. It

changes continuously and UI\'redi:tably, and the value of~ varies too largely to

igoore when the system is designed. The transmitter and the receiver canoot match the
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had impedance, and there are refectous on the interfaces of the conmmcatons modem

and power line.

Since the variation of the power line impedance mainly depends on the external

circum;tances am aU the had of power line, we can hardly control the varaton, On the

other hand the transmitter am receiver can hardly be designed to fit a titre varying had

in1>edance. Therefore, we have only one way to solve this problem, using a method to

adapt the interface impedance of the communicatbn equipment to the varying power line

impedance. Casscal adaptor or impedance matcher can not fit the time varying

impedance. Dynamc output-impedance moderns or "Auto Adapted Impedance

Matching" may be designed using a combined real time impedance detector of the power

line am the adjustable output impedance-power amplifier. Real time impedance

detectors and adjustable output impedance power amplifiers may be applied to an error

amplifier-colll>arator; therefure modem output impedance may be matched to the real

titre line impedance. IfPLC modem includes this teclmique, PLC system pertOnnance

may be increased.

Although PLC system; present ecommeal solutDns fOr home automatbn am industrial

control applcatons without extra wires am cables, there is mt enough data fOr ditrerent

specific power networks around the world to mcilitate system design. In light of this,

cwrent study ~ performed to contribute to the existing literature of measured network

data. It could be sail that the carrier frequency ~ an important parameter i>r the

impedance and the reaton between frequency and impedance are rot linear. If it ~
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assumed that the power lines in ditrerent countries are similar to each other, obtained

results from these rreasuremerss may be universally used in PLC system design.

The main target of ti; study i; to realize measerements and obtain some useful data

about the power line ~e in power di;1J:'fuution networks. Results from ti; study

may give SOIre contri>utbns to the literature, especially original data in UK. The data

may be used by system designers in countries that has similar power network to fBcilitate

designing standard system fOr general use.

Power lines carmt be modelled as single line with single had. In a typcal n-oouse

network there exist a mnnber of branches going to ditrerent rooms. Low voltage mains

network propagation ditrers from the matched lines, IUll1lI:rousrefections are caused by

joints of'bouse services cables, connectbn boxes and the joints at series connectbn of

cables with ditrerent cbaracterstcs ~e. Signal propagation does not only take

place along a direct 'line of sight' path between the transmitter and the receiver, but also

additional propagation paths echoes IWSt be considered.
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6.2 Further Work

Although there are some investigations on the power line impedan:e explained in tim

study. To date, IIDst of these measurements concentrated in the narrowband PlC

CENELEC (3 kHz - 148.5 kHz) frequency bards. Aside from tim work there are

relatively few measurements in the range of 1-30MHz. PlC rmdem designers still need

IIDre data on the power line impedances fOr the optimum design. Experimental studies

like tim rray be repeated in other hcations such as industrial ani commercial premises in

other areas in other countries to understani the impedance patterns. This study hoked at

frequencies in the broadband PlC system IMHz - 30MHz. Measm-ements coud be

carried out in other :frequency ranges such as 30 MHz - 70MHz. AD cbaracterstcs of

the power line have to be measured ani understood under its worst-case condition, best-

case condition, as well as !)pul conditions. These data will also contribute towards the

understanding of the capabilities of the smart grid.
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Appendix 1: Detailed Experimental Results

The spread sheet data shown below are from the graphical representations of all the

impedance readings given in chapter 5.

Day_Summary. Location: BridgNater ColI~e Electronics Prep Room J 24. Date: 24/0612011 (Frid8'{l

Freq Z Min Z Max ZAve Freq Z Min l Max lAve Freq l Min l Max lAve
MHz c o o MHz o o n MHz o o o
1.0 27.5 50.1 36.8 11.0 28.4 122.8 60.8 20.9 48.2 158.2 66.5
1.3 8.7 27.0 23.4 11.3 27.4 93.9 49.2 21.2 59.0 160.7 94.1
1.6 9.2 51.3 42.8 11.5 31.9 79.3 46.0 21.5 60.7 199.0 108.6
1.9 4.2 84.0 57.9 11.8 45.0 72.2 50.0 21.8 52.3 256.9 111.7

2.2 3.4 137.5 94.8 12.1 44.1 95.7 51.0 22.1 44.6 267.2 77.1
2.5 4.3 230.5 139.4 12.4 34.7 104.4 48.1 22.4 37.9 263.5 71.1
2.8 8.0 212.6 151.1 12.7 31.2 91.3 47.7 22.7 41.2 208.2 72.3

3.1 11.7 99.0 77.8 13.0 35.7 119.7 51.1 23.0 51.5 154.2 84.7

3.3 14.3 57.2 51.8 13.3 37.6 107.3 60.2 23.3 64.8 154.8 100.7
3.6 17.6 66.2 60.0 13.6 47.9 98.1 77.1 23.6 74.4 170.2 113.6
3.9 19.3 59.6 52.1 13.9 56.9 101.5 82.8 23.8 76.8 174.4 105.5
4.2 21.4 55.9 44.8 14.2 63.5 107.8 80.3 24.1 73.5 171.8 103.0
4.5 21.2 59.6 45.0 14.5 74.1 116.3 91.0 24.4 71.2 163.7 99.6
4.8 23.8 95.4 64.5 14.8 61.7 136.8 79.3 24.7 77.0 196.3 113.7

5.1 27.6 206.7 136.8 15.1 42.1 155.3 74.7 25.0 89.6 232.4 128.3
5.4 32.6 316.7 242.6 15.4 40.6 117.7 59.2 25.3 99.3 285.8 153.9

5.7 34.5 302.0 237.8 15.6 47.1 117.8 70.8 25.6 83.2 329.0 168.6
6.0 37.8 258.5 185.0 15.9 52.4 114.9 61.9 25.9 63.0 378.3 172.5
6.3 40.6 195.3 148.5 16.2 47.5 140.8 55.5 26.2 57.2 423.6 134.1
6.6 42.8 148.3 113.5 16.5 41.4 128.6 53.4 26.5 43.5 437.0 114.2
6.9 50.4 148.0 114.8 16.8 46.0 115.5 60.8 26.8 35.7 436.9 111.2
7.2 55.0 172.9 107.9 17.1 50.9 105.1 69.5 27.1 39.5 287.2 134.3
7.4 60.9 163.6 85.0 17.4 63.7 107.6 79.3 27.4 45.6 352.4 129.7
7.7 57.4 136.9 67.9 17.7 80.3 120.5 94.4 27.7 53.3 348.4 166.7
8.0 47.4 115.3 58.6 18.0 87.6 137.8 98.7 27.9 60.4 353.9 138.0
8.3 45.6 98.5 58.1 18.3 80.8 152.6 93.5 28.2 62.4 339.3 120.2

8.6 43.1 79.8 59.2 18.6 82.0 162.8 100.6 28.5 66.7 206.8 95.7
8.9 35.5 88.9 54.4 18.9 84.8 181.5 103.9 28.8 69.5 319.9 102.0
9.2 27.3 92.4 48.2 19.2 85.8 203.3 120.9 29.1 70.7 340.3 116.7
9.5 28.8 75.4 36.9 19.5 69.0 223.0 114.5 29.4 73.5 337.9 147.2
9.8 47.1 69.4 53.4 19.7 49.9 249.2 89.6 29.7 79.6 326.0 180.1
10.1 50.5 96.0 62.5 20.0 39.8 252.0 55.3 30.0 88.2 298.4 180.2
10.4 50.6 139.2 69.3 20.3 36.5 212.9 46.7
10.7 40.5 151.7 64.9 20.6 37.2 185.2 53.2

'''''p*detlc • .". F,.-.qu.ncW'-. -
! I ::::. I~~\n. 'A_

. . .. ,. 2. 20 ... ..
'IMH ..'
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Aggregate 7 Days summary. Location: Bridgwater College Electronics Prep Room J 24. Date:24.06.11 ·30.06.11

Freq Z Min ZMax ZAve Freq Z Min Z Max ZAve Freq Z Min Z Max Z Ave
MHz 0 0 0 MHz 0 0 0 MHz n 0 0
1.0 25.5 51.1 38.4 11.0 28.3 146.0 68.2 20.9 40.8 376.8 91.8
1.3 8.2 28.0 21.3 11.3 27.2 187.9 57.5 21.2 31.5 417.1 98.4
1.6 6.2 51.7 32.2 11.5 31.9 171.5 56.8 21.5 25.2 434.8 95.2
1.9 4.1 84.4 45.8 11.8 44.9 123.9 65.0 21.8 22.9 413.7 86.3
2.2 3.2 140.4 72.8 12.1 43.4 119.5 69.2 22.1 23.1 368.6 71.9
2.5 3.2 247.5 123.0 12.4 34.7 125.0 66.6 22.4 25.2 333.3 72.3
2.8 4.1 301.4 132.2 12.7 31.2 126.0 62.7 22.7 28.8 293.2 73.9
3.1 6.4 211.7 76.2 13.0 29.2 174.1 64.3 23.0 32.9 271.8 84.5
3.3 9.8 116.0 48.9 13.3 21.1 173.4 69.6 23.3 35.1 268.0 94.2
3.6 11.6 142.9 51.1 13.6 21.8 159.7 79.1 23.6 35.7 247.5 103.0
3.9 14.1 78.2 42.0 13.9 30.7 128.9 82.4 23.8 40.0 213.5 105.2
4.2 16.8 59.5 41.1 14.2 42.7 155.5 89.2 24.1 46.6 210.9 114.8

4.5 18.7 63.3 44.0 14.5 58.8 200.6 100.8 24.4 52.3 275.7 119.6

4.8 21.0 96.4 65.8 14.8 61.1 207.6 104.1 24.7 60.8 302.4 123.5
5.1 23.8 207.8 120.6 15.1 42.1 194.0 94.1 25.0 52.8 364.2 128.0

5.4 26.1 326.2 191.7 15.4 40.6 161.8 79.0 25.3 45.4 381.2 131.8
5.7 28.7 302.0 179.1 15.6 46.7 158.4 80.2 25.6 42.8 347.6 125.5
6.0 31.1 258.5 136.8 15.9 45.0 161.1 76.1 25.9 49.0 378.3 117.9
6.3 33.7 195.3 122.0 16.2 43.4 167.9 73.2 26.2 56.5 423.6 113.8
6.6 36.2 200.0 114.1 16.5 38.7 146.5 76.4 26.5 43.5 437.0 111.0
6.9 38.9 203.4 115.4 16.8 43.6 164.4 83.4 26.8 35.7 436.9 125.6

7.2 41.5 172.9 103.5 17.1 50.9 179.5 86.9 27.1 39.5 389.0 139.5

7.4 44.9 163.6 87.1 17.4 50.8 191.7 88.0 27.4 44.3 371.8 140.6
7.7 47.6 136.9 77.2 17.7 40.9 202.4 94.0 27.7 49.7 364.9 136.5
8.0 47.3 131.0 70.7 18.0 38.6 205.5 91.1 27.9 57.0 380.9 121.0
8.3 45.3 134.2 70.2 18.3 51.6 197.0 91.7 28.2 55.8 376.7 117.6
8.6 42.7 148.4 73.5 18.6 64.1 191.8 100.5 28.5 59.8 345.1 117.5
8.9 35.5 175.7 73.5 18.9 58.5 204.6 108.5 28.8 65.8 328.8 125.5
9.2 27.1 215.8 77.1 19.2 56.0 233.6 109.3 29.1 70.4 340.3 145.5
9.5 20.2 263.7 80.7 19.5 65.9 265.6 99.3 29.4 73.5 341.9 153.3
9.8 13.5 288.8 87.0 19.7 49.4 288.3 90.2 29.7 79.6 326.0 159.8
10.1 16.8 243.0 80.6 20.0 39.7 300.6 83.3 30.0 88.2 298.4 155.5
10.4 34.3 173.9 74.4 20.3 36.5 304.4 80.9

10.7 40.0 151.7 76.4 20.6 37.2 337.1 88.3
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Day Summary. Location: College Room J 24 New Eleclronics Lab. all PCs on I Date: 22.06.11/23.06.11 (Tuesday/Wednesday)

Freq Z Min Z Max ZAve Freq Z Min Z Max Z Ave Frea Z Min Z Max Z Ave
MHz n o n MHz o o o MHz o o o
1.0 50.5 90.5 78.3 11.0 28.9 146.0 60.0 20.9 31.5 , 131.4 62.1
1.3 17.0 73.1 60.0 11.3 26.1 159.1 46.3 21.2 33.8 100.1 57.0
1.6 9.2 115.4 94.7 11.5 23.5 179.8 37.6 21.5 38.0 79.0 50.6
1.9 4.2 191.5 139.1 11.8 20.6 204.1 34.6 21.8 42.0 54.8 47.1
2.2 3.3 309.4 208.4 12.1 17.6 244.8 47.7 22.1 38.4 52.3 47.0
2.5 4.3 278.0 200.1 12.4 13.5 298.1 71.4 22.4 29.6 54.5 48.7

2.8 7.4 242.7 166.1 12.7 10.8 349.0 89.5 22.7 26.2 60.4 53.3

3.1 10.4 248.0 218.6 13.0 7.8 408.8 116.0 23.0 25.7 63.4 51.2
3.3 13.6 300.5 270.1 13.3 5.8 393.6 129.3 23.3 26.8 67.9 56.0

3.6 20.1 240.7 192.6 13.6 5.7 330.4 76.8 23.6 31.7 71.2 60.6
3.9 20.3 204.3 158.6 13.9 5.7 238.7 53.9 23.8 41.4 76.6 69.0
4.2 23.7 155.2 111.6 14.2 7.0 167.3 32.4 24.1 48.4 81.5 76.8

4.5 27.3 104.2 77.1 14.5 9.7 117.6 29.9 24.4 53.2 86.0 80.1

4.8 30.6 85.1 66.0 14.8 13.3 81.1 29.9 24.7 58.4 91.5 84.3
5.1 33.8 79.9 63.1 15.1 17.3 53.7 26.3 25.0 65.4 96.5 86.5

5.4 37.8 55.2 49.7 15.4 21.8 33.4 25.1 25.3 73.1 101.5 91.6

5.7 29.4 37.7 34.3 15.6 22.3 27.8 26.9 25.6 81.1 107.2 97.6

6.0 34.5 46.7 43.1 15.9 22.8 33.7 32.3 25.9 86.2 111.4 101.6

6.3 36.0 82.5 65.3 16.2 35.1 41.6 40.1 26.2 90.1 115.5 107.0

6.6 39.8 155.2 124.7 16.5 50.4 52.0 51.0 26.5 93.3 120.0 112.4
6.9 44.7 275.5 206.4 16.8 62.4 73.2 66.1 26.8 97.8 126.2 119.5

7.2 49.8 294.8 235.6 17.1 74.3 95.0 82.0 27.1 106.5 133.5 124.7

7.4 54.2 220.0 188.6 17.4 70.6 120.0 87.9 27.4 116.9 142.0 133.3
7.7 58.6 166.4 138.8 17.7 55.6 145.9 79.9 27.7 128.1 151.1 142.8

8.0 62.9 133.9 111.2 18.0 44.0 166.8 71.3 27.9 139.7 160.4 153.3

8.3 67.6 111.9 94.2 18.3 34.6 152.1 55.3 28.2 153.3 172.2 167.8

8.6 72.1 95.4 83.9 18.6 31.9 152.6 52.9 28.5 166.8 184.1 179.9

8.9 68.8 82.8 78.0 18.9 28.7 143.4 58.5 28.8 183.0 197.4 193.3

9.2 60.6 85.9 73.0 19.2 31.3 150.0 63.1 29.1 199.1 212.4 208.0
9.5 53.2 92.8 67.9 19.5 32.3 137.7 63.0 29.4 217.7 229.6 225.1

9.8 46.7 100.8 61.5 19.7 35.8 126.6 48.3 29.7 237.3 247.6 243.3

10.1 41.6 109.7 57.4 20.0 36.0 121.8 46.9 30.0 258.6 269.8 266.1
10.4 36.7 120.0 60.6 20.3 35.9 139.5 54.4

10.7 32.6 132.9 61.1 20.6 32.9 147.9 56.0
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Day Sunmary. Location: College Room J24 with no power readings I Date:27.06.11 (fvbnday)

Freq ZMn Z M3x ZAve Freq ZMn Z M3x ZAve Freq ZMn ZM3x ZAve
M-tz Cl Cl Cl M-tz Cl Cl Cl M-tz Cl Cl Cl
1.0 54.1 55.0 54.5 11.0 134.1 135.2 134.5 20.9 59.7 61.3 60.2
1.3 39.0 39.2 39.1 11.3 192.4 194.2 193.2 21.2 74.4 75.1 74.8
1.6 47.0 47.5 47.2 11.5 232.8 236.6 234.3 21.5 91.7 92.5 92.1
1.9 56.0 56.5 56.3 11.8 172.3 177.0 174.6 21.8 112.0 112.6 112.3
2.2 86.9 89.1 88.0 12.1 90.0 92.4 91.2 22.1 136.4 137.5 137.0
2.5 242.1 243.6 242.6 12.4 42.7 47.5 46.7 22.4 167.1 168.1 167.5
2.8 151.3 153.9 152.7 12.7 46.4 46.9 46.6 22.7 202.6 204.4 204.0
3.1 88.2 90.6 88.9 13.0 65.2 66.8 65.9 23.0 234.2 238.1 235.2
3.3 120.9 124.4 122.1 13.3 62.4 63.6 63.0 23.3 242.1 246.3 244.8
3.6 93.5 94.7 94.4 13.6 44.1 45.1 44.5 23.6 217.6 220.7 218.4
3.9 53.3 53.8 53.6 13.9 33.4 34.1 33.7 23.8 174.7 178.8 176.6
4.2 21.5 29.8 28.5 14.2 40.8 41.4 41.0 24.1 131.2 135.5 133.0
4.5 21.3 21.6 21.5 14.5 56.1 59.3 56.5 24.4 96.0 99.0 97.7
4.8 31.9 32.2 32.0 14.8 74.3 75.0 74.6 24.7 76.7 78.0 77.4
5.1 33.3 33.9 33.5 15.1 96.0 96.6 96.3 25.0 73.8 76.0 74.9
5.4 47.4 48.2 47.8 15.4 121.1 121.6 121.4 25.3 77.8 81.2 79.3
5.7 88.3 89.5 88.8 15.6 151.0 152.3 151.6 25.6 93.9 96.2 95.0
6.0 155.2 157.7 156.4 15.9 190.9 192.8 191.3 25.9 115.6 118.1 117.2
6.3 110.9 112.7 111.9 16.2 243.5 246.0 244.4 26.2 142.1 144.4 143.4
6.6 45.5 46.1 45.8 16.5 301.1 307.8 303.9 26.5 174.5 176.6 175.7
6.9 35.1 35.6 35.4 16.8 320.7 328.0 323.4 26.8 211.9 217.3 215.4
7.2 35.5 36.0 35.7 17.1 299.8 306.4 302.6 27.1 256.9 264.2 261.5
7.4 63.2 64.5 63.8 17.4 239.3 243.5 242.0 27.4 306.6 314.9 310.1
7.7 116.7 118.0 117.4 17.7 174.4 177.2 176.5 27.7 338.5 346.8 341.2
8.0 105.3 106.6 105.8 18.0 127.4 130.0 128.7 27.9 336.2 344.3 339.7
8.3 70.5 73.3 72.5 18.3 93.4 94.5 94.0 28.2 314.1 320.7 319.5
8.6 35.6 36.4 36.0 18.6 67.5 68.4 68.0 28.5 300.6 306.4 301.2
8.9 25.8 26.7 26.2 18.9 47.8 48.3 48.1 28.8 272.4 276.9 273.7
9.2 32.1 32.6 32.3 19.2 33.0 33.3 33.1 29.1 228.5 233.2 230.7
9.5 32.4 33.2 32.8 19.5 24.1 24.3 24.2 29.4 190.1 192.6 191.7
9.8 37.6 38.3 37.9 19.7 23.1 23.4 23.3 29.7 163.4 166.2 164.7
10.1 52.8 53.6 53.2 20.0 26.4 26.9 26.6 30.0 145.8 147.6 146.3
10.4 71.4 72.4 71.8 20.3 35.3 36.3 35.6
10.7 96.5 97.6 97.0 20.6 46.6 47.3 47.0
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Day Summary. Location: College Computer Laboratory Room 123 Date: 23.11.06 & 24.11.06 (Thursday IF riday)

Freq Z Min l Max lAve Freq Z Min lMax lAve Frea t Min Z Max lAve
MHz Cl Cl Cl MHz Cl Cl Cl MHz Cl Cl Cl

1.0 31.2 31.6 31.4 11.0 89.0 90.8 89.7 20.9 207.2 211.1 209.1

1.3 9.7 10.1 9.9 11.3 99.2 100.4 100.0 21.2 193.8 197.2 195.8
1.6 3.2 3.4 3.4 11.5 107.3 109.5 108.1 21.5 180.6 183.6 182.7

1.9 5.7 7.2 6.8 11.8 117.6 119.3 118.3 21.8 168.0 170.6 169.5

2.2 12.6 15.3 14.6 12.1 130.5 132.6 131.5 22.1 155.4 157.5 157.2
2.5 18.6 22.2 21.0 12.4 143.9 145.8 145.1 22.4 145.2 147.1 146.6

2.8 23.5 26.8 25.1 12.7 145.6 148.1 146.9 22.7 137.2 138.9 138.5

3.1 27.2 34.2 30.4 13.0 157.7 162.1 159.6 23.0 129.4 131.5 131.0
3.3 33.1 40.0 35.9 13.3 178.9 182.7 180.1 23.3 120.9 123.2 122.2

3.6 39.0 44.5 41.1 13.6 202.6 207.4 204.1 23.6 112.8 114.6 114.1

3.9 36.8 45.3 42.2 13.9 233.9 239.6 235.5 23.8 106.5 108.7 107.7
4.2 43.5 46.7 44.6 14.2 268.7 272.5 270.9 24.1 101.8 104.3 103.0

4.5 47.3 62.2 49.7 14.5 304.4 313.3 309.2 24.4 96.6 98.5 97.7

4.8 60.5 62.6 61.5 14.8 348.3 359.6 353.3 24.7 90.3 92.6 91.7

5.1 75.8 79.9 77.4 15.1 383.9 397.8 389.8 25.0 85.0 87.4 86.3

5.4 87.0 92.2 90.4 15.4 386.7 399.2 394.6 25.3 82.2 83.9 82.9

5.7 57.4 66.3 63.6 15.6 358.7 367.3 365.1 25.6 82.9 84.7 83.5

6.0 52.0 57.7 54.3 15.9 322.1 336.2 333.9 25.9 87.3 89.0 88.0

6.3 64.9 72.4 66.8 16.2 320.7 329.0 326.7 26.2 91.5 95.2 93.7

6.6 83.7 91.3 86.1 16.5 336.2 351.1 343.1 26.5 95.7 100.4 98.3
6.9 93.7 101.1 98.7 16.8 378.4 388.1 387.5 26.8 97.3 100.6 98.9

7.2 105.0 123.4 119.4 17.1 432.1 445.7 443.2 27.1 92.0 96.0 94.4

7.4 96.0 104.9 101.7 17.4 463.1 482.7 475.4 27.4 86.5 89.1 88.3
7.7 71.4 73.8 72.6 17.7 454.6 473.0 470.7 27.7 83.1 84.5 83.8

8.0 76.9 79.8 77.8 18.0 413.0 431.9 426.4 27.9 80.8 81.8 81.2

8.3 86.6 90.9 88.4 18.3 351.4 369.7 366.3 28.2 79.9 81.2 80.4

8.6 78.4 82.8 80.2 18.6 298.4 311.1 308.1 28.5 81.3 82.2 81.7

8.9 90.1 94.5 91.9 18.9 259.8 266.1 265.0 28.8 82.2 83.2 82.8

9.2 120.3 122.2 121.3 19.2 242.5 248.0 246.1 29.1 82.0 83.1 82.5
9.5 135.4 140.3 137.8 19.5 245.1 249.3 246.2 29.4 80.9 81.7 81.2

9.8 124.3 132.7 130.0 19.7 244.0 246.7 245.5 29.7 79.6 80.7 80.1

10.1 87.0 91.6 90.1 20.0 238.5 241.0 240.2 30.0 78.5 79.4 79.1
10.4 69.9 71.8 70.9 20.3 231.0 232.4 232.0

10.7 72.5 74.9 73.4 20.6 220.5 223.1 221.8
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Day Summary. Location: College Mecha1ronics/Elec1ronics Laboratory Room T7 Date: 01.11.06 (Tuesday)

Freq l Min l Max lAve Freq l Min l Max lAve Freq l Min l Max lAve
MHz Cl Cl Cl MHz Cl Cl Cl MHz Cl Cl Cl

1.0 36.3 37.5 37.1 11.0 112.6 115.4 113.4 20.9 162.5 167.2 165.7
1.3 16.8 17.6 17.4 11.3 126.1 129.1 128.3 21.2 172.3 179.3 174.7
1.6 9.9 10.5 10.3 11.5 113.9 136.1 130.3 21.5 188.3 196.6 191.2
1.9 5.0 5.6 5.4 11.8 79.9 105.4 98.5 21.8 201.0 207.5 203.8
2.2 3.2 3.2 3.2 12.1 57.8 64.0 61.8 22.1 190.2 207.6 202.1
2.5 3.4 3.4 3.4 12.4 52.1 56.1 52.9 22.4 177.1 194.2 189.1

2.8 3.7 4.1 3.8 12.7 56.2 64.5 58.3 22.7 173.2 182.3 178.5

3.1 6.0 6.3 6.1 13.0 67.7 75.6 69.6 23.0 172.6 178.7 175.6
3.3 8.4 8.8 8.5 13.3 80.2 86.9 81.9 23.3 177.0 182.2 180.6
3.6 11.0 11.3 11.0 13.6 92.7 97.5 94.0 23.6 183.2 193.5 189.9
3.9 13.4 13.9 13.5 13.9 103.4 105.8 103.9 23.8 184.0 198.5 194.8
4.2 15.9 16.3 16.0 14.2 107.3 109.0 108.4 24.1 182.1 196.8 193.0
4.5 18.4 18.8 18.5 14.5 103.2 107.6 105.7 24.4 175.9 186.8 184.7
4.8 20.7 21.2 20.9 14.8 98.0 100.7 99.8 24.7 162.5 171.2 168.1
5.1 23.2 23.6 23.3 15.1 96.0 97.4 96.8 25.0 144.2 150.8 147.6

5.4 25.8 26.1 25.8 15.4 97.4 98.6 98.1 25.3 130.5 134.0 132.3

5.7 28.3 28.6 28.4 15.6 97.6 98.8 98.2 25.6 123.4 126.3 124.2
6.0 30.3 30.8 30.5 15.9 99.6 101.8 100.3 25.9 120.3 127.5 122.5

6.3 33.0 33.3 33.0 16.2 103.9 106.4 104.9 26.2 124.8 132.2 127.1

6.6 35.6 36.1 35.7 16.5 110.2 113.0 111.3 26.5 130.7 133.3 131.7
6.9 38.4 38.8 38.5 16.8 117.5 120.1 118.7 26.8 126.0 128.6 127.6
7.2 41.2 41.6 41.3 17.1 125.2 127.6 126.3 27.1 117.4 123.4 119.1

7.4 44.1 44.7 44.3 17.4 130.0 133.7 131.9 27.4 115.1 125.1 118.0
7.7 47.3 47.7 47.4 17.7 134.1 135.6 134.7 27.7 121.6 134.5 125.1

8.0 50.5 51.1 50.7 18.0 137.4 140.2 138.3 27.9 135.7 150.2 139.4

8.3 54.0 54.7 54.1 18.3 143.8 149.3 145.4 28.2 155.5 170.5 159.5
8.6 57.7 58.4 57.9 18.6 153.5 159.6 155.2 28.5 180.9 196.8 184.6
8.9 61.7 62.4 61.9 18.9 166.0 172.5 168.1 28.8 208.3 222.0 212.2

9.2 65.8 66.8 66.1 19.2 182.7 186.2 184.2 29.1 238.2 252.1 242.3
9.5 70.5 71.8 70.8 19.5 198.3 201.9 200.1 29.4 271.5 281.1 274.8

9.8 75.6 77.2 76.1 19.7 207.7 216.4 214.5 29.7 305.3 312.1 308.5
10.1 81.4 83.2 82.0 20.0 198.5 221.4 215.6 30.0 322.4 339.6 336.5
10.4 89.1 91.5 89.9 20.3 180.1 201.7 196.3
10.7 99.3 102.5 100.2 20.6 166.0 180.1 175.6
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Day Summary. Location: College Electrical & Hydraulics Lab. Room T28 Date: 12.10.06/13.10.06 (Hursda,'iFriday)

Freq Z Min Z Max lAve Freq l Min l Max lAve Freq l Min l Max lAve
MHz o o o MHz o o o MHz o n o
1.0 33.6 34.0 33.8 11.0 205.3 212.9 209.5 20.9 68.5 69.0 68.8
1.3 15.3 15.5 15.4 11.3 185.8 192.8 189.3 21.2 67.6 68.5 68.0
1.6 7.4 7.5 7.5 11.5 168.5 182.0 172.1 21.5 64.7 65.5 65.0
1.9 3.9 4.1 3.9 11.8 132.4 146.1 135.9 21.8 64.3 64.9 64.6
2.2 4.1 4.1 4.1 12.1 111.7 143.0 137.6 22.1 69.1 70.0 69.5
2.5 6.9 7.2 7.1 12.4 117.9 126.5 122.5 22.4 78.4 79.8 79.1
2.8 11.2 11.7 11.6 12.7 102.7 122.8 106.5 22.7 89.9 91.4 90.5
3.1 15.3 15.5 15.4 13.0 106.0 110.1 107.7 23.0 102.6 104.9 103.2
3.3 18.8 19.4 18.9 13.3 94.1 102.7 100.3 23.3 119.6 122.6 120.7
3.6 23.6 24.1 23.6 13.6 76.0 82.1 80.6 23.6 143.7 146.2 144.5
3.9 28.2 29.1 28.9 13.9 70.0 71.9 71.0 23.8 169.9 173.2 171.2
4.2 33.9 34.3 34.3 14.2 71.2 76.2 73.5 24.1 196.0 199.5 197.6
4.5 40.1 40.6 40.2 14.5 78.8 84.8 80.6 24.4 208.9 215.0 212.4
4.8 46.5 46.9 46.8 14.8 92.0 96.5 92.9 24.7 194.9 210.1 203.3
5.1 58.1 59.5 58.7 15.1 106.3 115.7 109.2 25.0 178.6 187.1 183.2
5.4 54.2 61.1 56.5 15.4 129.8 138.6 136.4 25.3 161.8 167.3 164.7
5.7 49.9 51.4 50.7 15.6 145.2 160.9 157.9 25.6 139.3 148.1 143.2
6.0 52.0 65.1 62.7 15.9 172.2 177.4 173.7 25.9 115.4 120.7 117.6
6.3 66.9 80.8 78.2 16.2 193.8 208.1 196.2 26.2 95.4 98.4 96.9
6.6 40.3 65.3 43.8 16.5 199.6 210.6 203.5 26.5 78.1 81.0 79.3
6.9 32.5 33.3 32.8 16.8 198.6 203.9 201.1 26.8 63.6 64.9 64.3
7.2 31.9 34.3 33.7 17.1 191.9 204.7 200.6 27.1 50.7 52.6 51.9
7.4 42.5 43.5 43.1 17.4 173.1 181.1 177.8 27.4 46.5 48.5 47.5
7.7 52.4 53.4 53.0 17.7 139.3 147.2 142.1 27.7 46.6 47.9 47.2
8.0 60.7 60.9 60.9 18.0 109.5 113.8 111.3 27.9 52.8 54.3 53.4
8.3 67.5 68.0 67.7 18.3 85.5 87.9 86.7 28.2 61.5 63.4 62.5
8.6 73.5 74.8 74.5 18.6 64.8 67.0 66.0 28.5 72.6 75.6 74.0
8.9 80.4 80.9 80.7 18.9 49.8 51.0 50.4 28.8 86.1 89.2 87.3
9.2 89.2 90.8 89.4 19.2 39.3 39.9 39.6 29.1 101.3 104.1 102.5
9.5 101.5 102.7 101.9 19.5 34.3 34.7 34.4 29.4 118.0 120.2 119.2
9.8 116.6 118.8 118.1 19.7 34.6 35.0 34.8 29.7 136.2 138.8 137.7
10.1 135.9 138.9 137.8 20.0 40.7 41.9 41.3 30.0 155.6 157.5 156.8
10.4 162.5 167.4 163.3 20.3 51.0 52.4 51.7
10.7 193.3 195.1 194.1 20.6 61.9 63.1 62.5
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Day Sumnary. Location: Sound Engineering Lab. Bridgwaer College 1 OaE: 11.01.07/12.01.07(Thursday/Friday)

Freq ZMin Z Max lAve Freq lMin l Max lAve Freq lMin t Max lAve
MHz n o n MHz o o o MHz o o o
1.0 33.6 37.1 34.6 11.0 23.0 115.2 42.9 20.9 38.4 292.1 223.5
1.3 15.0 16.4 15.5 11.3 16.7 128.2 39.9 21.2 40.9 279.9 210.8
1.6 6.4 8.6 7.0 11.5 15.7 139.8 40.3 21.5 44.8 254.1 193.6
1.9 5.6 7.2 6.4 11.8 19.6 150.2 43.7 21.8 49.8 218.9 168.1
2.2 4.7 7.6 6.6 12.1 25.2 163.1 48.5 22.1 55.6 180.4 140.6
2.5 6.3 15.7 12.7 12.4 30.3 170.5 53.4 22.4 62.2 151.4 117.8
2.8 11.1 21.1 16.9 12.7 35.8 159.4 59.0 22.7 68.7 132.0 102.3
3.1 13.1 25.0 19.4 13.0 41.7 158.0 65.9 23.0 74.9 118.0 91.9
3.3 11.4 17.0 14.6 13.3 47.6 179.7 74.1 23.3 74.4 107.6 84.7
3.6 15.4 21.6 19.8 13.6 53.5 203.3 83.5 23.6 69.7 103.1 82.8
3.9 20.3 30.6 28.1 13.9 59.2 230.0 92.9 23.8 73.0 100.2 85.3
4.2 25.6 42.6 37.3 14.2 65.0 259.2 102.8 24.1 76.8 105.6 88.1
4.5 27.6 60.3 46.1 14.5 70.9 281.5 111.4 24.4 80.0 113.1 88.5
4.8 25.6 63.6 48.3 14.8 77.4 285.5 117.2 24.7 72.1 120.8 85.4
5.1 26.6 43.8 37.8 15.1 84.1 281.2 120.0 25.0 60.2 129.7 79.3
5.4 26.6 34.0 30.4 15.4 91.0 260.8 122.0 25.3 50.2 140.7 73.7
5.7 25.0 37.4 30.4 15.6 98.4 232.3 122.7 25.6 44.0 153.0 72.8
6.0 28.8 40.2 33.0 15.9 105.9 194.5 122.5 25.9 43.1 166.6 75.6
6.3 33.1 46.2 39.6 16.2 113.6 158.1 123.3 26.2 43.9 181.2 81.1
6.6 37.7 54.3 47.9 16.5 121.7 128.1 126.2 26.5 46.6 199.0 87.5
6.9 42.1 63.5 56.6 16.8 106.9 139.0 131.5 26.8 50.4 216.9 94.5
7.2 47.3 74.2 66.5 17.1 98.4 150.0 138.7 27.1 54.8 236.1 101.3
7.4 52.3 86.7 75.8 17.4 92.5 162.3 146.9 27.4 58.5 252.9 105.5
7.7 53.5 97.3 78.7 17.7 81.2 178.3 156.4 27.7 60.9 266.7 107.1
8.0 56.4 108.6 85.9 18.0 66.4 198.3 168.7 27.9 63.4 272.8 107.6
8.3 61.3 115.8 89.6 18.3 52.7 222.1 183.7 28.2 67.6 268.1 108.9
8.6 63.8 122.4 93.7 18.6 43.6 247.0 201.2 28.5 73.9 253.7 110.6
8.9 66.4 122.8 97.8 18.9 37.6 277.2 220.0 28.8 81.8 233.6 112.6
9.2 70.0 122.5 105.4 19.2 34.0 301.3 236.9 29.1 90.4 206.6 114.3
9.5 74.2 108.0 98.9 19.5 32.3 325.2 253.5 29.4 99.2 182.9 116.8
9.8 78.2 105.7 93.8 19.7 30.1 339.5 260.1 29.7 109.5 159.6 121.1
10.1 77.7 94.6 87.0 20.0 30.3 324.3 252.6 30.0 120.5 146.5 127.4
10.4 58.3 94.9 70.2 20.3 33.4 308.7 246.3
10.7 37.8 103.6 53.6 20.6 36.5 308.3 236.7
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Aggregate impedance measurements of all college singe phase measurements.

Freq lMin l~ lAve Freq lMin l~ lAve Freq lMin l~ lAve

MHz 0 0 0 MHz 0 0 0 MHz 0 0 0

1.0 13.5 90.5 41.2 11.0 23.0 239.6 102.3 20.9 31.5 211.1 107.7

1.3 8.5 73.1 20.9 11.3 16.7 259.4 106.0 21.2 33.8 197.2 107.7

1.6 3.2 115.4 19.8 11.5 15.7 274.4 107.5 21.5 38.0 199.0 107.4

1.9 3.7 191.5 24.2 11.8 19.6 291.5 103.4 21.8 42.0 256.9 108.3

2.2 3.2 309.4 38.1 12.1 17.6 290.8 101.5 22.1 38.4 267.2 107.7

2.5 3.4 278.0 47.4 12.4 13.5 298.1 101.0 22.4 29.6 263.5 108.9

2.8 3.7 242.7 51.9 12.7 10.8 349.0 101.8 22.7 26.2 223.0 108.0

3.1 6.0 248.0 53.7 13.0 7.8 408.8 108.3 23.0 25.7 226.6 105.1

3.3 8.0 300.5 54.7 13.3 5.8 393.6 115.5 23.3 26.8 234.2 106.3

3.6 10.2 240.7 50.9 13.6 5.7 342.1 119.2 23.6 31.7 207.7 108.3

3.9 12.2 204.3 49.5 13.9 5.7 401.8 127.3 23.8 37.3 198.5 110.6

4.2 12.7 155.2 51.4 14.2 7.0 476.3 134.8 24.1 42.5 199.5 112.1

4.5 13.9 105.8 50.3 14.5 9.7 552.3 142.9 24.4 48.1 215.0 110.8

4.8 15.7 109.2 50.6 14.8 13.3 583.7 145.7 24.7 54.1 241.9 107.9

5.1 18.9 206.7 59.9 15.1 17.3 577.2 145.2 25.0 53.8 270.5 102.0

5.4 19.2 316.7 68.0 15.4 21.6 558.5 143.3 25.3 50.2 285.8 99.1

5.7 17.9 302.0 65.5 15.6 19.7 536.9 141.1 25.6 44.0 329.0 98.9

6.0 17.1 258.5 65.1 15.9 19.5 510.6 139.8 25.9 43.1 378.3 101.6

6.3 17.9 195.3 66.5 16.2 23.5 478.2 140.5 26.2 41.7 423.6 102.1

6.6 19.0 155.2 66.6 16.5 24.4 453.2 142.6 26.5 43.5 437.0 104.6

6.9 18.1 275.5 76.8 16.8 19.9 419.5 147.3 26.8 35.7 436.9 106.1

7.2 25.0 294.8 83.0 17.1 17.2 445.7 154.6 27.1 39.5 294.7 106.8

7.4 29.6 220.0 78.1 17.4 16.7 482.7 157.6 27.4 45.6 352.4 105.8

7.7 37.1 166.4 73.2 17.7 16.6 473.0 153.0 27.7 46.6 349.4 113.0

8.0 30.9 161.8 74.5 18.0 18.7 431.9 143.5 27.9 52.8 354.8 116.8

8.3 35.5 165.2 76.8 18.3 22.4 369.7 134.7 28.2 55.0 342.0 123.3

8.6 43.1 157.1 80.1 18.6 27.0 311.1 128.5 28.5 51.3 231.4 127.8

8.9 29.7 141.1 85.2 18.9 28.7 266.1 124.8 28.8 48.5 319.9 137.2

9.2 25.4 188.7 89.4 19.2 29.8 248.0 123.6 29.1 46.3 340.3 149.2

9.5 20.6 168.0 89.0 19.5 32.3 249.3 124.3 29.4 43.5 337.9 163.4

9.8 21.4 143.9 88.5 19.7 30.1 249.2 123.9 29.7 38.2 326.0 177.0

10.1 21.6 156.6 85.5 20.0 30.3 252.0 119.2 30.0 36.2 348.3 188.0

10.4 29.0 184.1 87.5 20.3 33.4 232.4 115.1

10.7 32.6 220.8 94.1 20.6 32.9 223.1 111.5
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Day Summary. Location: College Welding Workshop 3-phase beween L1 & N Date:1704.07-18.04.07 (Tuesday/Wednesday)

Z
Freq Z Min Z Max Z Ave Freq Z Min Z Max Ave Frea Z Min Z Max Z Ave

MHz o o 0 MHz o 0 o MHz o 0 o
1.0 76.2 102.2 78.8 11.0 53.5 61.7 54.5 20.9 91.8 109.8 98.9
1.3 99.5 185.6 105.2 11.3 59.9 72.9 64.5 21.2 84.4 99.0 93.4

1.6 145.9 191.1 185.8 11.5 67.8 102.8 72.0 21.5 80.0 92.6 85.3

1.9 171.2 263.0 178.8 11.8 93.3 130.3 98.0 21.8 75.9 92.0 80.1
2.2 253.6 313.1 277.4 12.1 112.2 133.2 116.4 22.1 71.2 89.4 78.6

2.5 207.0 319.0 233.4 12.4 117.6 135.7 131.1 22.4 68.3 85.2 80.0

2.8 230.4 261.6 256.4 12.7 109.9 136.2 126.7 22.7 67.2 86.8 80.7

3.1 230.9 335.2 243.6 13.0 109.7 132.8 121.8 23.0 66.3 78.9 74.6

3.3 315.3 342.7 329.8 13.3 112.1 118.7 113.8 23.3 67.2 74.9 70.1
3.6 264.0 335.4 311.8 13.6 111.5 135.0 115.7 23.6 71.4 80.4 73.1
3.9 169.0 266.0 254.1 13.9 125.9 135.7 128.3 23.8 76.2 83.4 79.1

4.2 112.5 177.9 169.7 14.2 109.7 134.7 131.1 24.1 79.2 87.5 83.6
4.5 73.9 113.9 109.0 14.5 86.0 114.3 110.3 24.4 77.5 86.7 83.7
4.8 43.8 77.0 73.7 14.8 73.2 94.0 90.4 24.7 76.9 84.6 82.3

5.1 20.7 46.5 43.7 15.1 68.5 80.0 74.4 25.0 74.8 82.2 78.6

5.4 20.9 32.9 21.7 15.4 64.2 73.0 66.8 25.3 77.9 85.5 81.5
5.7 31.3 69.1 33.7 15.6 66.3 72.2 68.7 25.6 82.2 89.3 85.7

6.0 66.3 122.3 69.5 15.9 64.9 72.8 70.8 25.9 87.6 94.1 89.9

6.3 117.6 176.6 121.7 16.2 66.8 77.8 75.4 26.2 93.2 99.3 96.4
6.6 174.8 234.0 182.3 16.5 65.1 75.7 72.4 26.5 102.3 108.2 104.0

6.9 225.7 270.5 258.6 16.8 58.3 68.5 64.4 26.8 110.1 116.2 112.8

7.2 236.7 275.3 260.7 17.1 60.2 77.7 67.9 27.1 109.6 118.4 114.4
7.4 193.7 233.2 225.9 17.4 64.8 86.9 75.9 27.4 105.1 115.4 108.0

7.7 164.8 244.4 190.6 17.7 70.5 90.2 81.3 27.7 99.9 110.0 103.4

8.0 193.4 252.3 225.5 18.0 85.6 95.6 89.2 27.9 97.2 103.1 100.1

8.3 236.6 259.8 241.5 18.3 78.8 110.6 90.5 28.2 89.4 98.3 95.7

8.6 210.2 274.0 260.8 18.6 72.9 102.3 83.0 28.5 81.3 89.0 87.1

8.9 173.4 221.6 211.4 18.9 72.6 87.6 76.3 28.8 75.5 80.4 79.3
9.2 157.5 180.4 174.4 19.2 67.1 17.8 76.2 29.1 74.1 76.2 75.8

9.5 135.2 159.5 157.0 19.5 65.5 79.9 75.5 29.4 72.7 75.2 73.6

9.8 104.8 136.2 131.5 19.7 61.7 70.6 67.4 29.7 70.0 75.7 71.6
10.1 78.2 106.0 102.4 20.0 59.5 77.4 65.3 30.0 53.3 77.4 70.9

10.4 61.6 80.1 77.3 20.3 68.4 92.9 74.9

10.7 52.5 64.8 61.9 20.6 88.2 98.3 90.5
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Day Summary. Location: College Welding Workshop 3-phase beM-een L2-N Date: 01.05.07! 02.05.07 (Tuesd:lylWednesday)

Z
Freq Z Min Z Max Z Ave Freq Z Min Z Max Ave Freq Z Min ZMax Z Ave

MHz Cl Cl Cl MHz Cl Cl Cl MHz Cl Cl Cl

1.0 58.7 67.0 62.4 11.0 57.6 64.2 58.3 20.9 107.2 124.1 117.5

1.3 90.6 99.9 93.4 11.3 64.1 68.5 66.2 21.2 94.4 107.0 104.5

1.6 164.9 180.6 170.4 11.5 65.9 72.5 67.8 21.5 82.7 91.3 88.9

1.9 163.8 219.7 193.0 11.8 83.4 90.9 86.3 21.8 76.1 79.3 78.1

2.2 205.3 255.7 229.9 12.1 112.7 128.5 120.1 22.1 69.7 76.6 72.1

2.5 286.7 323.6 308.7 12.4 125.4 139.9 130.3 22.4 66.3 79.2 68.9

2.8 196.0 280.9 258.4 12.7 124.5 131.5 128.8 22.7 66.1 79.2 67.1

3.1 224.3 271.0 241.4 13.0 121.3 133.0 129.8 23.0 66.1 77.6 67.6

3.3 318.3 357.2 330.2 13.3 116.0 129.3 124.2 23.3 68.0 75.9 70.0

3.6 305.7 339.9 318.0 13.6 120.5 131.2 127.3 23.6 75.9 81.1 76.9

3.9 243.8 274.3 266.4 13.9 127.1 134.3 129.6 23.8 77.8 85.8 84.4

4.2 173.4 185.5 181.5 14.2 127.6 132.1 130.1 24.1 82.5 90.2 88.6

4.5 114.1 124.2 121.4 14.5 111.2 121.7 118.9 24.4 85.8 91.5 89.4

4.8 70.3 77.6 75.9 14.8 92.0 102.5 99.4 24.7 84.6 92.8 88.6

5.1 44.4 46.9 45.7 15.1 71.3 78.5 77.1 25.0 89.0 95.9 91.8

5.4 23.3 27.9 24.7 15.4 65.8 73.0 70.4 25.3 99.8 105.7 102.4

5.7 34.5 38.7 35.5 15.6 64.3 69.5 66.8 25.6 102.7 109.8 107.7

6.0 72.3 76.4 73.6 15.9 54.2 59.4 56.2 25.9 99.1 105.6 103.0

6.3 126.3 131.4 128.3 16.2 51.7 55.9 52.9 26.2 97.8 106.2 103.1

6.6 188.7 196.3 192.2 16.5 52.3 59.0 56.9 26.5 101.7 112.2 109.6

6.9 243.4 296.3 284.2 16.8 56.6 62.3 60.4 26.8 109.0 118.8 116.2

7.2 261.6 328.5 319.1 17.1 64.8 67.6 66.3 27.1 110.5 117.2 115.4

7.4 244.3 281.7 261.9 17.4 68.7 74.4 71.9 27.4 103.3 111.5 107.5

7.7 179.5 229.4 188.5 17.7 73.5 88.7 81.8 27.7 96.2 104.0 99.6

8.0 190.9 210.3 195.7 18.0 84.0 102.8 91.2 27.9 87.7 95.4 91.2

8.3 216.9 230.1 222.6 18.3 87.6 108.5 94.7 28.2 80.9 88.8 84.8

8.6 246.2 262.7 254.0 18.6 88.0 104.6 93.4 28.5 80.3 85.8 83.3

8.9 194.5 213.8 210.0 18.9 85.2 97.5 91.3 28.8 76.9 80.0 78.9

9.2 166.3 181.9 177.7 19.2 86.9 95.8 90.6 29.1 70.4 77.4 73.0

9.5 152.5 156.8 154.8 19.5 88.5 105.5 97.1 29.4 69.9 76.1 72.2

9.8 118.9 126.6 120.9 19.7 85.4 101.7 95.7 29.7 69.0 75.3 73.1

10.1 97.3 100.7 99.4 20.0 78.9 91.6 88.3 30.0 68.0 74.4 73.1

10.4 72.2 76.0 74.9 20.3 91.2 96.3 93.4

10.7 54.7 67.2 58.7 20.6 108.2 118.4 111.4
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Day Hour Summary. Location: College Room Welding Workshop. 3-Phase Belween L3-N Date:26.04.07
Freq Z Min ZMax Z Ave Freq Z Min Z Max Z Ave Frea Z Min Z Max ZAve
MHz 0 0 0 MHz 0 0 0 MHz 0 0 0
1.0 74.4 76.1 75.2 11.0 54.7 56.5 55.4 20.9 99.7 102.5 100.9
1.3 97.6 100.2 99.5 11.3 63.6 64.2 63.9 21.2 96.3 96.7 96.5
1.6 176.3 199.3 191.3 11.5 70.4 71.4 70.8 21.5 85.4 86.0 85.9
1.9 186.9 191.4 189.9 11.8 100.6 101.5 101.1 21.8 77.8 78.4 78.1
2.2 244.2 249.5 248.7 12.1 111.8 114.0 113.3 22.1 71.5 73.7 72.1
2.5 290.6 304.2 293.9 12.4 122.1 124.2 123.4 22.4 67.2 68.9 67.8
2.8 255.2 259.8 257.7 12.7 130.6 133.1 132.1 22.7 68.3 69.7 69.1

3.1 261.8 266.6 265.8 13.0 131.4 133.7 133.0 23.0 68.0 70.9 69.5

3.3 308.3 336.2 315.3 13.3 115.5 116.6 115.9 23.3 68.7 70.8 69.9
3.6 311.2 333.7 328.5 13.6 113.5 115.0 114.1 23.6 76.7 79.1 77.5
3.9 250.0 265.2 259.0 13.9 128.0 130.2 128.6 23.8 83.6 84.5 84.0
4.2 172.5 176.0 175.3 14.2 136.4 138.6 137.3 24.1 84.5 86.5 85.7
4.5 112.8 113.9 113.5 14.5 117.1 117.6 117.4 24.4 84.1 86.7 85.3
4.8 76.1 76.7 76.5 14.8 98.4 99.3 98.8 24.7 81.8 83.5 82.9

5.1 45.5 46.5 46.0 15.1 80.2 81.0 80.4 25.0 79.0 81.8 79.6
5.4 20.9 21.4 21.1 15.4 67.3 69.4 68.5 25.3 84.4 85.9 85.1

5.7 31.4 32.6 32.2 15.6 68.3 69.2 68.9 25.6 91.2 92.1 91.6

6.0 66.6 67.9 67.4 15.9 70.8 72.1 71.5 25.9 96.0 98.3 96.9
6.3 117.6 120.2 118.4 16.2 68.0 71.0 70.2 26.2 101.3 104.0 102.5

6.6 174.4 181. 7 176.5 16.5 62.8 65.4 64.3 26.5 108.1 110.6 109.2

6.9 266.5 269.5 267.1 16.8 58.8 59.1 59.0 26.8 116.1 120.6 117.0
7.2 260.5 266.1 262.2 17.1 63.0 63.9 63.7 27.1 116.4 117.9 116.8
7.4 217.2 225.1 223.0 17.4 69.3 69.9 69.6 27.4 110.2 112.8 112.0

7.7 168.6 173.8 171.4 17.7 76.2 76.6 76.2 27.7 104.8 108.2 106.8
8.0 196.0 198.6 197.9 18.0 96.0 97.4 96.4 27.9 96.8 100.5 99.1

8.3 247.5 247.7 247.6 18.3 109.2 111.2 110.1 28.2 89.2 92.4 91.2

8.6 262.5 266.5 265.4 18.6 99.9 101.2 100.3 28.5 81.7 84.4 83.3
8.9 218.0 224.0 220.3 18.9 84.6 85.7 84.9 28.8 77.4 79.0 78.5

9.2 181.4 184.4 182.3 19.2 75.7 77.4 76.8 29.1 76.7 77.2 76.8

9.5 158.7 160.8 160.2 19.5 71.4 74.8 73.9 29.4 74.6 75.9 75.0
9.8 127.1 128.1 127.6 19.7 65.9 67.8 67.0 29.7 70.6 74.1 71.7

10.1 100.2 101.1 100.7 20.0 64.2 65.3 64.6 30.0 68.8 73.9 70.1
10.4 74.3 75.1 74.7 20.3 71.5 72.9 71.9
10.7 57.7 59.4 59.0 20.6 87.1 91.0 88.6
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Day Summary. Location: Albxton Road Premises. Bridgwater (Lounge) I Date: 22.09.06/23.09.06 (Friday/SabJrday)

Freq Z Min Z Max Z Ave Freq Z Min Z Max ZAve Freq Z Min Z Max Z Ave
MHz Q Q Q MHz Q Q Q MHz Q Q Q

1.0 28.0 35.4 32.0 11.0 200.7 239.6 215.2 20.9 70.7 105.9 79.2

1.3 9.1 13.8 11.0 11.3 205.8 259.4 243.3 21.2 79.5 104.9 83.7
1.6 4.1 6.1 4.6 11.5 190.9 274.4 246.7 21.5 89.7 110.4 91.8

1.9 3.7 5.3 4.7 11.8 159.4 291.5 248.1 21.8 101.0 121.8 103.0

2.2 4.2 11.2 9.0 12.1 125.8 290.8 246.8 22.1 114.1 136.2 116.5
2.5 8.6 17.7 14.9 12.4 98.2 284.3 235.6 22.4 129.0 152.5 132.2

2.8 13.5 25.6 21.9 12.7 76.8 260.5 210.0 22.7 145.6 170.2 150.1

3.1 19.2 35.9 30.6 13.0 59.7 226.1 178.7 23.0 162.2 181.7 167.9
3.3 26.5 52.5 43.4 13.3 47.1 188.4 147.4 23.3 173.8 196.7 181.2

3.6 32.2 49.5 43.2 13.6 36.8 156.7 121.7 23.6 171.4 203.1 181.1

3.9 22.1 28.1 25.7 13.9 28.7 130.5 100.7 23.8 151.5 188.5 162.3
4.2 20.4 26.0 23.4 14.2 23.0 109.6 83.8 24.1 121.9 157.9 131.9

4.5 25.8 32.3 29.9 14.5 19.3 92.2 70.5 24.4 93.8 124.5 102.7

4.8 30.6 37.6 35.3 14.8 17.7 77.7 60.0 24.7 74.9 96.5 81.1

5.1 36.1 45.1 42.0 15.1 18.3 65.7 51.6 25.0 63.4 78.2 69.0

5.4 41.6 51.9 48.9 15.4 21.6 55.0 45.1 25.3 62.5 69.8 64.7

5.7 47.3 59.8 56.0 15.6 26.2 45.8 40.0 25.6 65.5 70.9 66.8
6.0 53.3 68.2 63.8 15.9 31.6 37.7 35.8 25.9 73.0 76.9 73.7

6.3 60.1 77.9 72.7 16.2 30.2 38.0 32.5 26.2 81.8 86.1 83.3

6.6 67.9 89.1 82.9 16.5 24.4 43.6 30.0 26.5 92.9 96.8 94.3
6.9 76.5 101.9 94.1 16.8 19.9 50.1 28.6 26.8 105.2 108.9 106.5

7.2 82.5 112.9 103.7 17.1 17.2 55.7 28.4 27.1 119.1 121.5 120.1

7.4 88.3 123.7 111.3 17.4 16.7 63.3 30.0 27.4 133.4 136.8 134.3

7.7 99.4 141.6 123.0 17.7 16.6 69.5 32.1 27.7 149.0 153.8 150.1

8.0 110.7 161.8 139.5 18.0 18.7 77.3 36.0 27.9 165.8 169.1 167.0

8.3 113.5 165.2 142.8 18.3 22.4 87.4 41.2 28.2 185.4 188.4 186.5

8.6 114.4 157.1 141.6 18.6 27.0 95.8 47.2 28.5 205.8 210.8 207.9

8.9 111.6 135.3 128.9 18.9 32.0 106.5 53.8 28.8 230.3 238.1 231.8

9.2 118.7 133.0 126.5 19.2 36.7 119.0 60.5 29.1 255.2 261.8 257.3
9.5 119.1 142.3 134.8 19.5 41.1 129.5 67.0 29.4 283.1 288.7 285.5

9.8 113.9 143.9 132.4 19.7 45.3 141.1 72.9 29.7 31Q.4 317.3 313.6

10.1 118.2 156.6 127.5 20.0 50.2 143.5 77.2 30.0 337.7 348.3 344.0
10.4 129.3 184.1 140.3 20.3 56.0 134.5 78.7

10.7 162.2 220.8 172.9 20.6 62.9 115.3 78.2
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Day Summary. Location: Condell Close Premises, Bridgwater ( Lounge) Date: 18.11.10 (Thursday)

Freq l Min l Max lAve Freq Z Min l Max lAve Freq l Min l Max lAve
MHz 0 0 0 MHz 0 0 0 MHz 0 0 0
1.0 24.2 31.7 27.2 11.0 142.8 153.0 146.3 20.9 109.2 114.5 112.0
1.3 10.5 13.8 12.4 11.3 156.0 164.9 160.0 21.2 100.5 104.3 102.9
1.6 5.4 21.1 10.1 11.5 170.4 178.2 174.5 21.5 94.1 97.4 94.6
1.9 9.3 40.9 19.2 11.8 170.0 182.4 177.4 21.8 93.0 98.1 94.2
2.2 17.1 42.0 33.3 12.1 161.7 168.9 166.1 22.1 103.2 107.7 105.5
2.5 25.1 61.1 40.6 12.4 166.9 171.6 168.6 22.4 125.0 128.6 126.7

2.8 26.1 65.1 43.0 12.7 192.8 200.6 196.0 22.7 145.9 148.8 147.5

3.1 14.6 48.1 28.7 13.0 232.8 240.7 236.5 23.0 151.1 153.8 152.6
3.3 9.8 44.5 18.7 13.3 280.5 287.1 283.3 23.3 143.7 146.3 145.1
3.6 15.0 39.4 23.3 13.6 329.2 342.1 336.1 23.6 132.6 134.7 134.0
3.9 20.8 42.3 33.3 13.9 387.5 401.8 393.9 23.8 122.1 124.7 123.4
4.2 29.0 51.7 41.3 14.2 452.5 476.3 463.5 24.1 113.1 115.5 114.2
4.5 35.5 78.3 45.0 14.5 514.7 552.3 527.7 24.4 105.3 107.0 106.3

4.8 40.6 54.7 47.8 14.8 546.3 583.7 564.5 24.7 99.0 100.2 99.7
5.1 29.9 62.5 50.6 15.1 554.0 577.2 562.8 25.0 91.9 94.6 93.9

5.4 36.7 64.3 49.9 15.4 520.5 558.5 540.4 25.3 87.9 89.5 89.0

5.7 34.5 82.4 52.4 15.6 500.1 536.9 517.7 25.6 83.7 86.1 85.3
6.0 41.4 94.2 59.6 15.9 490.1 510.6 502.0 25.9 80.6 82.9 82.2

6.3 37.2 70.2 62.7 16.2 464.4 478.2 476.5 26.2 77.5 79.4 78.8

6.6 42.1 87.6 67.3 16.5 438.6 453.2 451.0 26.5 74.0 75.5 75.1
6.9 48.2 87.6 76.6 16.8 416.4 419.5 418.2 26.8 70.6 72.1 71.6

7.2 49.5 88.8 73.6 17.1 364.9 382.6 379.9 27.1 67.0 69.0 68.5

7.4 48.5 63.8 57.0 17.4 337.3 350.7 346.7 27.4 64.2 66.0 65.5
7.7 44.1 55.3 48.5 17.7 308.0 319.2 315.3 27.7 62.4 62.9 62.7

8.0 56.8 65.5 59.8 18.0 278.7 290.1 283.7 27.9 59.1 60.6 59.6

8.3 63.0 74.0 65.5 18.3 250.2 259.8 255.6 28.2 55.0 57.7 56.1
8.6 69.3 83.5 73.0 18.6 225.2 234.3 231.2 28.5 51.3 53.8 52.3
8.9 80.8 90.7 84.1 18.9 201.8 211.6 209.0 28.8 48.5 49.8 49.2

9.2 85.8 96.0 89.1 19.2 182.4 190.5 188.0 29.1 46.3 47.5 47.2
9.5 91.6 100.1 94.1 19.5 166.6 171.2 169.9 29.4 43.5 45.0 44.6

9.8 10Q.4 107.2 103.3 19.7 154.0 158.1 155.6 29.7 38.2 41.5 40.5
10.1 110.6 116.9 113.8 20.0 140.5 148.1 143.3 30.0 36.2 37.5 36.8
10.4 125.6 130.8 128.6 20.3 129.2 135.3 131.1

10.7 136.1 145.4 138.2 20.6 117.9 121.7 121.0
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Day Summary. Location: Meadow lands Avenue Premises, Bridgwater ( Lounge) Date: 01.02.11 (Tuesday)

Freq Z Min ZMax Z Ave Freq Z Min Z Max Z Ave Freq Z Min Z Max Z Ave
MHz n n o MHz o o o MHz o o o
1.0 33.5 59.6 41.4 11.0 75.7 128.7 111.4 20.9 45.8 105.4 64.6
1.3 14.7 19.4 16.7 11.3 76.9 142.7 116.4 21.2 50.7 102.5 67.3
1.6 8.0 12.3 10.4 11.5 83.2 136.6 114.9 21.5 55.6 100.3 65.6
1.9 5.4 14.7 10.9 11.8 85.5 107.9 95.8 21.8 60.3 95.6 65.9
2.2 3.9 26.1 19.6 12.1 63.2 115.2 80.6 22.1 63.4 88.1 68.0
2.5 3.7 61.4 31.0 12.4 49.2 120.7 76.6 22.4 67.5 88.0 73.8
2.8 5.3 40.2 31.8 12.7 41.1 123.3 69.2 22.7 71.0 88.3 76.0

3.1 7.8 53.3 37.4 13.0 32.0 143.3 56.9 23.0 74.6 84.8 77.1
3.3 10.2 47.8 37.9 13.3 29.2 127.5 47.1 23.3 78.8 92.8 81.2
3.6 12.4 55.0 43.2 13.6 32.6 115.6 43.8 23.6 84.8 98.4 87.3
3.9 14.9 69.0 45.8 13.9 29.5 120.0 46.9 23.8 91.3 108.3 94.6
4.2 18.2 84.3 56.0 14.2 27.2 125.4 54.0 24.1 95.9 120.9 101.2
4.5 21.5 89.2 62.2 14.5 28.3 115.6 53.2 24.4 96.6 128.1 102.8
4.8 24.2 109.2 80.1 14.8 33.9 123.2 52.5 24.7 93.7 133.3 106.4
5.1 26.5 133.1 115.5 15.1 43.0 97.0 51.4 25.0 96.5 132.1 110.1

5.4 29.9 175.8 109.4 15.4 53.4 113.9 62.6 25.3 102.0 135.2 114.2

5.7 33.0 131.6 81.3 15.6 48.4 116.3 69.2 25.6 109.5 146.2 120.2
6.0 33.9 86.1 63.8 15.9 42.9 127.1 71.1 25.9 109.6 163.3 120.6

6.3 35.8 110.0 60.3 16.2 46.6 119.2 75.8 26.2 102.7 175.1 114.6

6.6 38.2 65.4 53.3 16.5 56.9 122.0 83.5 26.5 96.9 170.4 112.3
6.9 37.8 52.2 46.3 16.8 57.9 123.0 80.0 26.8 95.5 157.7 112.7
7.2 36.1 49.2 41.5 17.1 55.9 127.1 73.1 27.1 102.2 141.8 115.1

7.4 29.6 49.5 39.1 17.4 54.0 125.4 67.1 27.4 114.7 148.1 125.9
7.7 37.1 54.1 43.9 17.7 53.2 132.2 65.0 27.7 130.0 156.6 136.4

8.0 42.1 64.5 50.6 18.0 51.5 141.5 66.0 27.9 144.3 184.0 152.6

8.3 45.8 65.3 57.6 18.3 48.9 166.5 80.9 28.2 149.7 213.8 164.6
8.6 49.8 78.5 65.4 18.6 41.8 188.1 79.9 28.5 144.9 231.4 162.9
8.9 53.9 93.1 78.9 18.9 33.0 191.2 67.4 28.8 136.8 250.6 163.5
9.2 57.3 112.9 96.9 19.2 29.8 150.1 43.2 29.1 130.1 257.2 171.5
9.5 59.6 120.8 103.5 19.5 33.7 135.9 50.8 29.4 122.8 260.7 173.0

9.8 68.0 120.1 94.4 19.7 36.6 130.9 55.7 29.7 117.9 235.1 164.1
10.1 69.2 97.3 83.9 20.0 36.2 119.6 55.4 30.0 122.0 223.0 150.0
10.4 53.6 95.2 82.7 20.3 37.7 119.4 54.2
10.7 71.3 107.8 95.9 20.6 41.5 106.6 61.6
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Day Sum mary. Location: M€edoolands Aveme premises -Lounge (no pooer - all socket 011) Date: 09.02.12 & 10.02.12

Freq ZMin ZMax ZAve Freq ZMin ZMax ZAve Freq ZMin Z Max ZAve
MHz 0 0 0 MHz 0 0 0 MHz 0 0 0

1.0 50.8 98.0 54.3 11.0 40.3 94.8 53.3 20.9 50.5 54.1 52.1
1.3 50.8 119.0 57.4 11.3 45.9 85.5 53.0 21.2 51.0 55.8 52.2
1.6 50.8 118.3 57.2 11.5 49.7 95.2 53.9 21.5 48.1 55.3 52.1
1.9 50.7 119.7 60.2 11.8 49.4 111.6 54.8 21.8 50.9 55.2 52.3
2.2 49.7 127.0 55.1 12.1 35.6 125.6 54.5 22.1 42.0 53.5 51.1
2.5 49.7 101.4 54.0 12.4 49.7 119.9 55.0 22.4 50.9 53.5 51.9
2.8 40.9 120.7 54.4 12.7 50.6 124.4 55.2 22.7 47.4 62.4 53.4
3.1 49.0 109.2 54.5 13.0 42.7 85.2 53.2 23.0 42.8 54.0 51.7
3.3 49.4 54.9 52.1 13.3 50.7 54.0 52.1 23.3 41.9 54.0 50.8
3.6 48.1 54.5 52.1 13.6 50.8 53.6 52.0 23.6 50.1 57.6 52.3
3.9 46.1 55.7 52.1 13.9 50.1 53.7 51.7 23.8 45.8 56.7 51.6
4.2 49.5 55.7 52.2 14.2 50.9 57.5 52.3 24.1 49.7 56.7 52.4
4.5 50.7 55.3 52.3 14.5 48.0 78.4 55.0 24.4 49.4 57.3 52.4
4.8 48.5 54.3 52.1 14.8 43.6 54.0 51.4 24.7 46.7 76.6 53.9
5.1 50.8 53.7 52.1 15.1 42.4 53.9 51.5 25.0 50.3 87.5 55.4
5.4 50.5 54.1 51.9 15.4 42.0 54.7 51.1 25.3 51.1 82.1 54.9
5.7 50.6 57.7 52.1 15.6 49.9 54.4 52.2 25.6 43.3 76.0 53.8
6.0 45.4 67.6 53.6 15.9 49.5 56.5 52.3 25.9 50.5 75.9 53.9
6.3 47.2 53.2 51.9 16.2 41.9 53.6 51.5 26.2 50.3 72.3 53.7
6.6 44.7 64.3 51.5 16.5 47.3 55.2 52.0 26.5 49.7 77.2 53.9
6.9 42.6 65.1 52.2 16.8 50.7 53.6 52.1 26.8 51.0 70.1 55.0
7.2 48.5 65.1 52.7 17.1 50.9 130.3 55.5 27.1 48.1 53.5 51.8
7.4 47.6 65.3 52.4 17.4 50.4 122.6 55.0 27.4 46.1 56.2 51.1
7.7 45.5 63.3 52.4 17.7 50.6 116.0 54.7 27.7 50.2 53.0 52.1
8.0 40.7 61.2 52.0 18.0 46.0 122.0 54.3 27.9 40.6 59.6 50.9
8.3 49.9 62.2 52.5 18.3 50.9 117.1 54.6 28.2 47.4 55.0 52.2
8.6 50.9 53.8 52.2 18.6 44.4 12D.4 56.9 28.5 49.5 57.7 52.4
8.9 45.8 55.3 52.1 18.9 44.4 104.5 53.5 28.8 46.0 54.7 51.7
9.2 50.8 55.3 52.4 19.2 40.3 57.7 51.3 29.1 48.8 55.0 52.1
9.5 47.5 55.4 52.0 19.5 49.8 53.6 52.2 29.4 50.5 53.4 52.2
9.8 50.9 54.0 52.0 19.7 49.4 53.7 52.1 29.7 50.6 56.2 52.3
10.1 45.9 54.9 51.8 20.0 49.5 55.3 52.3 30.0 49.9 53.7 52.0
10.4 50.7 56.9 52.6 20.3 49.8 53.7 52.2
10.7 41.0 53.9 50.4 20.6 48.1 56.0 51.9
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Day Summary. Location: Meadowlands Avenue Premises, Bridgwater (Bed Room 3) Date: 02.07.11 (Saturday)

Freq Z Min Z Max ZAve Freq Z Min Z Max Z Ave Freq Z Min Z Max Z Ave
MHz Cl Cl Cl MHz Cl Cl Cl MHz Cl Cl Cl

1.0 13.5 53.0 39.2 11.0 35.0 68.5 45.3 20.9 42.2 174.0 65.3
1.3 17.4 52.4 39.3 11.3 39.6 70.2 49.7 21.2 50.9 144.7 65.6
1.6 6.5 34.2 25.0 11.5 32.0 72.4 57.1 21.5 65.0 143.5 75.7
1.9 5.7 13.6 11.1 11.8 29.8 83.3 58.9 21.8 57.4 161.2 90.9
2.2 3.6 28.1 21.8 12.1 34.9 93.1 53.5 22.1 49.9 187.1 104.7
2.5 3.6 52.1 35.9 12.4 30.0 86.4 40.4 22.4 62.4 218.6 111.1
2.8 5.6 93.9 69.3 12.7 28.1 95.5 35.9 22.7 54.3 254.2 116.9
3.1 8.3 111.2 74.1 13.0 33.3 70.4 39.1 23.0 44.6 280.4 91.9
3.3 11.1 155.9 36.5 13.3 37.4 60.7 41.3 23.3 38.4 272.1 77.8
3.6 12.3 123.2 34.5 13.6 43.3 64.1 47.7 23.6 40.2 186.3 69.9
3.9 15.2 86.9 66.5 13.9 52.1 65.5 56.4 23.8 48.2 192.3 82.1
4.2 19.1 160.4 119.0 14.2 54.4 77.9 63.0 24.1 54.0 164.9 91.0
4.5 23.6 129.8 107.2 14.5 58.0 79.4 67.1 24.4 52.1 165.1 95.2
4.8 27.4 98.3 55.5 14.8 63.2 81.3 68.6 24.7 55.6 187.4 92.9
5.1 23.5 146.4 38.5 15.1 61.0 93.6 69.2 25.0 53.8 198.5 80.9
5.4 22.6 95.0 41.1 15.4 66.9 100.7 74.9 25.3 51.8 177.2 72.3

5.7 26.1 98.3 78.1 15.6 79.9 89.7 85.7 25.6 54.4 150.6 68.8
6.0 29.8 165.8 110.8 15.9 79.7 105.7 98.2 25.9 61.5 149.9 74.7

6.3 34.1 115.4 90.0 16.2 90.4 106.9 99.1 26.2 68.5 145.5 84.1
6.6 37.1 66.2 56.1 16.5 77.2 109.8 87.6 26.5 74.7 144.8 92.2
6.9 41.8 72.2 62.3 16.8 76.6 104.4 83.5 26.8 78.3 168.0 106.0
7.2 36.9 80.3 65.0 17.1 86.7 107.0 92.2 27.1 78.2 180.2 108.1
7.4 40.9 79.1 63.3 17.4 94.4 115.1 107.7 27.4 76.0 184.7 100.9
7.7 44.7 77.4 55.3 17.7 97.7 127.7 110.5 27.7 75.0 159.5 93.7

8.0 30.9 111.4 41.7 18.0 89.2 135.5 101.6 27.9 77.8 142.9 97.8
8.3 35.5 93.9 43.3 18.3 87.7 170.0 105.2 28.2 84.2 136.5 104.2
8.6 49.2 78.4 70.5 18.6 97.3 181.6 118.0 28.5 92.1 135.7 109.5
8.9 29.7 113.0 97.6 18.9 118.5 166.9 135.3 28.8 101.5 135.8 114.8
9.2 27.4 99.6 86.1 19.2 128.8 173.8 142.7 29.1 111.7 151.9 122.3
9.5 34.2 80.8 59.3 19.5 46.4 185.7 130.6 29.4 120.6 172.8 131.2
9.8 29.5 86.7 42.4 19.7 42.9 202.2 122.7 29.7 125.5 193.6 136.4
10.1 27.4 73.2 41.4 20.0 43.1 224.2 112.1 30.0 125.9 206.5 140.7
10.4 34.0 68.5 42.3 20.3 46.2 223.9 95.9
10.7 33.6 72.4 44.8 20.6 42.3 206.9 74.1
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Day Summary. Location: MEBdo.vlandsAvemepremises Bedroon-3 with no power Date:06.07.11 ('Nednesday)

Free ZMin ZMax ZAve Freq ZMin ZMax ZAve Freg ZMin ZMax ZAve

MHz n o o MHz o n o MHz o o o
1.0 34.4 51.1 42.9 11.0 34.0 51.0 43.3 20.9 33.9 52.0 42.5

1.3 34.4 51.1 42.9 11.3 33.8 50.S 43.2 21.2 33.4 52.0 42.5

1.6 34.4 58.1 43.6 11.5 34.0 51.3 43.3 21.5 34.5 51.1 42.6

1.9 36.1 51.7 43.5 11.8 32.7 51.3 43.3 21.8 33.3 51.0 42.8

2.2 34.2 51.9 43.6 12.1 32.9 51.9 43.2 22.1 34.2 60.9 43.4

2.5 34.1 51.0 43.3 12.4 33.7 54.3 43.1 22.4 34.5 51.3 43.1

2.8 34.5 51.1 43.3 12.7 32.7 51.3 43.0 22.7 33.8 51.7 43.3

3.1 34.4 50.9 43.3 13.0 33.4 51.3 42.7 23.0 33.9 51.6 43.4

3.3 33.9 51.0 43.2 13.3 32.9 51.1 42.6 23.3 33.9 52.3 43.3

3.6 33.9 50.9 43.0 13.6 34.4 51.1 42.7 23.6 33.6 51.6 43.3

3.9 33.3 51.0 42.8 13.9 33.7 52.0 43.1 23.8 32.4 51.1 43.3

4.2 33.8 51.1 42.8 14.2 34.2 52.4 42.9 24.1 31.9 51.1 43.4

4.5 34.7 51.1 43.0 14.5 34.8 52.0 43.0 24.4 34.1 51.0 43.4

4.8 34.6 51.4 43.0 14.8 34.0 51.2 43.4 24.7 32.5 50.9 43.0

5.1 34.3 51.4 42.7 15.1 32.8 51.0 43.2 25.0 33.6 51.1 42.7

5.4 34.1 51.5 42.9 15.4 32.6 53.6 43.4 25.3 33.5 51.1 42.3

5.7 33.8 51.7 43.2 15.6 34.0 56.6 43.6 25.6 33.3 51.2 42.3

6.0 34.4 51.7 43.1 15.9 34.0 51.0 43.7 25.9 35.0 65.4 43.9

6.3 34.6 51.7 43.3 16.2 32.9 51.5 43.2 26.2 33.4 51.9 43.2

6.6 34.1 62.5 43.8 16.5 33.5 52.0 43.0 26.5 34.2 65.3 43.7

6.9 34.4 50.9 43.3 16.8 33.9 61.7 43.9 26.8 34.2 53.2 43.2

7.2 34.6 51.0 43.5 17.1 34.0 51.6 42.7 27.1 34.6 51.6 43.2

7.4 34.2 51.1 43.5 17.4 34.6 50.8 42.6 27.4 34.9 51.6 43.2

7.7 33.8 55.9 43.8 17.7 34.3 50.9 42.8 27.7 33.7 50.9 43.1

8.0 33.6 51.1 42.8 18.0 34.1 51.4 42.6 27.9 33.8 50.9 43.3

8.3 32.8 51.5 42.6 18.3 34.6 51.7 42.9 28.2 34.0 51.3 43.5

8.6 34.4 51.2 42.5 18.6 34.8 52.5 43.1 28.5 32.6 51.8 43.6

8.9 34.4 51.2 42.8 18.9 34.7 52.2 43.5 28.8 32.4 51.5 43.3

9.2 34.3 51.0 42.9 19.2 34.7 51.6 43.3 29.1 32.4 51.4 43.0

9.5 34.4 50.6 42.8 19.5 33.3 51.4 43.3 29.4 33.7 50.8 42.6

9.8 34.2 51.6 43.1 19.7 34.2 61.9 44.1 29.7 33.9 51.0 42.7

10.1 34.5 52.4 43.1 20.0 34.9 51.0 43.5 30.0 34.0 51.0 42.6

10.4 34.5 52.6 43.2 20.3 34.0 51.1 43.4

10.7 34.3 61.9 44.1 20.6 33.4 51.3 43.1
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Day Sumnary. Location: Meadow lands Avenue prernses - Kitchen Date: 04.07.11(M:,mday)

Freq lMn lMax lAve Freq lMn lMax lAve Freq lMn lMax ZAve
M-Iz o o o M-Iz o o o M-Iz o o o

1.0 25.5 54.5 35.1 11.0 48.7 72.7 54.5 20.9 84.6 149.9 118.4
1.3 8.5 18.9 14.2 11.3 48.3 98.5 61.7 21.2 79.6 158.1 118.2
1.6 6.4 29.5 15.7 11.5 47.4 74.6 63.0 21.5 72.5 187.1 116.7
1.9 4.1 47.6 19.5 11.8 57.8 76.6 67.5 21.8 62.3 194.1 117.6
2.2 3.4 93.8 32.2 12.1 69.8 88.5 76.1 22.1 58.4 207.7 133.5
2.5 3.6 94.7 46.0 12.4 74.9 96.7 85.0 22.4 60.9 216.3 127.2
2.8 4.0 118.9 61.8 12.7 48.4 108.3 89.1 22.7 66.2 223.0 121.2
3.1 6.8 137.0 78.0 13.0 58.1 123.4 95.4 23.0 67.7 226.6 100.9
3.3 8.0 136.2 83.2 13.3 83.1 131.1 99.2 23.3 68.6 234.2 94.3
3.6 10.2 123.7 85.2 13.6 83.3 135.3 98.7 23.6 73.6 207.7 87.7
3.9 12.2 122.8 72.8 13.9 72.4 133.3 100.1 23.8 77.3 198.1 91.9
4.2 20.8 118.0 67.2 14.2 61.6 122.7 96.0 24.1 84.3 194.7 99.7
4.5 23.9 105.8 62.0 14.5 50.7 139.2 86.7 24.4 87.3 214.4 106.1
4.8 21.0 92.1 55.6 14.8 37.4 156.8 72.5 24.7 83.9 241.9 107.9
5.1 22.1 77.0 47.1 15.1 30.0 164.0 59.4 25.0 74.2 270.5 96.4

5.4 24.8 62.3 40.3 15.4 23.3 130.5 42.9 25.3 59.9 152.6 80.8

5.7 17.9 61.2 38.5 15.6 19.7 112.2 37.7 25.6 49.7 151.0 81.6
6.0 17.1 53.4 32.6 15.9 19.5 102.6 41.3 25.9 44.1 294.2 105.8

6.3 17.9 51.8 31.7 16.2 23.5 84.6 44.0 26.2 41.7 265.2

6.6 19.0 41.6 31.8 16.5 29.1 75.5 48.0 26.5 43.6 239.9 160.3
6.9 18.1 62.8 36.7 16.8 35.0 70.3 49.6 26.8 47.6 257.9 156.0
7.2 25.0 98.6 50.1 17.1 41.2 67.3 51.3 27.1 52.7 294.7 130.9
7.4 36.9 149.6 68.9 17.4 47.0 98.8 58.7 27.4 59.2 330,4 96.8
7.7 41.5 144.0 81.0 17.7 52.4 103.3 66.2 27.7 67.1 349.4 104.0

8.0 39.5 117.3 82.4 18.0 57.2 101.7 72.2 27.9 60.5 354.8 100.7

8.3 42.8 138.2 88.5 18.3 58.1 96.8 72.4 28.2 56.8 342.0 102.6
8.6 47.0 147.4 92.9 18.6 66.2 94.8 75.2 28.5 58.3 215.6 92.2

8.9 34.8 141.1 103.1 18.9 74.9 99.5 80.4 28.8 63.3 178.7 94.6

9.2 25.4 188.7 104.8 19.2 85.5 103.8 90.1 29.1 68.3 138.2 100.5
9.5 20.6 168.0 84.3 19.5 98.4 117.4 103.0 29.4 73.1 154.3 112.3

9.8 21.4 121.0 67.4 19.7 108.8 129.0 114.6 29.7 78.6 194.0 124.7
10.1 21.6 93.3 56.2 20.0 104.1 139.8 117.5 30.0 85.4 224.9 137.0
10.4 29.0 76.8 50.9 20.3 92.9 146.3 115.2

10.7 37.8 74.1 51.6 20.6 86.8 142.0 114.4
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Date : 20.11.10/21.11.10
Day Summary. Location: Redbridge Lane East IIbrd (Lounge) (Saturday /Sunday)

Freq l Min Z Max lAve Freq l Min l Max lAve Freq l Min l Max lAve
MHz 0 0 0 MHz 0 0 0 MHz 0 0 0
1.0 65.3 71.7 68.1 11.0 57.9 90.1 78.7 20.9 36.8 167.9 56.8
1.3 14.9 18.9 15.6 11.3 54.2 94.1 88.3 21.2 39.1 166.0 54.9
1.6 5.5 12.6 6.1 11.5 83.9 101.9 100.0 21.5 41.0 168.6 52.1
1.9 5.0 9.6 5.5 11.8 111.6 112.8 112.5 21.8 42.3 101.2 63.2
2.2 8.3 9.7 9.5 12.1 102.6 117.7 116.8 22.1 41.5 121.2 70.2

2.5 9.1 17.2 16.2 12.4 82.8 115.8 112.5 22.4 37.0 175.9 83.7

2.8 10.6 26.4 20.4 12.7 80.3 117.7 113.5 22.7 33.6 173.9 49.2
3.1 11.0 38.5 28.3 13.0 70.1 128.6 123.2 23.0 30.7 56.8 32.7
3.3 11.8 52.3 36.3 13.3 79.4 147.6 141.5 23.3 30.6 34.5 31.5
3.6 18.6 41.4 33.4 13.6 104.6 169.8 165.9 23.6 33.3 44.1 34.5
3.9 16.8 30.5 26.6 13.9 108.8 199.5 189.2 23.8 37.3 52.9 39.4
4.2 12.7 23.4 21.6 14.2 114.7 229.7 189.0 24.1 42.5 81.0 45.7
4.5 13.9 23.8 20.3 14.5 97.5 232.2 181.8 24.4 48.1 125.8 53.6
4.8 15.7 28.9 24.6 14.8 94.3 206.0 157.8 24.7 54.1 113.1 59.7

5.1 18.9 33.1 28.1 15.1 98.3 167.0 131.6 25.0 60.2 68.5 62.7

5.4 19.2 34.3 30.4 15.4 92.9 136.5 118.5 25.3 66.2 72.7 68.6
5.7 24.1 36.4 35.0 15.6 94.3 108.8 101.9 25.6 72.4 85.9 74.4

6.0 26.8 42.9 41.6 15.9 89.4 117.9 104.6 25.9 78.5 98.9 84.0

6.3 48.6 50.5 49.7 16.2 93,8 118.4 111.9 26.2 83.5 101.6 91.7
6.6 45.7 56.9 55.7 16.5 104.6 132.9 123.1 26.5 92.3 103.6 97.6
6.9 37.3 60.1 57.8 16.8 105.3 162.5 142.0 26.8 101.6 106.7 104.4

7.2 35.6 59.8 57.7 17.1 113.2 184.5 170.3 27.1 111.2 116.8 113.5
7.4 32.1 62.5 59.6 17.4 159.9 190.5 181.9 27.4 122.4 127.2 123.5

7.7 50.6 70.9 68.6 17.7 142.3 174.7 168.8 27.7 134.6 137.4 136.2

8.0 49.7 78.0 75.5 18.0 110.2 170.4 147.8 27.9 148.7 153.8 150.9
8.3 49.1 81.5 71.9 18.3 111.7 212.7 130.2 28.2 164.1 170.8 166.3

8.6 44.7 81.3 69.0 18.6 90.7 170.7 105.9 28.5 180.6 184.5 182.6
8.9 40.1 80.3 64.4 18.9 70.0 141.8 85.4 28.8 201.0 203.7 202.0
9.2 41.3 82.9 66.8 19.2 56.2 125.8 67.9 29.1 223.1 226.2 224.9
9.5 46.2 89.0 78.1 19.5 45.5 170.9 59.1 29.4 245.5 255.2 249.4

9.8 44.8 95.9 89.1 19.7 40.6 146.2 72.7 29.7 272.7 279.1 274.4
10.1 46.6 97.2 86.7 20.0 34.6 132.6 72.8 30.0 300.4 306.8 301.8
10.4 48.1 93.9 80.7 20.3 34.9 146.8 78.5
10.7 53.3 90.1 78.3 20.6 35.6 166.0 82.9
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Aggregate impedance measurements of all residential houses in Somerset and London.

Freq Z Min Z Max ZAve Freq Z Min Z Max Z Ave Freq Z Min Z Max Z Ave

MHz Cl Cl Cl MHz 0 0 Cl MHz Cl Cl Cl

1.0 13.5 71.7 40.5 11.0 35.0 239.6 108.6 20.9 36.8 167.9 82.7

1.3 8.5 19.4 18.2 11.3 39.6 259.4 119.9 21.2 39.1 166.0 82.1

1.6 4.1 29.5 12.0 11.5 32.0 274.4 126.0 21.5 41.0 187.1 82.8
I

1.9 3.7 47.6 11.8 11.8 29.8 291.5 126.7 21.8 42.3 194.1 89.1

2.2 3.4 93,8 20.9 12.1 34.9 290.8 123.3 22.1 41.5 207.7 99.8

2.5 3.6 94.7 30.8 12.4 30.0 284.3 119.8 22.4 37.0 216.3 109.1

2.8 4.0 118.9 41.4 12.7 28.1 260.5 118.9 22.7 33.6 223.0 110.2

3.1 6.8 137.0 46.2 13.0 32.0 240.7 121.6 23.0 30.7 226.6 103.8

3.3 8.0 136.2 42.7 13.3 29.2 287.1 126.6 23.3 30.6 234.2 101.8

3,6 10.2 123.7 43.8 13.6 32.6 342.1 135.7 23.6 33.3 207.7 99.1

3,9 12.2 122.8 45.1 13.9 28.7 401.8 147.9 23.8 37.3 198.1 99.0

4.2 12.7 118.0 54.8 14.2 23.0 476.3 158.2 24.1 42.5 194.7 97.3

4.5 13.9 105.8 54.4 14.5 19.3 552.3 164.5 24.4 48.1 214.4 94.4

4.8 15.7 109.2 49.8 14.8 17.7 583.7 162.6 24.7 54.1 241.9 91.3

5.1 18.9 133.1 53.6 15.1 18.3 577.2 154.3 25.0 53.8 270.5 85.5

5.4 19.2 175.8 53.3 15.4 21.6 558.5 147.4 25.3 51.8 152.6 81.6

5.7 17.9 131.6 56.9 15.6 19.7 536.9 142.0 25.6 49.7 151.0 82.9

6.0 17.1 94.2 62.0 15.9 19.5 510.6 142.2 25.9 44.1 294.2 90.2

6.3 17.9 110.0 61.2 16.2 23.5 478.2 140.0 26.2 41.7 265.2 97.6

6.6 19.0 89.1 57.9 16.5 24.4 453.2 137.2 26.5 43.6 239.9 105,3

6.9 18.1 101.9 62.3 16.8 19.9 419.5 133.7 26.8 47.6 257.9 109.5

7.2 25.0 112.9 65.3 17.1 17.2 382.6 132.5 27.1 52.7 294.7 109.4

7.4 29.6 149.6 66.5 17.4 16.7 350.7 132.0 27.4 59.2 330.4 107.8

7.7 37.1 144.0 70.0 17.7 16.6 319.2 126.3 27.7 62.4 349.4 113.8

8.0 30.9 161.8 74.9 18.0 18.7 290.1 117.9 27.9 59.1 354.8 121.4

8.3 35.5 165.2 78.3 18.3 22.4 259.8 114.2 28.2 55.0 342.0 130.0

8.6 44.7 157.1 85.4 18.6 27.0 234.3 109.6 28.5 51.3 231.4 134.5

8.9 29.7 141.1 92.8 18.9 32.0 211.6 105.2 28.8 48.5 250.6 142.6

9.2 25.4 188.7 95.0 19.2 29.8 190.5 98.7 29.1 46.3 261.8 153.9

9.5 20.6 168.0 92.4 19.5 33.7 171.2 96.7 29.4 43.5 288.7 166.0

9.8 21.4 143.9 88.2 19.7 36.6 158.1 99.0 29.7 38.2 317.3 175.6

10.1 21.6 156.6 84.9 20.0 34.6 148.1 96.4 30.0 36.2 348.3 185.1

10.4 29.0 184.1 87.6 20.3 34.9 146.8 92.3

10.7 33.6 220.8 97.0 20.6 35.6 166.0 88.7
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Aggrega1e impedance measurements olall college buildinqs and resi<*lntial houses measurements

Freq ZMin ZMiJ< ZAve Freq ZMin ZMiJ< ZAve Freq ZMin ZMiJ< ZAve

MHz Cl Cl Cl MHz Cl Cl Cl MHz Cl Cl Cl

1.0 13.5 90.5 41.2 11.0 23.0 239.6 102.3 20.9 31.5 211.1 101.7

1.3 8.5 73.1 20.9 11.3 16.7 259.4 106.0 21.2 33.8 197.2 107.7

1.6 3.2 115.4 19.8 11.5 15.7 274.4 107.5 21.5 3S.0 199.0 107.4

1.9 3.7 191.5 24.2 11.S 19.6 291.5 103.4 21.S 42.0 256.9 10S.3

2.2 3.2 309.4 3S.1 12.1 17.6 290.S 101.5 22.1 3S.4 267.2 107.7

2.5 3.4 278.0 47.4 12.4 13.5 298.1 101.0 22.4 29.6 263.5 10S.9

2.S 3.7 242.7 51.9 12.7 10.S 349.0 101.S 22.7 26.2 223.0 10S.0

3.1 6.0 248.0 53.7 13.0 7.S 408.8 108.3 23.0 25.7 226.6 105.1

3.3 S.O 300.5 54.7 13.3 5.8 393.6 115.5 23.3 26.S 234.2 106.3

3.6 10.2 240.7 50.9 13.6 5.7 342.1 119.2 23.6 31.7 207.7 108.3

3.9 12.2 204.3 49.5 13.9 5.7 401.S 127.3 23.S 37.3 19S.5 110.6

4.2 12.7 155.2 51.4 14.2 7.0 476.3 134.S 24.1 42.5 199.5 112.1

4.5 13.9 105.S 50.3 14.5 9.7 552.3 142.9 24.4 48.1 215.0 110.S

4.S 15.7 109.2 50.6 14.8 13.3 583.7 145.7 24.7 54.1 241.9 107.9

5.1 1S.9 206.7 59.9 15.1 17.3 577.2 145.2 25.0 53.S 270.5 102.0

5.4 19.2 316.7 6S.0 15.4 21.6 558.5 143.3 25.3 50.2 285.8 99.1

5.7 17.9 302.0 65.5 15.6 19.7 536.9 141.1 25.6 44.0 329.0 9S.9

6.0 17.1 25S.5 65.1 15.9 19.5 510.6 139.S 25.9 43.1 37S.3 101.6

6.3 17.9 195.3 66.5 16.2 23.5 47S.2 140.5 26.2 41.7 423.6 102.1

6.6 19.0 155.2 66.6 16.5 24.4 453.2 142.6 26.5 43.5 437.0 104.6

6.9 1S.1 275.5 76.S 16.S 19.9 419.5 147.3 26.S 35.7 436.9 106.1

7.2 25.0 294.8 83.0 17.1 17.2 445.7 154.6 27.1 39.5 294.7 106.8

7.4 29.6 220.0 7S.1 17.4 16.7 4S2.7 157.6 27.4 45.6 352.4 105.S

7.7 37.1 166.4 73.2 17.7 16.6 473.0 153.0 27.7 46.6 349.4 113.0

8.0 30.9 161.8 74.5 1S.0 18.7 431.9 143.5 27.9 52.S 354.8 116.8

8.3 35.5 165.2 76.8 18.3 22.4 369.7 134.7 28.2 55.0 342.0 123.3

8.6 43.1 157.1 80.1 18.6 27.0 311.1 128.5 28.5 51.3 231.4 127.8

8.9 29.7 141.1 85.2 18.9 28.7 266.1 124.8 28.8 48.5 319.9 137.2

9.2 25.4 188.7 89.4 19.2 29.8 248.0 123.6 29.1 46.3 340.3 149.2

9.5 20.6 168.0 89.0 19.5 32.3 249.3 124.3 29.4 43.5 337.9 163.4

9.8 21.4 143.9 88.5 19.7 30.1 249.2 123.9 29.7 38.2 326.0 177.0

10.1 21.6 156.6 85.5 20.0 30.3 252.0 119.2 30.0 36.2 348.3 188.0

10.4 29.0 184.1 87.5 20.3 33.4 232.4 115.1

10.7 32.6 220.8 94.1 20.6 32.9 223.1 111.5
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Appendix 2 - Published paper

Evaluation of M~' Parameters fo Dete'l'lniniog 'he
EffidtDt'y of ignal PropagatioD inBroadband PLT ystems

Ray BIlUIDOD,!:m Haq, Iohu Nev.!\lwyKeny • knm. Ftaser RObeIt5011,
Lisw" Wills, lam Summ4!fS,

Email: j e 1!O'b!ll:),!'!p>peD I[ •

pmblUl ha; do:miJl3ted all aspeds of broa 8lId
del;l!lOpmeDt 10 1his day mel 3ttracted a ranre of
msimlatiom from arcnmd Cbe voorld some of \l..hich
\\-ete partly justified aDd o1!ierscomp!ilely
mlfOUllded.

!be key considerations for developiD: IIII.d
de.l:il~ a mIl latematiOD3l staDdard for
Broadband power line communications and olber
1ire-l:ille systems of XDSL :mel cable modem

system is weD overdue. This is clue to standards
c::cxamri ees ~ the World disansin~
de~ md e\'alua~ the key conditions
.tespol15"ible for sipW propa,ptiou along 1he low
"0 Clgedism'butioD c.able VDN) andc0ns3deri!1g
other parameten and the quality of cables used for
this t}pe of cODlJmmkatioD. This paper gh-es some
iusight into die work of the ,colllDl.i.ttMs the
problems !bey are debating and the \\'aY to et'Iloate
cmd:iDaJ ~ters to ntab ish I sHIDless
ccmJDllmkation system for Wile-hue
comDlmakatioas systems.

Some teD )'t!I3n has passed smce the first
lII\'tStiratioD5 and experimental trials for
Broadband PLY system iD cli.f&tut pans of the
World. The key ID these experiments of
~. aDd recen~ cila o\w the LVDN in
!be hqDency mIp from 1.6 MHz 10 30 MHz \\'tn

hmiM 10 esllblishiDc the dlroucbPat of die data
fi'om the ttmsDIi.ttH (Modem) to the rec:ei\iD& eud
().!ode ,!be results of these iDitial expe:rimeD.ts
.. <ere eacourapng mso far tUt data IlItes of
Mbit ~d aDd bipet' weH! traDsmittH I!ld

lecen:ed efficiently for both \1Ilderp'OUIld and
anillead electri.c:al systems,

!be asultll of data twwnission rates weH! l""elY
eDCOIlDrm; mil acted as a catalyst for odler
or,pmSlltions to becoD» inl'Ol\-ed ~
l'ellClcm. DIIlDUfaCtare5 IJld militJ.es. 111 IddiJion
Illticmal aDd iDtem:lrioual cousortia were fol1m!d
principally to allow usy access to the utility
compmies "'00 comrol du! LVDN. Wid! mse
ad\aa.1B.~es aDd nmc:h coDabo aDoll tak~ place
Ibm 0 be one cl.isad\'3nta:e and this s the
r.lldia: emissiontha.l could POIU1i2l.ly eDd all
chances of broadband beiD{ rolled out, This

To resoh'e m:m)' of die key prob ems ofbroadbllld
PLT a series of Mhnialcommiltee'5 were fOrmed
ori.pu~g 11 both Gonmment , utility and
manufacturu !!l-el, Due ID the ltIeUtion Ibis type of
tKhDolog "IU mel is stilIlltIJ.~ ialIJ'DlItioual
bodies were a~ed to become iD.\'alved, PriDcipal
:mJ."OIlg these olpMsations .. 'as the Emopean
Commission for EIectro-tedlDical staDdardisltion
CENELEC, which deals \\ith Jaw frequency UId
DOW hiPl frl.queDC)' power liDe systmm. From this
spn'1H.d a 5trits of committee's iIIdlldin~tba of
(he EuropMD Tele<olllJlDllJicaticms StudarIb
wtitute (ETSl).!bey i:D\-estipted the possibility of
I joint committee 'IIrith CENELBC. Unfortmlately
due ODe body ~ repre5eilltatin of the Europem
UDion aDd (he other represe~ I ~

O!pIIisan02l with fIti and l'otiD& IWm Ibis voas
DOt possible. HCJ\\"f\"I!J'it \\'15 a~ tha.1 both
cam:mi.~ would ~t \\'Ott; pIOpuIlmes

wim. die aim of clft-elopm: all aspects of
Broadbmel PLT S)'S12IDS,Bodl co.mminHs art
produtiJI: I~od wotk mel lII3II)' pmidJ'lllllS arf
actn'e illboth committees.

Due to the dolllllWKt of die radiated emimoas a
JOw ,,~ poup for iln'eslip~
elec1romapaetic COmp3l1l1itity of IICM only
broadbaDd PLT bot ibl't'Il'O odler key \\'If~liDe
l!dmo!a:iH of xD:SL systems aDd cable modem
systmss \\'15 iDitiated. 'This colDlllinH attncted
member.. iombo CENELEC and ETSI topdler
"id! other tey Wl!rtited pubes iDdudin~, radio
operators, broaclcas~ o:rpnisa~ such as the
BBC, Briusb Telecommunications, Radio
commumcatiOll a,gmcies of UK and the
Nerh.lfluds and alllllteur radio orpmsanons. Each
~nisaticm bas theA! O\\'D. \"'ested iDtertst ill tbis
tKi:molo~', "itlJ. $omeauk~ UDJusri1ied
COD1mellt5 tUt take aD inoJdmate amoum of time 10
resot\'! l!e\-er
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CISPR22, before BroadbaD.d PLT, 1Io'lIS responsible
for all aspects of s.igJW propaption foy xOSL md
cable modem 5}'SteJn5,. 'To i:D.cOJ:pOrl.1e a 1hird \\tire-
line system. that of Broadbllld PLr, an officW
modification to me slllMes of this (OllllWttft was
required. This was pISsed aud die m!ok of
specifyiDg the same teclmical standard for allth:ree
cOlJUllJUlicatioos sysmns (OlllllleDCi!d.
Unfol1l1ute!y. IIlIllY prob e!Im elI51Ied ~ u
iDordinate amOllllt of !lime witbDut resolution. In
addition Ibe time scale for mgJJq all Ibree
teclmo opes II dose to pa.55~ and. dJeref:ore \\'e
may be back 1IIere \\'e started from severa! 't'IIl'$

al:o.

ne advancement and resol 'on of the nd:i.t1ed
emissiollS from these dIl'ee systems has at1mc:ted
ccms:iderab e 3t1m1i<m from I~ ~O\-emments iD.
the \\wld partic:alaJt)' Japan and UK.. The .Japmese
Parliament aDlI.OOJI.Ced some '0 ye,lrs a,~ that no
commercUl lice.DCt.s would be made l'llilabJe lO
CODIp3Ilies until ClSPR 2_ bad resoh"ed the imIe
of Clldiated tDili~ion ud a s1lmdard ~5ued for the
World. This also applies to olDer cOUDtri~ iD the
world and until such time only mals are be~
carried our fi'U d!.oG,p customen both industrial,
commercUl aud residential ITt' payill, monthly fees
for there senicetherefor! p'\i:n" I false linT of
operation.

ne coDDt!C1ion~'1!I!n die chfferem organisations
and p!vermnem bomes respomib~ lor Bmadbmd
PLr S}"51e1m is sho\\u in Fipre Ilt is Il0l'

complete b p['OI;ides tile most ~1icu ou.1liDe
.of de\'e!opmellt~ today,

Standards Bodies of the World

T ICboiopcal CbUe~es for Broadb d
Systems

In consi~ me diffen!ll s1:u1dards bocbe in
EQmpe and the rest .of dte World, mey all hue ODe

aim and that II to embtWl sensible and \\'Olbb e
radiated emission limits from '1l1dre-1iDes)'5WD.S
tlmt will DOt aase any iDtufertDCe l'O the
establisht'd radio services, !bis includes m.
follO\\in" St'l'\;ces:

Bro..d~
_lobile communications
Distress frequeucies
Space and radio astronomy
:Milil3l'y commtm:ications

.~ sbo,.'ll iD F~ 2

ID order to embhsh a coordiDlued responw to the
Gldiated emissioll5 limit "rithiD. the sl:a.DlWds boches
it is ab~tut.)y ~sential to UDdersl2ndand JDj!15111'1

key parameters associated with tile t'D1i.s!ions from
Broadbmel PLT ~teD15,

III partkular the ke ' me:uuremmt parameters that
detenxIiDe the tGIllSmisSIO,U mel recepnou of
broadband PLT systems 111 operation iDclude tbe
1followin,:

Lonpmdin:alcoup~ Loss
CaDducttd emissioll5
Radiated emissions
Noise floor
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It is with tbMe ~ that the radiated
emission lli1:Ifts may be establlibed and understood
with respect to mmsmissioD and reception.

It is extremely impoItmt to establish the cmge of
nlues for diese par.ame-teI5 aDd over as "ide a
~M,~cal area as pos5ib e_For 1his. Imson we
are c:a11')'in~ out a measuremen: campaip in the
UDiJ KioPm. Europe and otbs- parts of the
v;orld_ E\;-en.witbim. tilese locations it is ~tial 10
cmy out measmements in rural, semi~ 1Uban, and
urban city areas_

To UDdenake such a measunment propmmDl! it is
e:5SeatUI to Im-l'! ~ mo\t Kcurate ~ and
'be able to set it up :so that measuremeots o\"er a
~. period am be obmiDed. The equipment used in
am experimeatal pro:nm:me included:

• f~ recei'!.'!J - Rhode :md ~chw:utt
Si:;Dal p.D.tIllwr
Low ,-alia" coupler
CLprobe

Widebmel ameDllllle
R.esoD:mt Anteml3e

111 ddilion 'to tbls equipmen tbat must be
accurately c:ah"brated" dIere is die soft\\'U1!
c:w,elapment forreco~ the measurements,. Our
:measure:men centred OIl a ,Illlmber of s.ites m~ a
~e of modems systeIru iDd~ MARmET
aDd ASCO. S)'S'tem5-

The LCL probe, de:ve aped in-house ~-idriD am
:resurch uoap bbollltories \\'1U based OD the
McFarlane (refemJcel)_

With tbis equipmem aU lhe key measuremen
p8l"8.DWers would be a Ie to be measured \-eIY
acc1II'a1ely. The fRqIIenc)' rmge co\-ered l~nh 0

30. ilh '~pli as fonav.rs.

Access band. IMHz: (0 10:b.fiiz
Ill-bouse b . lOllnIz: t 3~fiiz:

Field s~ me35\lI"t!IDsts enable me mno~-ing
~te s ttl be establi.s3Jed:

PL T t.missioas
• laDma.de badt~UDd BOise aused by inteanoDlll
radiators due to bmadc:as stations
NMIIral bcKkpaund Iloj~: it ras Decessu)' to
make mmsuremems at dif[ermt iImeS of tile day 0

eit'lb is.b an i:acrease Of decrease due ID the
iOllOspbere
Increase in bad:~ it ,-moos chs1:mces from
mdiatiDg stru.ctures, ,caused by the operatioD of tb,
p r S)'Stem
Regl!5SiOll m of die s:ipW stn!DgdJ. "ith
iD.cnas- ~ diswx:e from the n~ stnIctIlIe5.

E\"3Iu3.1i1:1rod assessin~ Key P.aramtters of
Broadb P T Sysmns.

Unlike other stmdards Broadbimd PLY S)'s1ems
kDow:s no bOODdaries aDd ·theHfme nrdiamd
emission aDd beIlee propaptiOlL emma: ti aU c,,;er
b ~.rJd. The propaga ion of broadband pcrwer
IiDe s:i~ 1 ds to dine components, tlIJIIely
P'O\IDd "'In'!, sky wan and 5Jlace 1l'l\;'e when
tnms:mi~ in the frequmcy ran,e 1.6 MHz to 30
MHz. as shoau in F~pR4

systems

Almoap ~ SlpW propaptio c.0!Mht:i0m In

wen t.~12bb.s.hedtbfY provide a 'SO\IrClt of potential
:intemm.ce w en detec by riN-liDe syswns
mel dlerefort! contn e 10 the DOlit inpes~ It the
n!l:m:m~ e:o.d .111 addition the ~eneral
electromapLt!tic interference betweell the wirt.-liIlf
c:ablti aDd the pileD] power di!uibarioll a.t\\'Otk
pnmdes funhtrr m1mction . lS deUilnelltal to
5lpul propaption 8.S~bo".. inFj~5
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F~ S Electtomapetic Radiated Emi.mom aDd
Coupling lmeJference

The relationship or the conducted cumm from the
modem. distti~ thro~ !he po :H tine will be
de12ImiDed by tbe number of de\'lces cClllDKl2d 0

the L'lDN cable. The ICismatch in the impe.dmce
of the cable betll-een equipment DOde~ 1!oill give
rise to a common mode current lbat emanates from
the cable in tile form of elec:trolD3gDeticmdi:a.noll
produc.~ an e1ectromagnetic field E. Hen a
poteDti.al problem exists of emb!isbin~ the
relationship betwHll the COmmoD mode cumm
aDd the Eleclric field E ,enera Id and the accuracy
to 1hic.h these two k. pam!:eter5 may be
measured. The rela ·ouship or !bese two pamneters
leads 0 the )oaptudinal conversiOllloss which may
be defined as fdlows ineqtWioD I:

Lon:i1ll.diDal Com'enioD Loss (LCL) =
MOdemVO]ILFf 1

CommOD _ odt Current

From equation 1, subject to the modem \"Olu,.'
~ reasonably coDStm a mull COmlDOD
mode a:tm'l1t ~illlud to lIar", LCL mel 50und
Ir.m5m.issi.on collditiom. HolJ, .."wa 10"" Lel. ~'l
Pl"erise to a hiP common mode cmreut and I

bi~ radiated emission from the electricity cab ID,
prac:ti~ from IIlUSW'eJllellU anied wt O\.'ef I

Dumber of sites LCL \,Ilu~sor tht' order of 35dB
an! being achit'ved.

l II U
• II II U· 2-11 ........ T.Jl U .. , III OJ • ILl • "'1 II • .., ......-Fipll'l 6 Lonr;itudiml COll\~mOl1

Losses CId I:mpedaDce for I Kitchen

-

II II II II II II II. • II II U UUU U U U· " ... .. .. UI 1'-1 .. fU .. .... .. au .. OiI ... , 11. •

•
'"

-Fl~ Lcmptud:iDalCcJllWS;OU

Lo~5tiaDd l:mptdmce for I GIn"

The \'llU1ion iD the LCL topthH ~iIh the
imp.cJ.mce fOJ me same home but ~ at
diffe:em pofnts iD the home clearly ,dtmous1J2ms
d» cIiticalit)' of mt mu~ positionaDd
heDc:e die LCL and imptdaDce oflhe s),SIem.

C•• dasio.

The e>1::lbti.s.hmeDt of a full tmpintal model for the
behl\iOlll1 of bro.wdbaud Pt T systems must like
iDEo ccmswiemlioD the 1IlU5lU'tIIl&t posiliOll md
d» CI1I3Ieqwpmtllt CODDlcted m 1bt ~twod 50
lbat \"Iriation ill the commoa mode C-1JIm3t aDd the
resultin, electric fiekt may be e5t2blis.bed .In
adcIftioD, l!Ie meas1l1tmIDI of panmems to
e~tlbhish die inp'ess D015~ the re~5sion rale of
b elecinc field apins di1f.re:!U IIOlse tloor 1,,·,h
accordiq to die time of da}' aDd 'top:aphical
locilllOD are t!>~lI.lia1. UD.!lI a fWl pptnmtDIal
pro~ is e~tablisbed me wod of me di1[~t
st:md.ard bodies at aD "'th ~"ill be st\-enly
impeded..
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